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Abstract

Today’s research on Quality of Experience (QoE) mainly addresses multimedia services,
where the end-users’ subjective perception is the prime factor of determining the QoE.
With the introduction of the Internet of Things (IoT), there is a need for new ways of
evaluating the QoE. Emerging IoT services, such as remotely-controlled operations, au-
tonomous vehicles (AVs), and energy management, are more complex, creating additional
quality requirements emerging from the machine-to-machine (M2M) communication and
autonomous processes. One challenge, as an extension of the legacy QoE concept, is
understanding the perception of end-users QoE in the context of IoT services. For in-
stance, within the current state of the art in QoE it is not clear how intelligent machines
can impact end-users’ QoE, but also how end-users can alter or affect an intelligent ma-
chine. Another challenge is the quality evaluation of the M2M and systems that enable
the machines to run by themselves. Consider a self-driving vehicle, where multiple au-
tonomous decisions are simultaneously made as a result of predictive models that reason
on the vehicle’s generated data. An evaluation of the predictive models is inevitable
due to abundance of the potential sources of failures. A quality degradation of the IoT
hardware, the software enabling autonomous decision, and the M2M communication can
raise life-threatening concerns, directly impacting the end-users’ QoE.

In this thesis, we argue for a paradigm shift in the QoE area that understands the
relationships between humans and intelligent machines, as well as within the machines.
Our contributions are as follows: first, we introduce the term Quality of IoT-experience
(QoIoT) that extends the conventional QoE approaches in covering IoT services. Within
QoIoT, we consider a quality evaluation from the perspective of the end-users, as well as
from intelligent machines. The end-user’s perception is captured by following the con-
ventional QoE approaches, while regarding intelligent machine we propose the usage of
objective metrics to describe their experiences and performance. As our second contri-
bution, we propose a novel QoIoT architecture that consists of a layered methodology in
order to determine the overall QoIoT. The QoIoT architecture, firstly, models the data-
sources of an IoT service, classified within four layers: physical, network, application,
and virtual. Secondly, the architecture proposes three layers for measuring the QoIoT by
considering Quality of Data (QoD), Quality of Network (QoN), and Quality of Context
(QoC), with QoC being the prime layer in measuring the objective performance metrics.
Finally, the third contribution of this thesis considers a case-study of cellular IoT, involv-
ing autonomous mining vehicles, which we utilize to achieve a preliminary results that
validate the proposed QoIoT architecture.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Internet of Things is defined as a global infrastructure for the information society,
enabling services by interconnecting physical and virtual objects based on existing and
evolving information and communication technologies [41]. The ever-growing demand
for connected devices went from around 500 million in 2003, to 8.6 billion in 2018 and
forecasted 22.3 billion by 2024, excluding mobile phones [25]. The applications for IoT has
grown from simple sensing devices into enabling advanced services for remote controlling,
management, and maintenance of physical and virtual processes [33]. Few examples of
the wide range of emerging IoT applications are shown on Figure 1.1, including digitizing
society (e.g. smart city, health-care), automated industrial production, and intelligent
transportation. The rapid increase in deployed devices comes with the costs of series
of challenges, including network scalability, data management, power consumption, and
security [61]. For instance, there are demands on the access networks for developing new
IoT-tailored communication protocols [8]; and demands on IoT platforms for bringing
the computation and virtual storage closer to the devices [71].

As IoT is becoming more pervasive [46], it expands to services with a wide range
of unique properties and quality requirements. Consider Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) as
an example, where the focus is on fast and accurate processing of sensory data to avoid
collisions [15]; while IoT-enabled remotely controlled vehicles impose stringent latency
requirements on the machine-to-machine (M2M) communications [74]. Such emerging
IoT services are engaging closely to human life-style and privacy, where failures in the
M2M type communications can pose life-threatening risks, as well as risks of causing
business losses. The current practice of dealing with fulfillment of network quality re-
quirements during run-time of a service is achieved through evaluation of Quality of
Service (QoS) metrics [34]. For instance, the QoS metrics can describe the network de-
lay, jitter, packet drops, and bandwidth. However, the QoS metrics narrowly capture
the end users’ perception of the service and may not reflect their overall service accept-
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4 Introduction

Figure 1.1: The emerging IoT use-cases.

ability and experience [59]. To highlight the end user’s point-of-view, the concept of
Quality of Experience (QoE) was defined as: “degree of delight or annoyance of the user
of an application or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her expectations with
respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the
user’s personality and current state.” [16]. Since then, the research on QoE has focused
from mapping QoS metrics to users’ QoE [27]; to understanding and defining factors
influencing QoE [59]; and to building QoE management models [60].

The research on QoE management is addressed from two distinct, but often comple-
mentary perspectives, application and network [73]. The network QoE management is
mainly an extension of the legacy Quality of Service (QoS) techniques, measuring metrics
to describe network performance and the way they impact the end-user perception [27].
Whereas application QoE considers social, cognitive, and contextual metrics to produce
a subjective score that ranks the end-users’ experience [59]. However, the conventional
QoE management mainly targets multimedia services, such as video, voice, gaming, and
web applications [73]. Evaluating QoE in IoT services, especially in industrial domain,
deviates from the conventional paradigm, as the scope goes beyond measuring single
end-user’s perception of a multimedia. Consider a simple scenario of regulating the tem-
perature in a building. Herein, the network QoE would assess the service in terms of
sending timely updates to a end-user in cases of remote supervision [73]. Whereas the
application QoE can assess the end-user’s subjective perception of the service in terms
of feeling pleasantness in the environment [73]. The end-user’s experience in this case
depends on measurements from multiple interconnected sensors, managed from a central-
ized unit. Therein, evaluating the precision, accuracy, and quality of the sensory data is
currently lacking in the QoE management models [80]. Inability to detect hardware and
software failures in the IoT objects, and thus their implications on QoE, backfires when
evaluating performance and QoE of more advanced services. Emerging IoT services in-
clude M2M type communication among physical and virtual objects, enabling intelligent
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machines of autonomous decision-making based on interconnected predictive models [77].
Having a poor understanding of how an autonomous service can impact the end-users
QoE will lead to reduction of their situation awareness and potentially have catastrophic
repercussions [24], especially in AVs case. Thus, in this thesis, we define and model the
end-to-end quality of experience in an IoT service. In particular, we identify the main
components and interactions within an autonomous service and propose metrics to evalu-
ate the experience from two perspectives: (1) Human, by extracting the end-users’ QoE;
and (2) Machines, by translating the overall machine performance to business oriented
metrics.

1.2 Research Motivation

Human QoE. The research on QoE focuses on quantitative representation of subjec-
tive human perception of the service [60]. For instance, an end-user watches a video
stream via the internet, downloading frames from a remote video server, and then rates
its subjective perception of the service. Therein, the main factors affecting the QoE
are the network performance (e.g. QoS), subjective (e.g. mood, enjoyment, emotions)
and objective human factors (e.g. Human visual system (HVS)). The state of the art
in QoE mainly evaluates a end-user perception of multimedia services, such as video,
voice, gaming, and web [60]. However, in the emerging IoT services the human-computer
interaction is on different dimension in terms of how the new technology will impact the
end-users [77]. Consider an AV, where decisions by the software can impact multiple
end-users’ QoE simultaneously, ranging from the driver, passengers, pedestrians, and
people in surrounding vehicles. Moreover, multiple end-users can affect and alter the
real-time decisions by the AV. For instance, a driver can override the AV, a passenger
can re-adjust the AV’s settings, or a pedestrian crossing a street can stop the AV. Thus,
the relationships between the end-users and the autonomous service, such as an AV, are
much more complex [77]; The conventional approaches of measuring QoE and its metrics
require an extension in covering perception of multiple QoEs depending on the contextual
situations.

Service QoE. A fundamental characteristic of an IoT service is the coalescence with
functionalities provided by other services [46], leading to complex service chains, known
as System-of-Systems (SoS) [14], with possibly even hundreds of interconnected services
offered by different third parties, each with their own business incentives. Consider a
mining company with a fleet of AVs digging and excavating natural resources (e.g. ore).
Now consider an emergency situation in the mine, such as fire, explosion, or flood. The
risk assessment comprises of an alarm service that ensures the safety of the miners,
AVs, and other equipment. The end-to-end alarm service consists of multiple sensors
to detect smoke, humidity, and temperature, as well as of autonomous processes for
dealing with the emergency. For instance, an alarm is triggered in case of a fire in the
mine, which is followed by a series of chained events, such as reasoning on positioning
data to locate the miners and AVs and compute their most optimal rescue route. Then,
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Figure 1.2: QoE in an end-to-end IoT service.

the service must actuate by notifying the miners and AVs for their individual routes in
a timely manner and contact additional external services to deal with the emergency
situations (e.g. fire department). The safety of the miners and machines in this case rely
on complicated dependencies on the data-sources and M2M communication. Consider
Figure 1.2 as an example of such end-to-end IoT service, consisting of service chains
and autonomous processes. Therein, an output from one sensor is an input to another
sensor, followed by an autonomous reasoning and actuating, creating complex chains
with strong dependencies on the accuracy and quality of the produced data by each
sensor and process. In current practice, the quality and performance of such complex
SoS is controlled on an ad-hoc basis, while the consequences of failures are not well
understood [77]. Therefore, there is a need for extension of conventional QoE techniques
to cover complex SoS. In particular, there is a need of automated techniques for measuring
the impact of chained services on the business-oriented metrics and QoE, understanding
the implication of failures within and offering root-cause analysis.

Machine QoE. AI is seen as a key enabler for autonomous services [46], which is
highlighted in the Figure 1.2. Going into the essence of AI, it is defined as ”the science
of making machines capable of performing tasks that would require intelligence if done
by humans” [58], while recent studies refer to AI as ”similar or the same kind as human
intelligence exhibited machines” [50]. The research on AI goes as far as defining machine
emotions [65] and human-robot interaction [31]. Thus, one may envision that AI-enabled
machines may, just like humans, perceive experience, which arguably is different compared
the humans (e.g. QoE) [35]. AI typically runs as a software controller (Figure 1.2),
controlling individual processes or even a complete end-to-end service, making decisions
based on internal and external data-sources [50]. In addition, a single decision by the AI
can be based on the M2M communication among multiple predictive models, creating
additional dependencies on the accuracy of the outputs as a result of a prediction. For
instance, consider a predictive AV model for overtaking a vehicle on the road which
reasons on the produced predictions from multiple individual models, such as for detecting
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moving objects, line-keeping, collision avoidance, and speed control [9, 26]. The M2M
interaction among those predictive models is itself a machine experience in a sense of
how each AI process perceives the data inputs. A faulty prediction by any of the models
may occur as a results of a faulty input data, as well as a result of a inaccurate, biased, and
overfitted or underfitted AI model, degrading the overall service performance regarding
self-driving [77]. In that direction, the critical challenge remains in identifying the main
data-sources (e.g. raw data and data as outcome of the prediction models) and then
produce metrics for benchmarking the complete AI system. The benefits can be three-
fold: (1) Improving the end-users’ QoE and awareness of the machine’s state, enabling
the end-user to override the AI’s decisions in the right time or tweak its settings; (2)
Facilitate the AI’s self-learning by using the benchmarking metrics for labeling the raw
generated data; (3) Ability to trigger root-cause analysis on a measured poor performance
and identify the source issues.

1.3 Research Questions

This section presents the selected research questions based on the state of practice
and state of the art review. In the following, we describe two research questions which
this thesis attempts to answer:

RQ1: How to define Quality of Experience for an IoT service?

QoE evaluation models have been traditionally developed for multimedia services,
centered around the end-user’s perception. However, the emerging IoT services bring ad-
ditional requirements which infer that the constituted QoE concept require an extension.
First, the QoE models should consider the quality of the produced data by the IoT ob-
jects, as the QoE can be degraded by a single faulty measurements by an object. Second,
an IoT service may include M2M communication among multiple objects, based on which
an intelligent machine can gather and process the data to make autonomous decisions.
Therein, a QoE model should understand and evaluate the impact of M2M communica-
tion on the overall service performance. Third, the relationship between the end-users
and IoT service is on different dimension regarding the metrics that can impact the QoE.
For instance, a mission-critical IoT service, such as in health-care, need to evaluate the
impact of intelligent machines regarding safety and reliability metrics. Therefore, with
RQ1 we raise the need of extending the working QoE definition, proposed in [16], to
cover IoT services.

RQ2: How to develop and validate an architecture for Quality of Experience
in an IoT service?

The existing QoE models, surveyed by Skorin et al. [73], consist of architectures for
evaluating QoE that typically process application and network layer data to produce
QoE metrics as an output. In that direction, the need to extend the QoE definition, as
addressed with RQ1, would also require an extension of the state of the art architectures.
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Therefore, we raise the need of an architecture that models the IoT requirements from
RQ1 and quantify the experiences perceived by the end-users and intelligent machines.

1.4 Research Methodology

This section presents an overview of the research methodology that is used in this
thesis, illustrated on Figure 1.3. According to Kothari [49], research methodology is a
method(s) to analytically explain and solve a research problem. Our research process
follows the three steps research framework proposed by Holtz et al [36], although slightly
modified to serve our research context of implementing a real-world solutions.

Figure 1.3: The research process in this thesis.

Our research process, shown on Figure 1.3, is a results of a close cooperation with
our industrial partner InfoVista AB, whose expertise provides valuable contributions in
every step of the process. The first step of our research process is to define research
questions. The initial point of discussion was set on two wide areas of research - IoT and
cellular networks, to match the state of practise within our industrial partner. Then,
a specific set of topics and technologies were selected for further research based on:
(1) Industrial problems that need to be addressed, according to the state of practise
within our industrial partner; and (2) Their disruptive impact within the two initially
defined areas, according to the state of the art literature. As a result, a research report
was produced that addresses the state of the art literature describing key challenges in
the following topics and technologies: (1) IoT (e.g. architectures); (2) Access network
technologies within IoT (e.g. LoRa, Narrowband-IoT); (3) Future network technologies
within IoT (Software Defined Networks, edge computing, caching); and (4) QoE (e.g.
QoE management and provisioning). Based on the state of the art report, a series of
discussions followed in cooperation with the industrial partner to select the most valuable
challenges and form research questions as a basis for this thesis, discussed in Section 1.3.

During the second step of our research process (Figure 1.3) we attempted to answer
the RQ1, from Section 1.3, which required thorough review of the state of the art in the
area of QoE for IoT. The review includes an understanding of the current and upcoming
IoT services, to which the state of the art QoE principles should be applied. We then
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attempted to refine the existing theories that define QoE and build a conceptual archi-
tecture as a solution to the defined research questions. Thus, the process of developing
the architecture consisted of the following research methods: (1) formulative; and (2)
descriptive research [36, 49]. In addition, we utilize a case-study research method [49]
of autonomous vehicles to identify input and output metrics of the proposed conceptual
model for evaluating QoE for IoT services. The process of developing the conceptual
model is not linear and requires iterative refinements based on the technical implemen-
tations and validation of the achieved results.

During the last step of the research process, we considered the quantitative research
method [36] to collect a real-life data within the case-study by implementing technical
solutions from which our research and patented results emerge. The technical solutions
are developed on a pre-selected parts of the proposed conceptual architecture and serve
as a preliminary analysis to validate the model in industrial settings.

1.5 Thesis Contribution

In this section we present the main contributions from this thesis. Figure 1.4 presents
a high-level overview of the contributions in terms of the way research results address
the stated research questions from the Section 1.3. The main contributions include: (1)
Extending the QoE definition in context of IoT services; (2) Developing an architecture
that models the quality of IoT experience; and (3) Conducting a preliminary analysis for
validating the proposed architecture.

In the following, we list the produced research results and then in detail discuss the
individual contributions.

• Paper A. Quality of Experience for the Internet of Things. Dimitar Minovski,
Chrsiter Åhlund, Karan Mitra, Roman Zhohov. IEEE IT Professional Magazine.
Accepted on January 6, 2020.

– Abstract. The Internet of Things (IoT) brings a set of unique and complex
challenges to the field of Quality of Experience (QoE) evaluation. The state-
of-the-art research in QoE mainly targets multimedia services, such as voice,
video, and the Web, to determine quality perceived by end-users. Therein,
main evaluation metrics involve subjective and objective human factors and
network quality factors. Emerging IoT may also include intelligent machines
within services such as health-care, logistics, and manufacturing. The inte-
gration of new technologies such as Machine-to-Machine communications and
artificial intelligence within IoT services may lead to service quality degrada-
tion caused by machines. In this article, we argue that evaluating QoE in the
IoT services should also involve novel metrics for measuring the performance
of the machines alongside metrics for end-users’ QoE. This article extends the
legacy QoE definition in the area of IoT and defines conceptual metrics for
evaluating QoE using an industrial IoT case-study.
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Figure 1.4: Mapping between the included papers and the research questions.

– Authors’ individual contribution. I was the main driver of the paper. I
reviewed and analyzed the state of the art on QoE. I proposed the definitions
regarding QoME and QoIoT, with which we extend the current definition of
QoE to cover IoT services. I wrote the complete paper. Christer Åhlund and
Karan Mitra, as my main supervisors, were taking part in the complete process
of building the proposed definitions, contributing with constructive feedback
and discussions that led to the current form of the definition. Also, they both
helped with formulating the main message of the paper and commented the
paper’s text to improve its structure and presentation. Roman Zhohov was
involved during the initial discussions regarding the paper’s idea and scope.

• Paper B. Modeling Quality of IoT Experience in Autonomous Vehicles. Dimi-
tar Minovski, Chrsiter Åhlund, Karan Mitra. IEEE Internet of Things Journal.
Accepted on February 10, 2020.

– Abstract. Today’s research on Quality of Experience (QoE) mainly ad-
dresses multimedia services. With the introduction of the Internet of Things
(IoT), there is a need for new ways of evaluating the QoE. Emerging IoT
services such as autonomous vehicles (AV) are more complex and involve ad-
ditional quality requirements, such as those related to machine-to-machine
communication that enables self-driving. In fully autonomous cases, it is the
intelligent machines operating the vehicles. Thus, it is not clear how intelli-
gent machines will impact end-users QoE, but also how end-users can alter
and affect a self-driving vehicle. This article argues for a paradigm shift in the
QoE area to cover the relationship between humans and intelligent machines.
We introduce the term Quality of IoT-experience (QoIoT) within the context
of AV, where the quality evaluation, besides end-users’, considers quantifying
the perspectives of intelligent machines with objective metrics. Hence, we
propose a novel architecture that considers Quality of Data (QoD), Quality
of Network (QoN), and Quality of Context (QoC) to determine the overall
QoIoT in the context of AVs. Finally, we present a case study to illustrate the
use of QoIoT.

– Authors’ individual contribution. I was the main driver of the paper and
wrote the complete paper. I designed the proposed architecture and mapped it
to the case-study of autonomous vehicles. Christer Åhlund and Karan Mitra
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were involved in the complete process of developing the proposed architec-
ture, supervising the work, and contributing with constructive feedback and
discussions that led to the current version of the architecture.

• Paper C. Real-time Performance Evaluation of LTE for IIoT. Roman Zhohov,
Dimitar Minovski, Per Johansson, Karl Andersson. In 2018 IEEE 43rd Confer-
ence on Local Computer Networks (LCN) (pp. 623-631).

– Abstract. Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is claimed to be a global
booster technology for economic development. IIoT brings bulky use-cases
with a simple goal of enabling automation, autonomation or just plain dig-
itization of industrial processes. The abundance of interconnected IoT and
CPS generate additional burden on the telecommunication networks, impos-
ing number of challenges to satisfy the key performance requirements. In
particular, the QoS metrics related to a real-time data exchange for critical
machine-to-machine type communication. This paper analyzes real-world ex-
ample of IIoT from a QoS perspective, such as remotely operated underground
mining vehicle. As part of the performance evaluation, a software tool is devel-
oped for estimating the absolute, one-way delay in end-to-end transmissions.
The measured metric is passed to a machine learning model for one-way delay
prediction based on LTE RAN and radio measurements using commercially
available cutting-edge software tool. The achieved results prove the possibility
to predict the delay figures using machine learning model with coefficient of
determination up to 90%.

– Authors’ individual contribution. Roman Zhohov and I were the main
drivers and contributors to the paper. Roman was at the time a master’s
student that worked under my and Karl Andersson’s supervision. I initially
designed the study with its main goals. Roman developed the software tool
for the experiments and we jointly performed the experiments. Roman also
developed the machine learning model, while we jointly performed the data
analysis. I wrote three complete sections in the paper. Further on, I extended
the work of this study by submitting a patent solution to the European patent
office, being the main driver and writing the complete patent. Per Johansson
was supervising the technical part of the study, providing feedback on the
machine learning modeling.

• Paper D. Analysis and Estimation of Video QoE in Wireless Cellular Networks
using Machine Learning. Dimitar Minovski, Chrsiter Åhlund, Karan Mitra, Per
Johansson. In 2019 Eleventh International Conference on Quality of Multimedia
Experience (QoMEX) (pp. 1-6).

– Abstract. The use of video streaming services are increasing in the cellular
networks, inferring a need to monitor video quality to meet users’ Quality
of Experience (QoE). The so-called no-reference (NR) models for estimating
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video quality metrics mainly rely on packet-header and bitstream information.
However, there are situations where the availability of such information is lim-
ited due to tighten security and encryption, which necessitates exploration of
alternative parameters for conducting video QoE assessment. In this study we
collect real-live in-smartphone measurements describing the radio link of the
LTE connection while streaming reference videos in uplink. The radio mea-
surements include metrics such as RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ, and CINR. We then
use these radio metrics to train a Random Forrest machine learning model
against calculated video quality metrics from the reference videos. The aim
is to estimate the Mean Opinion Score (MOS), PSNR, Frame delay, Frame
skips, and Blurriness. Our result show 94% classification accuracy, and 85%
model accuracy (R2 value) when predicting the MOS using regression. Corre-
spondingly, we achieve 89%, 84%, 85%, and 82% classification accuracy when
predicting PSNR, Frame delay, Frame Skips, and Blurriness respectively. Fur-
ther, we achieve 81%, 77%, 79%, and 75% model accuracy (R2 value) regarding
the same parameters using regression.

– Authors’ individual contribution. I was the main driver of the paper.
I designed the experimental setup, developed the software tool for the exper-
iment, and conducted the experiments. Also, I pre-processed and analysed
the data from a machine learning point of view, in developing the model for
estimating the video streaming quality. I wrote the complete paper. Chris-
ter Åhlund and Karan Mitra were involved during the experimental design
and data analysis part, providing valuable feedback. They also took part of
the writing process of the paper, with feedback on the paper’s structure and
presentation. Per Johansson was supervising the technical part of the study,
providing feedback on the data analysis and machine learning modeling.

1.5.1 Contribution 1: Defining Quality of IoT experience

The Paper A [57] attempts to answer the RQ1 by first reviewing the state of the art
in QoE area and identifying the main challenges of assessing QoE for IoT. We identify
intelligent machines and M2M communications as the key areas that need to be included
in the novel, extended, definition of QoE for IoT. The M2M communication enables IoT
objects to be orchestrated by an intelligent machine (e.g. AI controller on Figure 1.2),
which can make automated decision based on the gathered data and multiple predictive
models [30]. For instance, an AI-powered controller can autonomously change a room
temperature or navigate a self-driving vehicle. Herein, the challenges come with the abil-
ity to predict outcomes based on the data-sources, a process that is prone to errors due
to: (1) Network issues affecting the M2M communication; (2) Hardware and software
bugs and failures; (3) Poor accuracy of the prediction models. Thus, as part of the first
contribution, in Paper A [57], we acknowledge the need of evaluating the performance of
autonomous processes and M2M communication, by proposing a definition for Quality
of Machine Experience (QoME), which states as follows:
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Figure 1.5: Defining QoIoT.

Definition 1. (QoME) Objective metrics that measure the quality and performance
of the machine’s processes and its decisions.

The formation of the QoME metric is service specific and should come out from
the service requirements. Paper A [57] describes a industrial case-study with remotely
controlled mining vehicles, with abilities to also execute tasks autonomously, based on
which QoME metrics are proposed. For instance, benchmarking the progress of a ma-
chine processes (e.g. loading the ore) towards a particular business objective, such as
productivity, safety, and efficiency is one form of QoME metrics. However, end-users take
active participation in the IoT service and interact with the intelligent machines, such as
supervising, adjusting, and controlling the vehicle from distance. Adding a layer of intel-
ligence for autonomous decision-making in IoT services complicates the QoE evaluation
process, since such decisions may also impact end-user’s perspective. In such cases, the
end-users’ QoE can be affected by the performance of the intelligent machines and quality
of M2M communication. Thus, in Paper A [57], we argue for merging the conventional
QoE with the QoME, and forming Quality of IoT Experience (QoIoT), by studying the
human-business and business-machine relationships. Essentially QoIoT is a aggregation
of metrics that are measured from two different perspectives: (1) QoE, by extracting
metrics from the legacy user-centric management models [59,60,73]; and, (2) QoME, by
understanding machine’s behavior and translating the overall machine performance to
business-oriented metrics. A high-level overview of QoIoT is illustrated on Figure 1.5,
and can be represented as:

Definition 2. (QoIoT) A metric that aggregates the delivered quality of an IoT
service from the perspective of humans and machines. The end-users’ experience is

evaluated with subjective and objective human factors, while Quality of Machine
Experience (QoME) translates the overall machine performance to business-oriented

metrics through objective performance indicators.
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Figure 1.6: Synergies between QoS, QoE, QoME, and QoIoT.

Figure 1.5 present the relationships between QoE and QoME in forming QoIoT. In
an industrial settings, it is the business entity (e.g. stakeholders, service providers and
owners) that make decisions to install, replace, and update the machine entity (e.g. IoT
objects, M2M communication, AI systems). In addition, the business entity, driven by
customers and end-users needs, defines the objective QoME metrics that benchmark the
performance of the machine entity. QoIoT aggregates the conventional QoE metrics with
the QoME metrics, with a scope to merge the human and machine perspectives in im-
proving the human-business and business-machine relationships. Endsley [24] defines the
term Situation Awareness (SA) in dynamic systems; it means to observe and comprehend
the current state of the system in the environment, detect patterns and create knowledge
that improves service control and performance. Therefore, in complex IoT services ser-
vices it is essential to create QoIoT knowledge understandable for both entities, human
and machines (Figure 1.5). On the one hand, the Human entity needs such knowledge
to: (1) Understand and measure the impact of the machines on the business and end-
users’ QoE, enabling the stakeholder to dynamically adjust and prioritize certain QoME
metrics; (2) Replace or install new equipment, and upgrade software; (3) Semi-control
the machines; and (4) Improving the end-users’ SA of the system, allowing the end-user
to promptly react in overriding an autonomous machine or adjusting its settings. On the
other hand, measuring QoIoT is beneficial for the Machine entity in understanding the
impact of individual data-sources and AI logical components on the overall service perfor-
mance [77], and finally, making use of the QoIoT metrics as benchmarks for self-learning
methods within the autonomous operations.

Figure 1.6 gives an example of conceptual Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that
can lead to QoIoT evaluation, applicable to a general IoT case-study. It also summarizes
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Figure 1.7: QoIoT model, measure, and predict.

the synergies among the current state of the art and QoIoT, by classifying the KPIs based
on the main components of an IoT service (e.g. physical, network, application/service,
and logical system components). The way QoIoT metrics are aggregated from QoE and
QoME will depend on the business goals and service requirements; thus, the business
entity (e.g. stakeholders) is the prime actor in their formation. In addition, the QoIoT
metrics will depend on the level of machine intelligence, network usage, presence of end-
users, and their interactions within the service.

1.5.2 Contribution 2: Developing an architecture to model
Quality of IoT experience

As a second contribution of this thesis we extend the work presented in Paper A [57]
by developing an architecture to model, measure, and predict QoIoT, addressing the RQ2.
Having these three steps of the architecture is eliciting a layered-separation of the roles
within the quality evaluation process, beneficial when conducting a root cause analysis.
With Paper B [55], we explore more in depth the complexity of autonomous vehicles
in industrial settings, which we take as a case-study to apply the QoIoT architecture.
Figure 1.7 illustrates the proposed architecture and in the following we give an overall
description of its main components.

Figure 1.7 shows the prerequisites of input parameters for the model, including both
static and dynamic information. They include live access to the raw data, bitstream, and
network as a dynamic information, such as data from generated from the IoT objects,
logical system components, as well as their communication; while static information is
considered to be the general service information, such as specification of the utilized
hardware and software, as well as the service requirements. The static information is
assumed to be already available in the standardized format, ready for further analysis.
The QoIoT model consists of four layers (physical, network, application, and virtual),
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each with a predefined scope and set of methods, which can be defined as follows: (1)
Retrieve and understand the static service information; (2) Detect the components and
main data-sources of the service within each layer; (3) Monitor the state of the compo-
nents by gathering the dynamic, real-time data, and prepare measurable metrics that
can be used for further analysis; (4) Control and re-configure the physical, network, and
virtual components.

The data acquired from the layered model enables transforming low-level metrics into
context-aware analytics by adding ML and knowledge-driven approaches supported by
software-based platforms. Measure QoIoT essentially extracts the data analysis process
from the object perception layers in the model. As proposed with the QoIoT definition
in Section IV, this entity aims to evaluate the quality of an AV from the human and
machine perspective. The main goal is to propose KPIs that are understandable for both
humans and machines, improving their SA and enhance decision-making processes. To
do that, Measure QoIoT proposes three sub-layers that consist of context-aware pattern
recognition, novelty, and anomaly detection techniques to evaluate the data generated by
the model. Quality of Data (QoD) mainly addresses the metrics generated by the Physical
layer, with the aim to test the accuracy of the hardware, but also to find anomalies and
discover novel states. Quality of Network (QoN) facilitates situation awareness projection
of the way networks impact the overall service performance through enhanced network
monitoring features, orchestration of virtual functions, prediction algorithms, and pattern
recognition strategies. Quality of Context (QoC) processes the metrics from the previous
layers and groups them in greater context - QoE and QoME. The scope of QoC is to
understand how QoE and QoME can leverage each other in order to improve the overall
service performance. Finally, QoC discusses the formation of the objective knowledge
that evaluates QoIoT.

A prediction on the overall QoIoT, as a combination of QoE and QoME KPIs, such as
productivity, efficiency, safety, MOS, and technology acceptance, concludes the proposed
concept. Figure 1.7 depicts the role of the stakeholder in defining the SLAs by requesting
thresholds for each of the measured KPIs. The stakeholder also defines the importance of
each KPIs by selecting weights of how much they contribute to the overall QoIoT. This is
a dynamic process that can change in real-time, as the stakeholder can alter the quality
levels of a certain KPI(s), and thus, QoIoT must adjust to such a scenario. The purpose
of the Predict QoIoT is to forecast in the near future values of the objective KPIs by
utilizing recorded time-series metrics. The idea is to prepare the system and the self-
learning methods for the upcoming states and conditions. QoIoT, in its core, supports a
feedback loop in a form of root cause analysis on the estimated objective metrics. This
is enabled by the structured decoupled layered model, from where a point or contextual
anomaly can be traced and isolated back to its origins. In QoIoT, a top-down approach
would monitor the QoE and QoME KPIs, such as productivity, efficiency, and safety,
and in case of poor indicators, a root cause analysis crawls back through the antecedent
layers to identify the outliers in the available data.
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Figure 1.8: The mining experimental setup.

1.5.3 Contribution 3: Validating the proposed architecture for
Quality of IoT experience

The third, and final, contribution of this thesis, addressing the RQ2, consists of pro-
cesses for validating the proposed QoIoT architecture from Figure 1.2. For this purpose,
real-life experiments were conducted in industrial settings, involving underground min-
ing vehicles. The experimental setup is illustrated on Figure 1.8, where a mining vehicle
is remotely-controlled from distance via the internet. The mining vehicle continuously
streams video and sensory data (e.g. engine control unit, speed, steering angle, weight,
fuel, transmission, antilock braking) to the control room. The data stream travels from
the mine, through the public LTE network, with final destination to a remote control
station, from where a expert driver is sending steering commands back to the vehicles.
The validation of the QoIoT architecture, in this thesis, is first aimed towards the Quality
of Network (QoN) layer, namely by automating the QoN process using machine learning,
conducting a root-cause analysis, and evaluating the QoN impact on the end-user’s QoE.

Real-time estimations of network latency

In Paper C [84] we target real-time estimations of network delay using machine learn-
ing approaches. Within the mining IoT setup on Figure 1.8, vehicles drive in and out
of the mine, being connected both on conventional cellular network and isolated mining
cellular network. Network delay in such case can occur as a results of handovers, inter-
ferences, network congestions, and cell edges. The scope of Paper C is to automate the
process of measuring the end-to-end network delay, estimating the delay on a millisecond
level basis by utilizing passive measurements. We model variety of wireless access link
characteristics as features, such as Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Signal to
Interference+Noise Ratio(SINR), and Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ), which
we measure at the source-node streaming the IoT data. The delay is calculated by taking
the timestamp of each packet arriving at the end-node, subtracted with the timestamp of
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Figure 1.9: Feature engineering for estimating the delay.

the packet leaving the source-node. Then, we perform the experiments to train the fea-
tures against measured delay values by using neural networks and two types of decision
trees. The results of estimating the delay are shown on the Table 1.1.

In practice, the features were collected at the same source-node streaming the IoT
data, during a pre-defined sampling frequency period. The process of feature engineering
was described within an European patent application (No. EP18306881.6), as a follow
up to the Paper C [84]. Figure 1.9 illustrate the process, which consists of two packets
(P1 and P4) with the measured corresponding delays (6001A and 6001D). Window W1
is proposed to capture the radio conditions before each scheduled transmission starts,
with a varying size depending on the use-case. While window W2 describes the radio
conditions after each transmission starts, with a dynamic size depending on the radio
conditions and the total transmission time. For instance, the size of W2 for the latency
6001D shall be increased until the following criteria becomes true:

sum of throughput > sum of packet sequence size (1.1)

where the sum of throughput is the utilized physical layer throughput since the start

Table 1.1: Latency prediction performance.

R2

(coefficient of determination)
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(MLP)
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Tree

Bagging
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Tree

20 ms 82 % 82.2 % 90.7 % 0.23 0.11 0.091

50 ms 75.5 % 77.7 % 85.1 % 0.28 0.16 0.15

100 ms 73.7 % 67.3 % 81.8 % 0.29 0.19 0.13

200 ms 60 % 50 % 66.8 % 0.35 0.31 0.22
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of the scheduled transmission and the sum of packet sequence size is the size of the packet
sequence that is scheduled for transmission. In the intrusive case, the sum of throughput
may be retrieved from the utilized Physical layer L1 throughput measures. Whereas in
the non-intrusive case, the sum of throughput may be estimated from other non-intrusive
Layer L1 and L2 metrics. This estimation may be a machine learning problem in itself [82]
or may be calculated by using a formula, as proposed by Akdeniz et al. [5].

Real-time estimations of video QoE

In Paper D [56] we evaluate the impact of the network on end-user’s QoE by automat-
ing the video MOS measurements using machine learning. In particular, we utilize the
same experimental setup as on Figure 1.8 and train the wireless access link characteris-
tics (e.g. RSSI, SINR, RSRQ, RSRP) against pre-calculated metrics computed by using
the ITU-T J.247 recommendation [40]. The choice of using J.247 algorithm is three-fold:
(1) J.247 computes variety of Video Quality Assessment (VQA) metrics besides MOS,
such as Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), Frame delay, Frame skips, and Blurriness.
Although these kinds of objective metrics do not take into account the characteristics of
the HVS in detail, they are relatively simple to compute, giving an acceptable perfor-
mance because image characteristic is modeled in a perceptual manner [81]. We assert
that developing a separate ML model to predict each of those metric using the same
data-sets will give versatility to the VQA, broadening the scope of the study; (2) The
service requirement by the mining company to utilize J.247, due to licensing and their
previous experiences, as well as inability to conduct a subjective surveys with the min-
ers; (3) One goal of the study is to analyze whether the measured wireless access link
characteristics can successfully estimate and follow the rate of change in variety of VQA
metrics during the mining drive tests.

We assert that the overall goal is to conduct a non-intrusive estimations, using pub-
licly available features, of VQA metrics during a real-time video streaming. In practice,
ten video files, with parameters shown on Figure 1.2, were interchangeably used as sam-
ples during the streaming process, resulting with a pool of 200 videos for training and
testing purposes. The achieved results show 94%, 89%, 84%, 85%, and 82% classification
accuracy using decision trees when predicting MOS, PSNR, Frame delay, Frame Skips,

Parameter Value

GOP length 30 frames
Frame rate 30 fps
Bitrate (avg) 3 Mbps
Resolution HD 720x480p
Color mode YUV (4:2:0)
Codec H.264
Protocol RTP

Table 1.2: Video encoding and transmission parameters.
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(a) Random Forrest classifier results. (b) Minimal range of values for MOS > 3.5.

Figure 1.10: Results from Paper D [56].

and Blurriness respectively, as shown on Figure 1.10a. In addition, Figure 1.10b shows
the range of values for each feature in order to achieve a MOS value above 3.5. Figure
1.10b may be seen as a QoN root-cause analysis, from where few conclusions emerge.
For instance, measured RSSI value below −70 dB would advocate bad coverage areas
or blind spots, while SINR value below 13 suggests interference and therefore produces
poor video quality. Moreover, similar RSRQ values of the serving and neighboring cell
indicates cell edge and therefore a handover may be expected, which might cut the video
streaming for a short time.

1.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter gives an introduction to the main topic of the thesis, followed by detailed
discussion of the research motivation. Therein, we discuss the main research challenges
that we identify from the state of the art in the area of QoE and IoT, which we use to
motivate and set the scope for this thesis. Further, we define and describe two research
questions that we attempt to address with this thesis, centered around defining quality
of experience for IoT services and proposing an architecture for its evaluation. Then,
we describe the research methodology that we utilized for this thesis, which consist
three main milestones: defining research questions, theoretically model the solution, and
implement the technical solution. Finally, we list the main thesis contributions that
emerged from our research, with detailed discussion on the way each thesis contribution
addresses the proposed research questions.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In this chapter we describe the background of the technological concept used in this
thesis, as well as discussing in greater details the relevant related works. The Section 2.1
presents the fundamentals of the IoT evolution, coupled with the discussion of the main
IoT building blocks. A special attention is given to the area of IoT connectivity, giving
an overview of cellular network infrastructure with measurable metrics that we utilize
in our third thesis contribution, discussed in Section 1.5.3. Then, in Section 2.2 we
cover the fundamentals of QoE, with the most prominent definitions and architectures.
Therein, we also discuss the state of the art on QoE for IoT, by analyzing the related
works.

2.1 Internet of Things (IoT)

The concept of IoT originates from early 00s with studies on RFID technology by
the MIT Auto-ID Center research group [11], which later led to the first architecture
designs and applications for the IoT [52]. Xu et al. [20] did a comprehensive study on the
IoT evolution throughout the years, discussing the differences from RFIDs and Wireless
Sensors Networks (WSNs), to Cyber Physical Systems, and Industrial IoT. What unifies
these concepts are the fundamental building blocks shown on Figure 2.1, which structure
stayed the same throughout the evolution, where each new developed technology within
a block extends its functionalities [12]. For instance, within the communication block,
RFID directly paired two devices, and its successor WSNs interconnected multiple de-
vices with a specific protocol, such as ZigBee [20]; while IoT additionally extended the
communication block by adding internet connectivity for each device [67]. The current
trends in IoT research keep the same track, extending the functionality of the funda-
mental building blocks, namely by: (1) Exploring opportunities and use-cases for novel
access network technologies, such as long and short range communications, using licensed
and un-licensed bands [54,67]; (2) Developing new modular boards capable of connecting
range of different devices [6]; (3) Proposing novel management methods for governing an
IoT service [23]; and (4) Making the whole IoT eco-system more secure [52].

21
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Figure 2.1: The IoT building block.

2.1.1 IoT End-to-end Services

The research advancements in the IoT eco-system facilitate novel applications and
services in solving some of the most challenging quests. The most recent use-cases in-
clude energy management systems [53], remote-controlled surgeries [69], sustainable rural
development [21], and mitigating natural disasters [32]. In the following, we present an
overview of the state-of-the art in IoT, with respect to the the IoT building blocks (Figure
2.1), that enable the emerging end-to-end IoT services.

Device. Represent physical objects which can perform perception tasks, scanning
and sensing their surrounding environment [46]. Few examples include sensing temper-
ature, motion, and vibration [46]. In addition, IoT physical objects can be in a form of
actuators, waiting for a signal to trigger and execute processes [6]. Generally, the IoT
sensors and actuators aim to collect, process, and share information [6]. In recent years
a modular set of hardware emerged, under the name of Single Board Computers (SBCs),
such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi, offering computational power, storage and internet
access. Such hardware is modular, with capabilities of plugging multiple sensors and
actuators simultaneously, via a range of ports (e.g. digital, analog, USB, and HDMI),
that can collectively be managed by an operating system [6]. IoT devices are envisioned
to be plug-and-play devices [6], where the possibility to access the internet opens up var-
ious vulnerabilities, summarized by Sharma et al. [70]. Many of the challenges, such as
security, management, or connectivity issues, can be address by configuring the devices
with the latest standardized approaches, surveyed by Al et al. [70]. However, a funda-
mental issue within the device block, as pointed out by [18], arise from various hardware
and software failures, affecting the devices’ sensing as well as computation, which we
discussed in the Section 1.2 and attempt to address with the second thesis contribution,
in Section 1.5.2.

Communication. The communication block is the key enabler for IoT services as it
gives the physical objects possibility to access the internet. The continuous evolution of
the communication block enables the pervasiveness of the IoT as an technology, for both
private and business use [12]. Al et al. [6] presents an overview of the IoT communica-
tion block, where IoT-tailored network and application protocols are reviewed from the
perspective of service requirements and IoT devices’ capabilities. For instance, a SBC
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can be configured with antennas capable of short or long-range network protocols, such
as Bluetooth or NB-IoT, on top of which can be arranged one or multiple application
protocols, such as CoAP, MQTT, and XMPP [6], depending on the service requirements.
A study by Zhang [83] reviews the IoT communication protocols from a perspective of
the frequency bands. A high-level classification divides the network protocols operating
in licensed and un-licenses frequency bands. Zheng et al. [83] discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of both classes, pointing out that unlicensed protocols, such as LoRa,
SigFox, and Bluetooth are inexpensive, but offer limited or no quality guarantees. On
the other side, the licensed protocols are more expensive, however, allow access to the
legacy cellular network infrastructure that offers dedicated channels with quality guaran-
tees [83]. The scope of this thesis is centered around industrial IoT case-studies, described
in the Section 1.5.2, which pose high demands on the network quality and thus, the work
presented in this thesis considers cellular network communication protocols. Due to the
high importance of the communication block, in the following Section 2.1.2, we will
provide more details on the IoT cellular connectivity, reviewing the state of the art and
identifying the key challenges that we attempt to address with the contributions in the
Sections 1.5.2 and 1.5.3.

Management. Management in an end-to-end IoT service can refer to device, data,
and network management [6], which are respectively described in the following: (1) Mul-
tiple software platforms exist that offer IoT device management, typically deployed on a
centralized SBC. There are several real-time operating systems that are good candidates
for managing IoT devices, such as Contiki, Tiny OS, and Android, which are reviewed
by Al et al. [6]; (2) The produced raw data by the IoT devices is typically handled with
data management techniques that can be deployed on the local hardware or accessed
online. Data management platforms offer the possibilities for graphical representation,
monitoring, and advanced data analytics on the generated IoT data [29]. Such plat-
forms are becoming increasingly more useful as they can also perform Machine Leaning
(ML) techniques that learn from the available data to predict certain events and states,
adding intelligence that can lead into making automated decisions [29]. Gharaibeh et
al. [29] reviewed popular commercial data management platforms, by Amazon, Google,
and Microsoft, based on their capabilities for data transformation, parameter tuning,
creation of new algorithms, and support for various use-cases; (3) Network management
addresses the challenges that come with massive deployment of IoT devices, such as net-
work scalability and capacity [3]. Recent technologies such as Software Defined Networks
(SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) enable network management mech-
anisms with dynamic orchestration and programmable resource allocation, which can
significantly improve the overall service performance [3]. When developing the proposed
QoIoT architecture, described in Section 1.5.2, we consider quantifying the function-
alities of the management block in evaluating their impact on the overall IoT service
quality. However, the validation of the management block within QoIoT is left for the
future work.

Services. A fundamental characteristic of an IoT service, especially in the industrial
domain, is the coalescence with functionalities provided by external services [46]; this
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has led to creating complex service chains, known as System-of-systems (SoS) [22], with
possibly even hundreds of services offered by different third parties, each with their own
business incentives. Consider an IoT service where a prerequisite of executing a certain
process is an input data coming from an external service, such as a weather forecast [46].
Such service dependencies are not unique just for IoT scenarios and typically are handled
by a signed SLA agreements, where certain quality requirements must be delivered [46].
In a typical case, a service share the IoT generated data through IoT cloud platforms,
which offer the possibility to publish the data to any subscribed external services in a
standardized format [22].

In this thesis, within the proposed QoIoT architecture, we raise the importance of
considering the described IoT building blocks when evaluation the overall IoT service
quality. However, the validation of the QoIoT architecture focuses on parts of the device
and communication blocks, with the Papers C and D [55, 57]. We assert that validating
the management and service block within QoIoT is currently out of scope and, thus, left
for future work.

2.1.2 IoT Cellular Connectivity

The proliferation of IoT services in the industry depends, among other, on reliable
performance of the IoT connectivity [6]. For instance, IoT use-cases for traffic safety,
industrial manufacturing, and remote-controlling (e.g. health-care, transportation) are
considered as mission-critical services, where the quality of the network communication
may lead to endangering human lives, environment, and business [46]. Thus, as men-
tioned before, the IoT service providers turn into the legacy cellular networks to get
reliable connectivity. Compared to the unlicnesed IoT protocols (e.g. LoRa, Sigfox), the
legacy cellular networks can offer guaranteed network performance regarding achieved
throughput, minimal latencies, jitter, and packet losses [83], with characteristics illus-
trated on Figure 2.2. In the following, we will explore the state of the art in the cellular
network infrastructure, as well as provide the key challenges in cellular IoT.

Background Work on Cellular Network IoT Infrastructure

Current cellular network technologies, such as GSM, 3G, and LTE, are not designed
to simultaneously serve massive amount of connected IoT devices [6]. In addition, the
emerging IoT services have unique requirements regarding the network connectivity which
are vastly different compared to the conventional mobile services, such as VoIP, web-
browsing, and streaming [83]. For instance, IoT devices are expected to be intermittently
connected to the network, spending most of their time in idle/sleep mode, using a fixed
and low transmission rates [66]. Thus, 3GPP, as a standardization organization, in its
recent releases makes effort to integrate the IoT devices and their requirements in the
cellular infrastructure [51]. For instance, 3GPP Release 13, published in 2016, presents
design requirements for three IoT protocols: EC-GSM, LTE-M, and NB-IoT [51]. Each
of them are suitable for a specific set of IoT use-cases, providing different KPIs, which are
illustrated on the Figure 2.2. Generally, EC-GSM is envisioned to operate and replace
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the legacy GSM bands, while LTE-M and NB-IoT will share the resources with the
legacy LTE technology and its frequency bands [51]. In addition, NB-IoT will have
three deployment modes, where in can co-exist with LTE and LTE-M within the same
bands, but also be deployed between the bands and in guard bands, with respect to
time [51]. Prior knowledge of the characteristics of the network protocols is necessary
when modeling the network quality in an IoT service, and hence, within the Section
1.5.2, we define a network layer that considers the service requirements for the network
protocols.

Figure 2.2: Performance indicatiors for the IoT protocols.

Several recent research studies see the characteristics of the protocols from Figure 2.2
as insufficient in covering mission critical IoT services [46, 51, 83]. Consider remotely-
controlled vehicles as a use-case, described in the Section 1.5.3, with abundance of delay
sensitive packets streamed in uplink and downlink, including live-video (uplink), vehi-
cle’s monitoring systems and sensors (uplink), and real-time control stream (downlink).
The requirements, as defined by 3GPP, are end-to-end latency of less than 50ms with
block error rate (BLER) of 10−5 [2], with gigabit throughput values for the video stream,
opposed with low values for the real-time control stream. Thus, 3GPP initiated the
works on extending the 4G/LTE network with requirements for the upcoming 5G/NR,
envisioned to enable the mission critical IoT services [66]. To do so, 3GPP defined re-
quirements for end-to-end network slicing, which will horizontally slice computing and
communication resources to form virtual interfaces for supporting vertical industry ap-
plications with diverse requirements, e.g., in terms of functionality, performance, and
isolation [2]. Concepts such as SDN and NFV are key for enabling network slicing within
the 5G/NR, which we consider in our architecture for modeling the quality of an IoT
service, described in the Section 1.5.2.
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Figure 2.3: Cellular network IoT infrastructure.

Evaluating the Wireless Network Access Link

Figure 2.3 illustrates an overview of the cellular network IoT infrastructure, envisioned
to be backwards compatible and capable of serving devices from any of the legacy licensed
network protocols [6]. Sharma et al. [70] discuss the significance of compatibility among
technologies, especially in dynamic, vehicular cases, where a mobile device can switch
from LTE to 3G and GSM due to network coverage constrains. As mentioned before, the
performance levels of the network is of a upmost importance for businesses investing in
IoT services [46], especially when it comes to mission critical IoT that can impact human
lives. Thus, the contributions proposed in the Section 1.5.3 of this thesis, containing
Paper C [84] and Paper D [56], considers evaluating the impact of the cellular link
protocols on the certain network quality parameters.

Real-time evaluation of the wireless network access link is typically done by inspect-
ing the packet-header and encoded bitstream, e.g., sequence numbers, RTP markers, as
suggested by ITU-T Y.1540 recommendation [45]. In addition, different kind of probing
messages are recommended by [45], such as sending a ping or unbiased message sam-
ple to calculate delay and jitter, as one of the network quality parameters. A study
by Barakovic et al. [13] reviews multiple frameworks that follow the ITU-T guidelines
for creating end-to-end network evaluation that utilize packet inspection and bistream
information. However, Robitza et al. [68] pointed out that the service providers are re-
cently encrypting their traffic, which limits the access to those evaluation metrics. More
complex network evaluation systems utilize bulk transfer tools to calculate network qual-
ity metrics, such as throughput, delay, jitter, and packet losses [47, 78]. For instance,
SCReAM [47] and Coupled CC [78] measure congestion in the network by streaming the
maximum amount of allowed traffic during an observation windows. However, having an
observation window is a limiting option for most of the IoT use-cases, due to multiple con-
strains, such as power/battery usage, scarce resources, and dynamic environment, which
requires constant measurements. More cost-effective techniques involve monitoring pas-
sive, non-intrusive, metrics that can be obtained by observing the wireless link between
the devices and the base-stations, as illustrated on Figure 2.3. Afroz et al. [4] discuss
the strong correlation between non-intrusive metrics, such as RSSI, RSRQ, RSRP, with
events such as available throughput, link adaptation, handovers, and packet scheduling.
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Feature Description Mode

RSSI Carrier Received Signal Strength Indicator: comprises the
linear average of the total received power (in W) observed
only in OFDM reference symbols [1]

Idle

RSRP Reference Signal Received Power: the linear average over
the power contributions (in W) of the resource elements that
carry cell-specific reference signals [1]

Idle

RSRQ Reference Signal Received Quality: the ratio
N*RSRP/(Carrier RSSI), where N is the number of
resource blocks of the carrier RSSI measurement band-
width [1]

Idle

SSS Cell
Power

Secondary Synchronization Signal power for detected cells
(in dB) [1]

Idle

Total RS
Power

Total Reference Signal power calculated from serving cell
RSRP and channel bandwidth [1]

Idle

CQI Channel Quality Indicator for code word 0 [1] Conn.

PUSCH
MSC

Modulation Coding Scheme index for the uplink transport
block [1]

Conn.

RS CINR Carrier to Interference plus Noise Ratio of the signal car-
rier best servings for the intervention seemed at all other
sites/sectors, plus all the noise

Conn.

Table 2.1: Wireless access link characteristics.

Table 2.1 presents the description of multiple wireless access link characteristics that we
utilize within our Papers C and D [56, 84], which are retrieved by scanning the radio
and analyzing the signals from the surrounding cells (Figure 2.3), part of the 3G, LTE,
5G/NR, and their IoT versions [1, 51].

Challenges in Cellular IoT

The 3GPP’s efforts to design new IoT network protocols can mitigate some of the
challenges regarding the deployment of massive amount of IoT devices, extended battery
life, production of low-cost devices, as well as achieve extended radio coverage [51]. How-
ever, the introduction of IoT communication within the cellular network is challenging
due to the appearance of high interference with the legacy protocols [62]. Oh et al. [62]
points out at the interference created within the LTE bands once IoT protocols such as
NB-IoT and LTE-M are commercially deployed, resulting with failures in the communica-
tion. In similar way, high interference is anticipated in the new 5G/NR structure, where
an IoT slice is characterized with low-throughout and ultra low latency [66]. Popovski et
al. [66] illustrates the cellular resources given to an IoT slice, which take short time-slots,
but large portion of the free resources per time-slot and such schema will create high
interfere with the conventional human-type communication (e.g. voice, messaging, web-
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browsing, video streaming, and gaming). Thus, with the second and third contribution
of this thesis, discussed in Sections 1.5.2 and 1.5.3, we consider evaluating the impact
of the network on the end-user perspective within an IoT service.

Another challenge created by the proliferation of IoT is the machine-to-machine
(M2M) communication, where multiple IoT devices can communicate among themselves
to produce an outcome. Section 1.2 describes the case of self-driving, where autonomous
decision are made based solely on the M2M communication. As pointed out by Van
et al. [77], there is a challenge in evaluating the impact of the M2M communication on
the overall autonomous system, due to the absence of control algorithms that are nec-
essary to benchmark the performance of the autonomous decision [77]. The presence of
end-users within the autonomous services additionally complicates the quality evaluation
process, which we consider with the first contribution of the thesis, described in Section
1.5.1. However, before discussing any details on the end-user’s perception of the M2M
and autonomous systems, due to the complexity of the topic [77], a thorough discussion
is first necessary on the state of the art within the subject of QoE, which follows in the
next section.

2.2 Quality of Experience (QoE)

This section is divided into two parts, first, to capture the QoE fundamentals and to
model, measure, and predict QoE; and secondly, to show how the state of the art QoE
concept differs when it comes to evaluating QoE for IoT services.

2.2.1 QoE Fundamentals

The understanding of the term quality and its importance for the Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) led both the academic and industrial sectors into developing concepts
such as Quality of Service (QoS), User Experience (UE), and Quality of Experience
(QoE). QoS is well-established area with abundant research [13, 59, 73], where the focus
is on what is happening in the network by investigating objective metrics such as packet
loss, latency, jitter, and throughput [59]. Thus, QoS is typically utilized by network
providers when building, upgrading, and maintaining their infrastructure - composed of
core networks, base stations, routers, switches, and the logical links among them [13].
However, typical QoS model fail to provide accurate insight in the why-dimension [59].
For instance, describing “why is the user behaving in a certain way?” and ”why does the
user feel frustrated?”. The user does not perceive the individual network element but
rather feels the overall system performance [27]. To highlight the user point of view, a
new concept was introduced, the QoE. According to the ITU-T [39], QoE is defined as:
“The overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived subjectively by the end-
user.” It is worth noting that ITU-T also considers the following statements: “Quality
of Experience includes the complete end-to-end system effects (client, terminal, network,
services infrastructure, etc.)” and ”Overall acceptability may be influenced by user ex-
pectations and context.” A key noticeable point in those definitions is that ITU-T does
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Figure 2.4: Model, Measure, and Predict QoE.

not describe what it means by context and how experts can measure users’ expectations.
Therefore, our conception of QoE is in line with the work of [59], who states that “Quality
of experience(QoE) is a metric that depends on the underlying QoS along with a person’s
preferences towards a particular object or service where his/her preferences are defined by
his/her personal attributes related to expectations, experiences, behavior, cognitive abil-
ities, object’s attributes and the environment surrounding that person”. Moreover, this
thesis is based on grouping the concept behind the evaluation of QoE by following the
three steps - model, measure and predict, as suggested in [59] and depicted on the Figure
2.4.

2.2.1.1 Model QoE

The first set of QoE models found in the literature are in a conceptual form [60]. For
instance, a comprehensive survey by Alreshoody et al. [19] identifies parameters that can
impact the overall QoE, where their classification is divided into four groups: (1) The
standard QoS parameters, such as packet loss, delay, jitter, and throughput; (2) Subjec-
tive parameters related to the application and network, such as enjoyment, mood, and
emotions; (3) Usability parameters such as easy-of-use and technology acceptance; and
(4) Context parameters such as personal, cultural, social, environmental, and techno-
logical. The conceptual models then transitioned into detailed methodological steps for
measuring and predicting users’ QoE in both laboratory and real-life environment. More
recent models focus on the relationships among the discussed parameters, describing the
impact of, for example, QoS parameters on usability parameters. For instance, Alres-
hoodi et al. [7] surveys the correlation analysis methods among QoE metrics, then Mitra
et al. [59] uses Bayesian Networks (BNs) to measure subjective QoE ratings regarding
different context situations. In this case, BNs handle the both discrete and continuous
parameters, as well as their linear and non-linear relationships. However, the literature
on QoE is rather diverse and scattered across fields. The inconsistencies are mainly at
the level and amount of factors that influence users’ experience [59]. Also, the relation-
ships among the measured parameters is quite complex due to their abundance [60]. For
instance, there can be 1, ..., n contextual parameters affecting 1, ..., m subjective pa-
rameters. Further, n contextual parameters can affect each other based on the nature
of the application and service. Thus, researchers propose methods of selecting specific
QoE metrics based on the end-user target group, type of service, cultural, and social
preferences [19]. However, the state of the art QoE models mainly cover multimedia
services, such as video, voice, and web [19]. The advent of new multimedia compression
and codec standards, new transmission system and consuming technologies, all call for a
new and better understanding of QoE [19].
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Figure 2.5: Evolution of QoE evaluation.

2.2.1.2 Measure QoE

The general separation when discussing measurement QoE techniques is divided
among objective, the rationalistic and product-oriented approach, and subjective, the
user-oriented perceptual approach [59]. A study by Chen et al. [19] maps the linear evo-
lution of the QoE measuring process, illustrated on the Figure 2.5, which can be classified
as:

• Subjective. Quantitative assessment of, for example, audio and video quality
inevitably involves human observers participating in controlled laboratory tests,
which elicit quality scale ratings [60]. ITU-T with P.800 recommendation [38]
presents a methodology for conducting subjective tests and plotting the results
on a rating scale. Though subjective QoE is viewed as relatively accurate, there
are number of drawbacks associated with it: (1) They require large sample space
for credible results, making them costly in terms of time and resources [60]; (2)
Laboratory tests limits the application/service type, tests conditions, and viewing
demography, making them inaccurate for real-life QoE assessment; and (3) Subjec-
tive tests cannot be used in real-time QoE evaluation [19].

• Objective. The objective quality assessment compute a metric as a function of
QoS and the way Human Visual System (HVS) perceive and process the informa-
tion [19]. The most commonly used QoE objective models, such as E-Model [42],
PEVQ [40], and POLQA [44], then verify their objectively computed score with
subjective tests. Offline models, such as [40,42,44], typically stream a reference file
to a end-node, and then in post-processing analyze its differences with the origi-
nal file. For instance, POLQA looks at lost packets, time–frequency mapping, time
alignment, alignment with a calibrated listening level, compressed loudness scaling,
and frequency warping. However, a disadvantage of such models is the dependency
on the original file, which hinders online QoE Prediction [19]. Recently QoE models
adopt more advanced data-analysis with a goal to serve as online QoE methods.
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2.2.1.3 Predict QoE

Data-driven analytics emerged as the most prominent method of assessing QoE in
multimedia [19]. The advancements in statistical and machine learning (ML) meth-
ods leverage the disadvantages of the subjective and objective QoE evaluation. Firstly,
as a substitute for a subjective rating scales, the abundance of data recorded from,
for example, online multimedia platforms can be used to describe end-users’ perception
through viewing/listening time, number of watched videos, clicks on the page, and con-
text switching. Few data-driven QoE analysis models utilize such metrics to predict the
probability for the end-users to return to the platform, or to termite their subscription
(e.g. churn) [75, 79]. Secondly, the outcome from offline QoE evaluation models can be
utilized as a label towards which a ML model can be constructed. The idea is to record
real-time available metrics and train them to predict a QoE score from a rating scale.
A popular approach is to use network statistics data retrieved from the packet-header
and bitstream. For instance, a study by [10] relies on packet-header information to build
a online model capable of predicting QoE in real-time. However, there is a growing
trend among popular multimedia platforms to encrypt the packet-header and bitstream
information, thus making the QoE models relying on them no longer viable [68]. Going
over the encryption issues, ITU-T with the P.1203 recommendation [43] defines modes
depending on the encryption levels. Orsolic et al. [63] described the use of ITU-T P.1203
to build various ML models for QoE score prediction on Youtube videos. The study uses
in-network features mainly based on calculating mathematical statistics on lists that
store the amount of data downloaded by the client in 1 or 5 second periods. ITU-T
P.1203 and thus [63] are tailored for HTTP adaptive streaming, targeting issues such as
re-constructing missing frames, or buffering of downlink traffic. Although P.1203 rec-
ommendation is viewed as a accurate QoE solution for adaptive streaming applications,
such as Netflix and Youtube, it is not applicable for real-time streaming services, such as
ViLTE, IPTV, Skype, surveillance cameras, or other OTT. Therein, the uplink stream
suffers from different issues, mainly frame/packet dropping.

Recently ML-powered QoE models emerged as universal solutions applicable for most
of the multimedia application, regardless of the nature of the application (e.g. adaptive or
real-time) and security measures. Casas et al [17] collected in-smartphone measurements
to predict a subjective QoE of different applications, including Youtube, Facebook, and
google maps. Therein, the main features correlated with the subjective QoE are session
volume, signal strength, and throughout. Such models are referred as active QoE predic-
tion models, where the predictions take place only during an active data transmission.
In Paper D [56], we take a step further in collective passive measurements to predict
end-users’ QoE [56] for video streaming application. Whilst, Pedras at al. [64] applied
similar setup for voice streaming application. The main finding of these two studies is
the correlation among LTE radio link characteristics such as RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ, and
SINR on the subjective QoE score. The passive nature of these features enables a source-
node, e.g. a smartphone, to measure them while being in idle mode and not transmitting
any data. LTE radio link characteristics were initially studied by Afroz et al. [4], where
their effect was evaluated on objective QoS metrics, such as throughput, link adaptation,
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packet scheduling, and handover.

2.2.2 QoE for IoT

As shown with the previous sections, the concepts of QoE and IoT are widely discussed
in the research community, however, in isolation. The combination of QoE for IoT is still
in its infancy due to the very few papers that target this area and lack of clear definition
on how emerging IoT services, besides multimedia, impact the QoE. Table 2.2 groups the
research studies that target the area of QoE for IoT and classifies them by the following
criteria:

• Application domain. Related to the overall scope of the study in terms of which
IoT applications are covered.

• Quality of Data. Related to evaluating the accuracy and integrity of the pro-
duced data by the IoT devices, testing their hardware and software. In addition,
it includes various way for conducting conditional monitoring of the devices for
anomaly and failure detection and isolation, as well as discovering novel states.

• Quality of Network. Related to situation awareness projection of the way networks
impact the overall service performance through enhanced network monitoring fea-
tures, such as prediction algorithms and pattern recognition strategies, as well as
an evaluation of M2M communication and virtual processes.

• Quality of Context. The criteria is whether a study considers and reasons on the
contextual situations in which the QoE is being evaluated.

• IoT View. Relates to whether a study consider evaluating the quality from the
perspective of humans and machines. An outcome can be in a form of metrics that
describe the experiences from humans and machine perspective, respectively.

• Defining QoE for IoT. The criteria is whether a study extends or re-defines the
conceptional QoE concept to cover IoT cases by proposing novel definition. In
addition, the definition should cover emerging IoT services that include autonomous
processes.

• Validated. The criteria is whether the proposed model, architecture, or framework
is validated with experimental work.

The study by Wu et at. [80] present one of the earliest works discussing QoE for IoT.
They propose the concept of Cognitive IoT as a new network paradigm where physical and
virtual things or objects are interconnected and perform as agents. Moreover, Wu et al.
[80] sets the ground of QoE for IoT by identifying the layers of data in an IoT service that
need to be considered for evaluation. Namely, the authors distinguish a data layer from a
information layer, where the first one aims to evaluate the quality of the sensed data, while
the later one deals with the intelligent decision-making based on a group of data sources.
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Paper
(Year)

Application
Domain

Quality
of Data

Quality of
Network

Quality of
Context

IoT
View

Defining
QoE for
IoT

Validated

Wu et al.
[80] (2014)

General Yes No Yes Human No No

Floris and
Atzori
[28] (2016)

Multimedia Partially Partially Yes Human No Partially

Karaadi et
al.
[48] (2017)

Multimedia No Yes No Human No No

Shin
[72] (2017)

Wearable No Yes No Human No Yes

Huang et al.
[37] (2018)

Multimedia No Yes No Human No Yes

Hoffman
and Novak
[35] (2018)

General No No No Human
and
Machine

Yes No

Suryanegara
et al. [76]
(2019)

Smart City No No No Human Yes Yes

Minovski et
al. [55],
Paper B
(2020)

General Yes Yes Yes Human
and
Machine

Yes No

Table 2.2: QoE for IoT comparison among studies.

As one of the first studies published in the area of QoE for IoT, Wu et al. [80] identifies few
key research challenges that face QoE assessment methods, summarized as: (1) A clear
challenge of obtaining high quality data with mixed characteristics and massive amount
of sources; (2) Current QoE state of the art is limited on a single user QoE, failing to cover
system-level QoE suitable for large scale IoT services with massive user base; and (3) A
clear need for developing effective semantic technologies and knowledge discovery suitable
for large scale IoT services in understanding their performance. Regarding the Table 2.2
classification, Wu et al. [80] do not consider evaluating the performance of the network
on the overall QoE. As mentioned withing the QoN criteria, the study neglect the impact
of the communication protocols and radio environment on the service performance, as
well as not considering benchmarking the M2M communication among IoT devices and
virtualized processes (e.g. cloud computing). In addition, the study do not propose any
extension or re-definition of the QoE concept to cover IoT case and just looks at QoE
from the human perspective.

A study by Floris and Atzori [28] takes a step further in developing a concept of
layered-QoE framework to evaluate the quality of an multimedia IoT service. The vali-
dation of the model is performed with gathered data from IoT vehicle application, con-
taining sensors and camera data. The data-sources are streamed and displayed to end-
users, which then subjectively assign a QoE rating score. Within their model, Floris and
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Atzori [28] propose the concept of Quality of Data (QoD) benchmarking the accuracy of
the produced IoT data. Although the authors do not provide methodological steps on
what it actually takes to measure QoD, they use an abstracted version of it in combi-
nation with QoS to map to subjective QoE scores. Their results are mainly focused on
end-user’s subjective evaluation, in a form of a MOS score, of the data generated by the
system, which includes video streaming and speed/RPM values represented graphically
and textually. The authors of the study, however, do not provide any indications of
how their framework could cover other services besides multimedia, especially services
that involve autonomous processes. In addition, the authors just mentioned few high-
level network evaluation metrics, such as delay, jitter, and packet loss, but do do not
provide any comprehensive analysis of the network’s impact on the service performance,
especially important for a vehicle application due to the dynamic wireless environment.
Finally, the authors do not try to extend or re-define the QoE concept, but instead follow
the legacy QoE by evaluating the subjective end-users opinions.

Karaadi et al. [48] propose the concept of Quality of Things (QoT) that targets the
quality of multimedia IoT services, such as automated camera detection of vehicle’s num-
ber plates and face detection. They identify the communication in future IoT services to
be predominantly machine-to-machine (M2M), and thus, motive their work as conven-
tional QoE can no longer be applied in M2M. The QoT architecture contains physical,
network, virtual, service, and application layers, with identifying factors affecting the
QoT. However, the proposed factors are still on a conceptual level and the discussion fail
short in describing the essence of the challenges regarding IoT devices, which are the clas-
sification factors in the Table 2.2. For instance, the study by Karaadi et al. [48] discuss
the importance of M2M communication, but there is a lack of discussion on cause and
effect of chained M2M communication on the overall quality of the produced IoT data.
The study also do not consider any contextual information of the proposed study when
evaluating QoT, looks only from the human perspective, and fail short in distinguishing
the proposed QoT concept from the state of the art in the QoE domain.

Similarly to the previous two studies, Huang et al. [37] focus on multimedia IoT ap-
plications, with main objective to find relationship between the multimedia IoT devices
and subjective end-users’ MOS. The authors consider IoT devices that produce multi-
media content, such as video, audio, and still images, from which they store historical
multimodal data-sets. Then, neural network-based data fusion technique is utilized to
build the mapping between the average MOS and the network related factors, such as
bandwidth, delay, loss, and jitter. Based on the classification criteria in Table 2.2, the
study by Huang et al. [37] do not attempt to distinguish among network failures and fail-
ures generated by the multimedia devices, noted as Quality of Data. In addition, they
do not evaluate the QoE by considering any contextual information regarding the IoT
use-case. Finally, the authors [37] follow the path of conventional QoE evaluation from
the end-users’ subjective perception and, thus, do not attempt to extend or re-define the
QoE within the IoT.

Hoffman and Novak [35] is one of the first works that attempt to re-defining the QoE
for IoT domain, targeting variety of IoT applications, such as smart cities, wearables,
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and robots. They propose the concept of object experience, which does not require smart
IoT objects to have conscious experiences in order to have some type of experience [35].
The object experience emerges from all time interactions that involve the object, which
can include interaction between the object and other parts, such as consumers and other
objects. The authors [35] build a comprehensive theoretical approach to define the object
experience, by analyzing its emergent properties, capacities, and expressive roles from
all the object-centric interactions. Hence, the object experience understands the role
of M2M communication among IoT objects, which can lead to autonomous decisions
where humans are not necessarily involved in the decision making process. However, the
authors do not provide any measurable metrics of the object experience, and thus do
no attempt to validate their approach. In addition, they do not consider any technical
details of evaluating the M2M communication among the IoT devices, as well as neglect
the implications of the network on the service quality and performance.

Shin [72] proposes a framework for evaluating the end-user perception of a wearable
IoT service by finding the relationships among subjective QoE and QoS metric. The
study distinguishes among content, system, and service quality, but ultimately reasons
on such concepts from the human perspective, by evaluating metrics such as enjoyment
and pleasure, associated only with human experiences. Further, Shin [72] conducted
subjective interviews to qualitatively understand the end-user’s QoE of using the wearable
IoT service. Similarly to the previously cited studies, such as [28,37], the main focus is to
find correlation among end-users’ subjective MOS and QoS metrics (speed, jitter, delay,
loss, bandwidth, and burst). The author, therefore, neglect the importance of evaluating
the quality of the produced data with measurable metrics, as well as do not consider any
contextual information of the IoT use-case and end-users.

Suryanegara et al. [76] propose a 5-step framework for measuring QoE of IoT services,
which includes: (1) Setting up the focus of the IoT services and the QoE parameters
being assessed; (2) Defining users of IoT services; (3) Conducting a mean opinion score
(MOS) survey of the users; (4) Calculating the DMOS (differential MOS) on the basis
of the ACR-HR quantitative scale; and (4) Providing the strategic implications to those
who implement the service. The first step is important because it sets-up the stage of
measurable QoE metrics for IoT services; the authors propose five core parameters, in
a form of efficiency, consistency, convenience, integration, functional stability. However,
the authors measure those metrics form the perspective of the end-users. That is, a
conducted survey asks the end-users to assign a MOS value to each of the proposed
metrics based on their subjective experiences of using the service. The authors [76] do
not attempt to gather any quantitative data from the service, such as metrics from the
IoT devices or network evaluation metrics. Thus, there is a lack of methodological steps
that models the data-sources of an IoT service, which can lead into understanding why
does the user’s assigned certain MOS value. Such quantitative evaluation, in a form
of QoD, QoN, and QoC in Table 2.2, is important in cases when IoT services include
intelligent machines and autonomous processes due to the ability to conduct a root-cause
analysis. In addition, as pointed out by Hoffman and Novak [35] and the Paper B [55],
discussed in Section 1.5.2, intelligent machines have their own experience which has to
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be evaluated.

2.3 Chapter Summary

This section provides a discussion on the background and related work on the two main
topics that are covered in this thesis: Internet of Things (IoT) and Quality of Experience
(QoE). It starts with a description of the main IoT building blocks, identified by several
research studies [12,20], which include device, communication, service, management, and
security block. Therein, we point out at the scope of this thesis, with respect to the
building blocks, is currently centered around the device and communication block, while
the rest of the blocks will be considered in the future work. In addition, Section 2.2, we
provide a thorough analysis of the QoE concept with respect to modeling, measuring,
and predicting QoE. Finally, we review the state of the art in the area of QoE for IoT and
provide a classification table (Table 2.2) to compare it with the proposed contribution in
Section 1.5.2.



Chapter 3

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter we conclude the thesis in light of the presented research questions,
in Section 1.3, and thesis contributions, in Section 1.5. In addition, we provide research
directions for future work.

3.1 Thesis conclusions

This thesis has identified a number of research challenges with respect to extending
the definition of QoE to cover IoT services. Direct research on QoE has been con-
ducted for several years, but mainly in the area of multimedia services, where the service
performance is evaluated from the end-user’s perspective [16,59,60,73]. With the emerg-
ing IoT, we assert that the presence of intelligent machines ultimately requires defining
new relationships with the end-users and studying their impact on the QoE. Consider a
human-machine interaction within an IoT service, where end-users can supervise, alter,
or override an autonomous process. The decision making in an autonomous process is
based on Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication and, currently, reasoning capabili-
ties supported by Artificial Intelligence (AI) [30]. The state of the art QoE management
models are verified with subjective, human tests, which neither captures or understands
the implications of quality degradation caused by the intelligent machines. Thus, as a first
research question in this thesis, we raise the need of extending the current QoE definition
for covering emerging IoT services, which we address with the following contribution:

Contribution 1 - Defining Quality of IoT experience (QoIoT). Firstly, we
distinguish the main actors that can contribute, and experience, to the overall IoT service
quality. Besides evaluating the experience from the end-user, human, perception, we
assert the need of evaluating the Quality of Machine Experience (QoME). As discussed
by Hoffman and Novak [35], the concept of machine experience does not require smart
objects to have conscious experience in order to have some type of experience. Instead,
the machine experience is a representations of the M2M interactions and AI reasoning.
Further, we discuss a real-life industrial IoT service that involve remotely-controlled
mining vehicles, which we utilize as a basis of creating metrics to evaluate the QoME.

37
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Secondly, we combine the proposed QoME with the legacy, end-user’s, QoE in a form of
QoIoT. The scope of QoIoT is focused on services that involve co-existence of humans and
intelligent machines, such as the mentioned mining case-study. We assert that QoIoT
has the goal of improving the human-business and business-machine relationships, by
producing metrics that can make the end-users aware of the machines and vice versa.

Contribution 2. - Developing an architecture to model Quality of IoT
experience. The second contribution answers a question that arises as a follow up to
the first one, which is developing an architecture to model the QoIoT. The proposed
QoIoT architecture consists of three steps, to model, measure, and predict QoIoT. Each
of the steps have a pre-defined set of input metrics and processes that compute output
metrics, specifically tailored for the mining case-study. Firstly, model QoIoT detects the
main data-source, monitors the raw data produced in the service by classifying it within
physical, network, application, and virtual layers. Secondly, measure QoIoT extracts the
data analysis process from the perception layers and incorporates processes that evaluate
the produced data and metrics from the perspective of Quality of Data, Network, and
Context. The overall goal of this entity is to produce metrics that will evaluate the
performance of the IoT service from the human and machine perspective, i.e. QoE and
QoME. We identify metrics such as productivity, efficiency, and reliability as the most
important in the mining case-study. Thirdly, predict QoIoT is envisioned to have a global
view of the overall service by considering the metrics produced from the previous layers.
Then, it takes on forecasting methods and attempt to predict the mentioned QoIoT
metrics in the future.

Contribution 3 - Validating the proposed architecture for Quality of IoT
experience. The scope of the validation is currently centered on the measure QoIoT,
by evaluating metrics that describe the Quality of Network (QoN). We develop a, non-
intrusive, Machine Learning (ML) models for estimating latency and a number of video
quality assessment (VQA) metrics regarding IoT devices and video streaming, respec-
tively, within the mining case-study. Driving tests were conducted in real-life mining
environment, with aim to evaluate how different wireless conditions, such as coverage,
network load, interference, and doppler, impact the latency and VQA. Regarding the
feature engineering part, we utilize wireless access link characteristics, describing the
cellular radio. Firstly, the achieved results suggest that it to possible to classify the
IoT communication based on its sampling frequency to estimate the latency. Regard-
ing 20, 50, and 100ms of sampling period, we have achieved 90, 85, and 82% coefficient
of determination (R2), respectively. Secondly, subjective and objective VQA metrics,
such as MOS, PSNR, Frame delay, Frame Skips, and Blurriness were calculated on 10
pre-recorded videos, which were streamed during drive tests in total of 200 times. The
achieved coefficient of determination (R2) was 94, 89, 84, 85, and 82% when estimating
MOS, PSNR, Frame Delay, Frame Skips, and Blurriness, respectively. The scope of the
study also considered a root cause analysis on a estimated poor MOS value. By analyzing
the utilized ML model, we show that it is possible to build a range of values for each
feature that will alert when the video streaming is expected to have a MOS value below
3.5.
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3.2 Future work

There are several directions for future research, in order to complete and advance
the work presented in this thesis. The most immediate future work is related to the
validation process of the proposed QoIoT architecture. We envision placing the archi-
tecture in each of the autonomous mining vehicles to evaluate the QoIoT in real-time,
with the aim of improving the service performance. The validation process encompasses
mostly experimental research within the proposed layers in the measure QoIoT entity.
We envision the future research to validate the whole Measure QoIoT, with respect to the
proposed layers, Quality of Network (QoN), Quality of Data (QoD), and Quality of Con-
text (QoC). For instance, an interesting approach would be to study methods that can
pinpoint at failures, anomalies, and other performance metrics regarding the hardware
and software of the IoT devices, regarding QoD. Further, we consider a thorough under-
standing of the service requirements and signed SLAs within the mining case in order to
produce a real-time calculation of the proposed QoIoT metrics - productivity, efficiency,
and reliability. The calculation of the proposed QoIoT metrics would ultimately enable
a validation of the final step within the QoIoT architecture - Predict QoIoT, where we
envision forecasting the proposed metrics.

Regarding high-level view of the proposed QoIoT architecture, we suggest utilizing
the technical practices and learnings from the mining case-study to deploy QoIoT in
various other interdisciplinary domains, such as in health-care (e.g. remotely controlled
surgery), smart manufacturing, smart city, and mitigating natural disaster services.
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Abstract

The Internet of Things (IoT) brings a set of unique and complex challenges to the field
of Quality of Experience (QoE) evaluation. The state-of-the-art research in QoE mainly
targets multimedia services, such as voice, video, and the Web, to determine quality per-
ceived by end-users. Therein, main evaluation metrics involve subjective and objective
human factors and network quality factors. Emerging IoT may also include intelligent
machines within services such as health-care, logistics, and manufacturing. The inte-
gration of new technologies such as Machine-to-Machine communications and artificial
intelligence within IoT services may lead to service quality degradation caused by ma-
chines. In this article, we argue that evaluating QoE in the IoT services should also
involve novel metrics for measuring the performance of the machines alongside metrics
for end-users’ QoE. This article extends the legacy QoE definition in the area of IoT and
defines conceptual metrics for evaluating QoE using an industrial IoT case-study.

1 Introduction

IoT are physical objects equipped with Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) connecting to the Internet [20]. Figure 1 shows examples of emerging IoT services
such as health-care, logistics, industrial production, and robotics. The unique nature
of these services leads to a range of different quality requirements that are difficult to
tackle [17]. Consider autonomous vehicles as an example, where the focus is on fast and
accurate processing of sensory data to avoid collisions; while IoT-enabled remote surgery
service imposes stringent latency requirements. Quality provisioning in these services
is not only limited to life-threatening situations but also to reduce the risk of causing
significant business losses and environmental damage.

From a stakeholder perspective (e.g., service providers and owners), service quality
evaluation is an indispensable business goal for harmonizing the end-users’ experiences
(QoE), agreed upon through a Service Level Agreement (SLA) [19]. The area of QoE
deals with the understanding of end-users’ perception of the services offered by the stake-
holder [11,16]. However, the conventional QoE techniques [16] mainly target multimedia
communications and do not consider the performance and impact of Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) communication and autonomous processes on QoE. The emerging IoT services
on Figure 1 may involve humans and intelligent machines, which can interact with each
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Figure 1: The emerging IoT use-cases.

other through Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) interfaces. Herein, the HCI interac-
tion becomes increasingly complicated as the end-user can provide inputs and alter the
decisions by the machines. Moreover, autonomous processes typically consist of multiple
predictive models [17] which take decisions based on various data processing and M2M
communications, where any hardware and software part can be subject to failure and
potentially affect the QoE. Thus, this article argues for a paradigm shift in QoE area
to cover IoT services where, besides end-users, the quality and performance evaluation
should also target intelligent machines, as well as their implications on the end-users and
businesses. As a consequence, the main contributions of this article are:

• Identifying the main challenges of assessing QoE for IoT by adding the complexity
of autonomous processes and machine experience to the current understandings of
QoE.

• Defining the term Quality of IoT-experience (QoIoT) from the perspective of both
humans and machines to understand the human-business and machine-business
relationships. From the stakeholder perspective, QoIoT is beneficial to determine
the overall service performance, as well as beneficial for the end-users and machines
to understand their impact on service performance.

2 Background on QoE for IoT

Traditional Quality of Service (QoS) parameters such as delay, jitter, packet loss, and
bandwidth are used to evaluate network quality objectively [11]. However, QoS narrowly
captures the end user’s perception of the service and may not reflect their overall ser-
vice perception or experience. To highlight the end-user’s point-of-view, the concept of
QoE was proposed as: “The overall acceptability of an application or service, as per-
ceived subjectively by the end-user” [12]. Since then, the research on QoE has focused
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from mapping QoS metrics to users’ QoE [7]; to understanding and defining factors in-
fluencing QoE [11, 14]; and to building QoE management models [16]. The research on
QoE management is addressed from two distinct, but often complementary perspectives,
application and network provider [3, 16]. In particular, QoE-driven application manage-
ment has focused mainly on end-users’ perception of multimedia and Web-services [16].
Network QoE management focuses on the way end-users perceive network related pro-
cesses. For instance, it measures QoS-related parameters to describe the performance of
the cellular networks, base-stations, and communication protocols [3]. The advancements
in network technologies such as Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) bring additional complexities when measuring both application and
network QoE. For instance, network resource allocation, storage, and computation can
now be virtually shared among end-users [1]; this dramatically reduces the operational
costs but complicates the overall performance benchmarking as there is no standardized
way for SDN and NFV orchestration yet [4].

Understanding QoE within IoT is still in its infancy; these areas are discussed widely;
however, in isolation [9,12]. There are very few studies that directly target QoE evaluation
of IoT services [8, 20]; and to the best of our knowledge there is a complete absence of
studies regarding QoE in Industrial IoT. Wu et al. [20] present one of the earliest works
discussing QoE for IoT. They propose the concept of Cognitive IoT as a new network
paradigm where physical and virtual objects are interconnected and perform as agents.
In addition, Wu et al. [20] identified layers of data in an IoT service to be considered for
QoE evaluation. Namely, they distinguish a data layer from information layer, where the
former one aims to evaluate the quality of the sensed data, while the latter one deals with
contextual meaning of the data. Floris and Atzori [8] take a step further in developing a
concept of layered-QoE framework to evaluate the quality of a multimedia IoT service.
Therein, a key method for Quality of Data (QoD) is proposed, where the accuracy of the
produced IoT data is benchmarked. Although the authors do not provide detailed steps
on how to measure QoD, they use an abstracted version of it in combination with QoS to
map them to subjective QoE score. However, the authors also provide no indications on
how their model could cover other IoT services except multimedia, as shown in Figure
1. Our study builds upon the works of [8, 20] by significantly expanding the discussion
in the direction of emerging IoT services and the way end-users interact with them.

The expansion of IoT in automation and intelligent decision-making brings a set of
challenges which are not discussed in current state of the art in QoE for IoT. Figure 2
shows an example of an emerging IoT service that integrates a combination of function-
alities provided by other services, with input and output data coming from both humans
and machines [9]. Such example can lead to complex service chains with possibly even
hundreds of services offered by different third parties, each with their business incentives.
Therein, a single decision by an autonomous process may be taken as a result of multiple
data sources that are dependent on one another. Consider the risk assessment of a safety
alarm service in an underground mine as example, which consists of multiple sensors to
detect smoke, humidity, and temperature. An autonomous process triggers the alarm
in case of an accident, which is followed by a series of chained events. Then, a process
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locates the miners and computes their most optimal rescue route, using the data coming
from different sets of sensor sources. Moreover, the service must notify the miners for
their own rescue route in a timely manner and contact additional external services to deal
with the emergency situations, such as the fire department in case of a fire. Potential
sources of failures in such systems are multi-dimensional, arising from: (1) IoT hardware
and software, with respect to data quality [20]; (2) Network, related to delays and packet
losses [3]; and (3) Virtual computing, with respect to data processing, caching, and stor-
age [11]. In current practice, the quality of such complex chained events is controlled
on an ad-hoc basis, while the consequences of failures are not well understood [17]. The
same study [17] also identifies current lack of understanding on QoE measurement and
monitoring regarding multiple chained events and autonomous services. Thus, the aim
of the next section is to identify the components and data-sources of the emerging IoT
services.

3 Quality of Machine Experience (QoME)

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is seen as a key enabler for autonomous processes [9], which
can also be part of complex service chains as shown on Figure 2. AI is defined as: ”the
science of making machines capable of performing tasks that would require intelligence if
done by humans” [10]. The research on AI goes as far as defining machine emotions and
human-robot interaction [13]. Thus, one may envision that AI-enabled machines can, just
like humans, perceive experience, which arguably is different compared to the humans
(e.g., QoE). The AI runs as a software on a controller (Figure 2), which takes decisions
based on data-driven approaches [10]. Moreover, decision making requires reasoning,
which entails complicated processes for self-optimization and self-configuration [9]. For
instance, self-optimizing algorithms anticipate critical incidents and other occurrences
of the operating history to optimize the solution behavior. Thus, we define Quality of
Machine Experience (QoME) as: “Objective metrics that measures the quality and per-
formance of intelligent machines and their decisions”. Herein, the first challenge is to
identify the main components and data-sources regarding intelligent machines; Secondly,
the objective metrics should describe the current state of the system in a humanly un-
derstandable way. The creation of such objective metrics is essentially the scope of this
article, proposed with the QoIoT definition in the next section.

The data-sources within the AI are typically classified into three components, namely
(1) physical, (2) network, and (3) logical, explained as [9, 12]:

1. Physical components are related to the data generated by the hardware and its
software withing an service. The state of the physical components is measured
through behavior monitoring, fault tolerance, and anomaly detection in the gener-
ated data [17]. To do so, researchers study statistical methods and unsupervised
Machine Learning (ML) techniques to find relationships and clusters in the gener-
ated data [9].

2. Network components are related to the research on QoS with main focus on mea-
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Figure 2: QoE in an end-to-end IoT service.

suring the way physical devices and end-users communicate within the service and
with the outside world [11].

3. Logical components are related to the software, or controller, that typically has
various IoT hardware on disposal to execute the following processes [9]: (a) Inde-
pendent decision making based on contextual conditions; (b) Prediction of states,
events and conditions; (c) Event-based M2M interaction patterns; (d) Autonomous
creation of knowledge and utilizing it for self-optimization; (e) Self-reliant reaction
due to unplanned events. Those processes can be quantified using objective data
generated by the software and its physical devices. However, current literature
does not understand the way such autonomous services impacts the overall QoS
and QoE [17].

4 Challenges regarding QoE for IoT

The following list expose the limitations of the current state of the art methods for
monitoring and evaluating quality of an IoT service:

1. How does various physical, network, and logical components affect each other in a
complex service chains?

2. How to perform a root-cause analysis in service chains, containing intelligent ma-
chines?

3. How can an end-user alter or affect the intelligent machines?

4. How to evaluate the quality of intelligent machines and troubleshoot their impact
on the service performance?

5. With what type of objective metrics for quality evaluation and control to feed the
self-optimizing methods in an autonomous service?
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Figure 3: Defining QoIoT.

5 Defining Quality of IoT-experience (QoIoT)

The legacy models for QoE management are user-centric, quantifying the experience
from the human entity through subjective and objective tests [3, 11, 16]. The human
entity is composed of end-users, which in [11] are seen as a customers from a business
perspective. In this regard, the concept of Quality of Business (QoB) [18] was developed,
which looks at the impact of QoE and QoS to business operations, defining relationship
such as business to customer and business to business. The end-user interacts with the
service (Figure 2), even though the service may consist of autonomous processes and com-
plex service chains. Consider an autonomous vehicle, where an end-user can supervise,
adjust the settings, or override a decision by made by the AI [6]. However, before taking
any decision to alter the autonomy, the end-users need knowledge of the current system’s
state, referred as Situation Awareness (SA) [5]. Going beyond the QoE approaches, the
decisions by the intelligent machines will impact the business entity as well, sometimes
without human intervention [17]. In that direction, we propose an extension to the quality
evaluation paradigm to cover emerging IoT services by defining Quality of IoT-experience
(QoIoT), illustrated in Figure 3. Essentially QoIoT is a combination of metrics that are
measured from two different perspectives: (1) QoE, by extracting the legacy user-centric
management models [3, 11, 16]; and, (2) QoME, by understanding machine’s behavior
and translating the overall machine performance to business-oriented metrics. QoIoT is
represented as:

QoIoT ∈ {QoE,QoME} (1)

Correspondingly, the newly formed definition of QoIoT states as follows: “Quality of
IoT-experience (QoIoT) is a metric that aggregates the delivered quality of an IoT service
from the perspective of humans and machines. The end-users’ experience is evaluated with
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Figure 4: Synergies between QoS, QoE, QoME, and QoIoT.

subjective and objective human factors, while Quality of Machine Experience (QoME)
translates the overall machine performance to business-oriented metrics through objective
performance indicators.”

5.1 Human-business relationship

QoIoT, by definition, extends the traditional user-centric QoE approaches and there-
fore extracts the Human Entity, which includes stakeholders, end-users, and customers
[12], as shown in Figure 3. The current state of the art also defines the relationship be-
tween human and business [19], mainly by utilizing QoS and QoE to build SLAs. Hence,
the Business Entity in the current form understands the customer needs and possess abil-
ities to alter the business operations through defining business goals, SLAs, and build the
IoT infrastructure. Figure 4 summarizes the synergies among QoIoT with the current
state of the art, classified by the identified components of an IoT service [9, 12, 17]. The
first criterion in Figure 4 is QoS, which strictly describes the network quality with ob-
jectively measured metrics [11]. Majority of the QoE management models in [16] utilize
the QoS metrics, however, their relationship is not linear; this is due to human cognitive
and behavior factors, as well as various contextual factors [11]. That is, QoE metrics
consider factors from the application and network metrics and ultimately maps them to
end-users’ subjective scores. Such subjective knowledge provisions the end-user experi-
ence, but do not calibrate the overall machine performance or enable detailed root-causes
of the service performance. For instance, policymakers for the autonomous vehicles are
struggling in defining the responsible actors in cases of accidents [6], where subjective
scores do not help in determining whether it is a human mistake or point out at a specific
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internal hardware or software error.

5.2 Business-machine relationship

Endsley [5] defines the term SA in dynamic systems; it means to observe the current
state of the system, detect patterns, and create objective knowledge necessary for service
control which has direct implications on the overall service performance. Therefore, in
complex service chains composed of end-users and autonomous services, it is essential to
create QoIoT knowledge understandable for both entities, humans, and machines. On
the one hand, measuring QoIoT can leverage the Human entity regarding: (1) Under-
standing the impact of the machines on the business and user-centric QoE; (2) Replace
or install new equipment, and upgrade software; (3) Semi-controlling the machines; and
(4) Adjust the workflow of the machines. On the other hand, the QoIoT knowledge
can leverage the Machine entity as well, regarding: (1) Understanding the impact of
individual data-sources and the logical components of the intelligent machines on the
overall service performance; and (2) Using the QoIoT metrics as benchmarks for opti-
mizing the autonomous operations. In this regard, QoIoT considers measuring objective
performance factors (Figure 4). Figure 4 lists the factors that concern various compo-
nents for an IoT service; these factors measure how well an IoT service makes progress
in achieving a particular objective such as productivity and safety. Each of those factors
may be rather general, such as Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) [15] or industry-
specific, such as revenue/hour. The book by Samsonowa [15] describes several examples
of performance factors in Information Technology industry. A study on industrial man-
ufacturing systems [9] gives a hint that quality of autonomous services can certainly be
measured through business metrics, independent of any network and application tech-
nologies. Hence, the way performance factors are defined will depend on the business
goals and service requirements. The next sub-section provides an example of forming
such performance factors around a case-study.

6 Industrial IoT Case Study: Remotely controlled

semi-autonomous underground vehicles

Remotely controlled mining vehicles are considered as a case study to apply the
proposed QoIoT concept and define performance factors for quality monitoring. The
motivation is to automate the operations in mine, such as blasting and extracting ore
and remove the expert-driver from such hazardous underground environment. This would
also fully utilize the production hours of the mine, especially during shift changes and
blast hours, as the mine workers typically wait few hours after a blast to access the mine
due to polluted air [2]. As an enabler for such case-study, an IoT setup deploys a variety
of sensors, actuators, and cameras, streaming data in uplink over the cellular network
to a remote-control station. As an expert-driver controls the machines from a distance,
data is being sent in downlink as well, from joysticks, buttons, and pedals. The variety
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of traffic sources impose complex quality requirements for the network, as the traffic
consists of critical and non-critical information, substantial and light-weighted data.

Besides remote-control from a distance, the expert-driver can also supervise semi-
autonomous features and let the vehicle execute task autonomously. For instance, the
vehicles can drive in-and-out of the mine independently, evacuate in case of emergency,
automatically place and perform the blasting, and assist in loading the ore. Being semi-
autonomous means that particular software is deployed on the vehicles that take au-
tonomous decisions in controlling the vehicle. As the operations are orchestrated purely
by centralized software, the run-time of the system must integrate complex processes
such as decision-making, self-configuration, self-optimization, and self-healing [9].

6.1 Defining industry specific QoME factors around a case-
study

The mining industry has pre-defined metrics which are constantly measured, based
on which the business operations are optimized. Andersson [2] identified industrial rev-
enue, safety, and productivity as key performance indicators within mining. While other
businesses generate revenue from efficient and reliable service, in mining it is the pro-
ductivity as the main factor determining the revenue. The productivity as a metric is
a function of the productive capacity meeting its intended end-results, such as planned
production levels, safety, efficiency, reliability, and direct economic costs [2]. Estimat-
ing the productivity in the mining case-study necessitates behavior monitoring of the
expert drivers, machines, and network. Such role separation enables the possibility for
root-cause analysis when the productivity levels are not at the desired level. A real-time
productivity metric can enhance the expert-driver’s SA during remote-control or supervi-
sion of the autonomous processes, regarding enabling/overriding a self-drive or adjusting
the settings of the AI. Having the expert-driver intervene during self-driving is beneficial
for the AI system itself, as the human behavior and the measured productivity can be
used to label edge cases in improving the AI.

The productivity, in the mining case-study, may be defined with the following objec-
tive performance factors:

Productivity ← Production level ∨ Reliability

∨ Efficiency
(2)

The following list explores the ways to monitor the objective performance factors:

1. Production level: is defined as loading the maximum possible scoop of ore in the
least amount of time, rendered as a tons/hour [2]. Herein, the essential metrics need
to be identified, which lead to the desired tons/hour levels. For instance, weight,
vibrations, trajectory, and pressure on the filling bucket can measure scooped
tons/hour. A real-time ML analysis on such metrics, combined with internal ve-
hicle’s data, can compute the most suitable vehicle’s acceleration while excavating
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the ore [2]. In similar way can be computed the most optimal technique to load as
much ore as possible per scoop, depending on the rock structure, directly increasing
the tons/hour metric. In cases when an expert-driver is remotely-controlling the
vehicle, real-time analysis on the network QoE, as well as video streaming QoE [16],
can boost the overall productivity.

2. Availability: refers to the direct costs of repairing or replacing a broken machine
in the mining case-study. However, the maintenance costs also include production
losses during the downtime period of the broken machine, directly impacting pro-
ductivity. A couple of machine availability threads are discussed in [2], such as
wheel slip, collision detection and avoidance, and traction control. The same study
also proposes ways to monitor the potential threads with the deployed sensors on
the machines.

3. Efficiency: is associated with the success rate of correct operation, mean execution
time, rate of operating errors, and complexity of the currently executing task. Fuel
efficiency is one obvious metric in the context of the mining case-study, monitored
and measured with a combination of sensors. For instance, the trajectory mappings
of the underground mine with the positioning of the other machines or workers in
real-time might show the most efficient driving path [2]. The same study also
identifies the most important metrics for monitoring the efficiency in underground
machines, such as bucket payload (tons), speed (km/h), transport performance
(ton*km/h), and machine-utilization (%).

4. Reliability: refers to estimating the risk of failure in parts of the IoT service. An
indication of how to measure the reliability of the case-study is given in [2], with
metrics such as risk-of-failure, mean-time-to-failure, time-between-failure and re-
configuration, and mean-time-to-repair. For instance, to discover a percentage of
risk-of-failure, one must monitor the overall machine health-status, in combina-
tion with the network analysis. Herein, thorough data analysis is necessary by
utilizing methods for anomaly detection and fault tolerance, typically involving
un-supervised machine learning techniques and data clustering [17]. An outcome
can suggest when is the right time to replace hardware or upgrade software. More-
over, when the expert-driver remotely controls the vehicle, the system can indicate
incoming blind radio coverage spots (where the driver loses connection with the
machine) by observing the acceleration and position metrics from the machine.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this article, we identify a clear lack of definition for QoE in IoT. We envision the
future emerging IoT services to be orchestrated purely from software, with and without
human intervention. As the current state of the art on QoE is user-centric, the present
QoE management models are quantified based on subjective tests, which neither captures
or understands the implications of quality degradation caused by the machines. Thus, we
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assert the need for defining machine experience, where we aim to define a common ground
for discussion on factors that influence the quality of autonomous services, regardless of
the presence of the human. Within this context, it is the goal of this article is to delineate
Quality of IoT-experience and to ignite discussions within the IoT and QoE community.
As a future work, we aim to define and test a novel methodology for QoE assessment
and prediction in IoT.
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Modeling Quality of IoT Experience in
Autonomous Vehicles

Dimitar Minovski, Christer Åhlund, and Karan Mitra

Abstract—Today’s research on Quality of Experience (QoE)
mainly addresses multimedia services. With the introduction of
the Internet of Things (IoT), there is a need for new ways of
evaluating the QoE. Emerging IoT services such as autonomous
vehicles (AV) are more complex and involve additional quality
requirements, such as those related to machine-to-machine com-
munication that enables self-driving. In fully autonomous cases,
it is the intelligent machines operating the vehicles. Thus, it is
not clear how intelligent machines will impact end-users QoE,
but also how end-users can alter and affect a self-driving vehicle.
This article argues for a paradigm shift in the QoE area to cover
the relationship between humans and intelligent machines. We
introduce the term Quality of IoT-experience (QoIoT) within the
context of AV, where the quality evaluation, besides end-users’,
considers quantifying the perspectives of intelligent machines
with objective metrics. Hence, we propose a novel architecture
that considers Quality of Data (QoD), Quality of Network (QoN),
and Quality of Context (QoC) to determine the overall QoIoT in
the context of AVs. Finally, we present a case study to illustrate
the use of QoIoT.

Keywords—IoT, QoE, QoS, AI, V2X

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) represents a network of physical
objects equipped with Information and Communication Tech-
nologies (ICT) connecting to the internet [1]. IoT enables
advanced services for remote controlling, management, and
maintenance of physical objects and processes [2]. Figure 1
shows a few examples of emerging IoT services in health-care,
robotics, smart cities, and Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS). It is expected IoT to connect billions of new devices
to the internet [3] and therefore expands to services with a
range of unique properties and quality requirements. Consider
Autonomous Vehicles (AV) as an example, where the focus
is on fast and accurate processing of sensory data to avoid
collisions; while IoT-enabled remotely controlled vehicles
impose stringent latency requirements on the machine-to-
machine (M2M) communications. Such emerging IoT services
are engaging closely to human life-style and privacy, where the
delivered quality of the M2M type communications pose life-
threatening risks, as well as risks of causing business losses.

From a stakeholder perspective (e.g. service providers, own-
ers), service quality evaluation is an indispensable business
goal for ensuring high end-users’ satisfaction [4]. QoE was
therefore introduced to measure the overall service acceptabil-
ity, as perceived subjectively by the end-user [5]. However,
the conventional QoE techniques mainly cover single end-
user perception of multimedia services [5] and currently lack
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understanding of forming quality requirements for critical
M2M type communications [6]. In particular, it is not clear
the relationship between the end-users and the intelligent
machines, such as an AV. A self-driving vehicle can si-
multaneously impact multiple end-users (e.g. passengers or
pedestrians) and people in surrounding vehicles. Moreover,
the self-driving can be triggered, adjusted, and overridden by
a driver physically being in the vehicle or remotely from a
distance. Herein, human-machine interaction (HCI) becomes
increasingly complicated as multiple end-users can, in real-
time, provide inputs and thus alter the decisions by the AV.
Thus, policymakers are struggling in defining regulations and
quality requirements for AVs, such as identifying responsible
entities in cases of accidents involving AVs [7].

Autonomous services, such as AVs, are typically orches-
trated by Artificial Intelligence (AI), which enables intelligent
data-processing, reasoning, and decision-making [8]. A single
decision by an AV depends on various data-sources, gath-
ered from multiple channels, creating complex interconnected
chains. For instance, an AV combines the outputs from its
internal predictive models, such as collision avoidance, line-
keeping, detecting moving objects and signs in ensuring safe
and efficient drive [9]. Each of the predictive models process
data from the vehicle’s hardware, but also can rely on data
coming from the surrounding vehicles and road-objects [10].
Thus, a faulty outcome of a particular AI model, physical,
or network object can lure the self-driving vehicle in making
wrong decisions, potentially endangering human lives, directly
impacting the QoE [11]. Therefore, in this article, we argue
for an extension of the conventional QoE evaluation in under-
standing and modeling the behavior of intelligent machines.
The present challenge is to identify the main components and
logical processes of an autonomous service and measure their
impact on the overall service performance. This is especially
significant for businesses incorporating autonomous services,
as they require real-time evaluation of the intelligent machines
and their impact on business-oriented metrics, such as produc-
tivity, efficiency, and safety [2].

Contributions. In this paper, we define and model the
concept of Quality of IoT-experience (QoIoT). Essentially,
QoIoT represents an aggregation of metrics that describe the
experience from two different perspectives: (1) human, by
extracting the end-user’s QoE perception [5]; and, (2) machine,
by translating the overall machine performance to business-
oriented metrics. As a consequence, the key contributions of
this study are:

1) Exploring the complexities of autonomous processes
and defining the term Quality of Machine Experience
(QoME).
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2) Extending the legacy QoE models in the IoT domain by
defining the term Quality for IoT (QoIoT).

3) Proposal of a layered-QoIoT architecture, consisting
of methodology for benchmarking IoT service perfor-
mance.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following order:
Section II presents the related work; Section III discusses the
challenges in defining QoE for IoT and defines QoME; Section
IV defines QoIoT; Section V presents the case-study; Section
VI proposes the QoIoT architecture; and finally VII concludes
the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

This section reviews the current state of the art in the two
main focus areas of this article: QoE for IoT; and Autonomous
Vehicles (AV).

A. QoE for IoT

Traditional Quality of Service (QoS) parameters such as
delay, jitter, packet loss, and bandwidth are used to objectively
evaluate network quality. However, QoS narrowly captures the
end user’s perception of the service and may not reflect their
overall service perception or experience [12]. To highlight the
end user’s point-of-view, the concept of QoE was defined
as: “The overall acceptability of an application or service,
as perceived subjectively by the end-user” [5]. Since then,
the research on QoE has focused from mapping QoS metrics
to users’ QoE [13]; to understanding and defining factors
influencing QoE [12]; and to building QoE management
models [5]. Typically, the research on QoE is addressed from
two distinct but often complementary perspectives, end-user
applications and access networks [14, 15]. The network QoE
management is mainly an extension of the legacy Quality
of Service (QoS) techniques, measuring metrics to describe
network performance and the way they impact the end-
user perception [15]. Whereas application QoE considers
social, cognitive, and contextual metrics to produce a score
which ranks the end-users’ experience [16]. The evolution
of network technologies such as Software Defined Networks
(SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) enable new
QoE management mechanisms with dynamic orchestration and
programmable resource allocation. While such technologies
offer clear opportunities to improve the network performance,
challenges arise in developing novel QoE monitoring methods
due to the virtualization and lack of standards for orchestration
[14].

The concepts of QoE and IoT are widely discussed in the
research community [2, 5], however, mostly in isolation. The
combination of QoE for IoT is still in its infancy due to a lack
of research that clearly distinguishes the emerging IoT services
(see Fig 1) from multimedia in terms of their impact on QoE.
Wu et at. [1] presents one of the earliest works discussing
QoE for IoT. They propose the concept of Cognitive IoT as
a new network paradigm where physical and virtual objects
are interconnected and perform as agents. In addition, Wu
et al. [1] identified layers of data in an IoT service to be
considered for QoE evaluation. Namely, they distinguish a

Fig. 1: Emerging IoT services.

data layer from information layer, where the former one aims
to evaluate the quality of the sensed data, while the latter one
deals with a contextual meaning of the data. The study [1] also
presents research challenges facing QoE assessment methods
in the domain of IoT. Among their findings, they identify: (1)
A clear challenge of obtaining high quality data with mixed
characteristics and massive amount of sources; (2) Current
QoE state of the art is limited on a single user QoE, failing to
cover system-level QoE suitable for large scale IoT services
with massive user base; and (3) A clear need for developing
effective semantic and knowledge discovery technologies that
are suitable for supporting large scale IoT services.

Floris and Atzori [17] takes a step further in developing a
concept of a layered-QoE framework to evaluate the quality
of a multimedia IoT service. The validation of the model is
performed with gathered data from an IoT vehicle application,
containing sensors and camera data. The data-sources are
streamed and displayed to end-users, which then subjectively
assign a QoE rating score. Within their model, Floris and
Atzori [17] propose the concept of Quality of Data (QoD)
for benchmarking the accuracy of the produced IoT data.
Although the authors do not provide methodological steps on
what it takes to measure QoD, they use an abstracted version
of it in combination with QoS to map to subjective QoE
scores. However, the studies [1, 17] provide no indications
on how the models could cover other IoT services except
multimedia, shown in Figure 1. QoE models for multimedia
services typically evaluate the perception of a single user,
while AVs, for example, expand into multi-user interactions
with drivers, passengers, pedestrians, and other drivers on
the road. Our study builds upon the works of [1, 17] by
significantly expanding the discussion in the direction of: (1)
end-users’ interaction with AI and autonomous services; and
(2) evaluating the quality and performance of an autonomous
service.

B. Autonomous vehicles

The concept of the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) recently
emerged as a result of the advances in sensor technology,
artificial intelligence (AI), and wireless networks, as well as
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the customer needs for AVs [18]. As a sub-group under the IoT
umbrella, various AVs are envisioned to posses abilities for dy-
namic communications, storage, and intelligence to anticipate
customers’ intentions. Few architectural IoV proposals already
emerged, among which is Cisco’s with four layers [19]: (1)
End-point, containing the vehicle’s hardware and software; (2)
Infrastructure, defining all technologies that allow connections;
(3) Operation, to monitor the policy enforcement and the
flow-based management; and (4) Virtual layer, with all the
different types of cloud subscriptions. Other IoV architectures
are surveyed by Contreras et al. [20] from network protocols
and security perspective, while Ang et al. [18] reviewed IoV
architectures for a smart city environment and applications.
What unifies those architectures is the very little attention
given to the quality evaluation of the AV as a complete
end-to-end service and the lack of discussion on data-driven
methodology to monitor the QoE. A typical AV case integrates
three technological visions [20, 21]: (1) Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI); (2) Intelligent processing; and (3) Network-
ing. Their relationships and interactions, illustrated in Figure
2, are incredibly complex [21] and before understanding the
quality concerns within, we first need to address the current
state of the art in each of the three areas, summarized in the
following list:

1) Human-Computer Interaction (HCI): The research on
HCI in ITS has focused on the way end-users interact with
the automotive interfaces, primarily the Advanced Driving-
assistance Systems (ADAS) [22]. However, the scope of HCI
in the context of AVs enlarge as the AI models first need
to understand and learn from human behavior in driving a
vehicle. Xing et al. [23] conducted real-life experiments for
driver activity recognition; while Li et al. proposed a rather
cost-effective solution [24] that utilizes a driving-simulator to
train and test the AI models. Next, one significant challenge
is how the human will understand the AI, in particular, of
a self-driving vehicle. The HCI models are, in this case,
multi-dimensional, as the AI system interacts with the driver,
passengers, pedestrians, and other drivers on the road [25].
For instance, popular self-driving commercial vehicles require
full attention of the driver [9]. In this regard, a large-scale
study by Fridman et al. [9] tracks the driver’s behavior and
interactions during self-driving to interpret the circumstances
when the driver overrides a decision by the AI. However, the
interactions between an AV with other passengers, pedestrians,
or drivers on the road are still not clear; thus, novel HCI
models are needed to understand the role of the human in
affecting and altering the autonomy.

2) Intelligent processing: AVs aim for driving autonomy
where the decision making is based on the vehicle’s hardware,
ranging from Lidar, GPS, video cameras, to CAN Bus sensors
that monitor the vehicle status [26]. That is, AVs aim for
full self-driving, with or without a human on the driver’s
seat. AI and Machine Learning (ML) techniques have been
utilized in providing the needed intelligence when processing
the vehicle’s data. An approach of Lidar, Radar, and Camera
fusion using reinforcement learning (RL) is proposed by
Rangesh et al. [26] to track moving objects in real-world
driving conditions; while Li et al. [27] used Convolutional

Fig. 2: Technological visions of autonomous vehicles.

Neural Networks (CNN) for dynamic vehicle detection on
the road. The predictive outcomes from such models are
combined with outputs from traffic sign detection and line-
keeping methods for predicting and avoiding collision on the
road [28, 29]. However, having individual models for different
tasks raises quality concerns in the research community [21].
In particular, how multiple interconnected predictive models
will co-exist together, tolerate each other’s failures, and impact
the overall vehicle performance to ensure safe and optimal
drive [21]. In addition, the use-cases for AVs range from
replacing conventional cars to revolutionizing industries with
autonomous logistics, UAVs, mining and construction vehicles
with self-driving and autonomous task execution. In the case of
mining vehicles, for instance, the autonomous software needs
to consider and understand the impact of its real-time decisions
on business metrics, such as production levels and reliability
[6].

3) Networking: Communication among vehicles is consid-
ered to be an important factor ensuring safety by gathering
relevant environmental information from the surroundings to
predict events before they occur [10]. In that direction, the
3GPP has been actively extending the requirements for future
cellular wireless networks to support AVs connectivity, known
as Vehicle-to-everything (V2X). An LTE based V2X standard
has already been issued with 3GPP Release 15 [30], while
the new 5G/NR eV2X standard is envisioned for the end of
2019 with Release 16 [31]. Besides cellular connectivity, ETSI
and IEEE have been active with the development of 802.11p
protocol to support V2X [10]. A survey by Cheng et al. [10]
reviews the options of wireless technologies for IoV. Figure 2
depicts the interaction models for V2X, while the following
list summarizes their main use-cases, based on the 3GPP and
802.11p requirements [30, 31, 10].

• Vehicles-to-Infrastructure (V2I): includes infotainment
(information and entertainment) services, such as media
streaming, VoIP, and web-browsing, but also road-map
downloads and software updates [25]. V2I also enables
remote-supervision of AV, in industrial cases, for exam-
ple, where the vehicle can also follow remotely given
orders.
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Fig. 3: The scope of QoE for IoT.

• Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V): includes real-time cooperative
awareness message (CAM) exchange among surrounding
vehicles on safety and road planning [25]. For instance,
warnings on a slow/fast vehicle, collision risk, and speed
limits. It also includes decentralized environmental noti-
fication messages (DENMs), with requirements of max-
imum 100ms latency, such as vehicle accident, traffic
conditions, hazardous location, visibility, precipitation,
and road adhesion [25].

Besides the two main interaction models, V2I and V2V,
3GPP defines requirements for Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P),
ensuring pedestrian safety, and Vehicle-to-Roadside (V2R) for
communicating with static road-objects and traffic signs [31].
However, having an abundance of external communications
at the same time infers security threats [20], but also makes
the AVs vulnerable from a common set of wireless network
issues, further degrading the QoE. For instance, the dynamic
environment generates issues with the wireless channel esti-
mates and doppler effect, resulting in interference and poor
signal detection. In the future, most of the vehicles will
have internet connectivity [25], and today’s LTE networks are
already facing scalability issues [32]. Congested cells create
additional latencies and packets drop, which can be devastating
for AVs. For instance, a self-driving decision to overtake a
vehicle can depend on messages received via V2X interfaces,
and inaccurate or delayed packets can lure the AI in making
a wrong decision [25].

III. CHALLENGES IN DEFINING QOE FOR IOT

This section categorises the main challenges in evaluating
QoE in an IoT service, based on the state of the art research
in QoE and AV. It discusses the complexities of autonomous
services and more importantly, why IoT requires a revised
version of the conventional user-centric QoE.

A. System of Systems (SoS)

A fundamental characteristic of an IoT service, especially in
the industrial domain, is the coalescence with functionalities
provided by internal and external services, with input and

output data coming from both humans and machines [2].
This has led to complex service chains, known as System-
of-Systems (SoS) [2], with possibly even hundreds of services
offered by different third parties, each with their own business
incentives. Consider Figure 3 as an example of an emerging
IoT service, where a single decision by an autonomous process
may be taken as a result of multiple data sources that are
dependent on one another. Now consider a mining company,
with a fleet of AVs digging and extracting the ore. The
AVs periodically receive CAMs and DENMs updates from
multiple sensors that detect smoke, humidity, air pollution, and
temperature. In case of an emergency, the risk assessment of
the safety alarm service triggers an alarm, which is followed
by a series of chained events, including locating the miners
and AVs and computing their most optimal rescue route. Then,
the service must promptly notify the miners and AVs for their
own rescue routes and contact additional external services
to deal with the emergency, such as the fire department
in case of a fire. Potential sources of failures in complex
SoS are multi-dimensional, arising from: (1) IoT hardware
and software, with respect to the quality of the produced
data [33]; (2) Network, related to the latencies and packet
losses due to, for instance, dynamic wireless environment,
firewalls, encryption, congestion, interference, virtualization
[25]; (3) Virtual computing, with respect to data processing,
caching, and data storage [34]. In current practice, the quality
evaluation of complex SoS is controlled on an ad-hoc basis,
while the consequences of failures are not well understood
[6]. Therefore, there is an urgent need for QoE measurement
and monitoring regarding complex SoS offering possibilities
for root-cause analysis [6].

B. Quality of Machine Experience (QoME)

Figure 2 illustrates the main components and interaction
models of the future AVs, with AI being the key enabler.
Going into the essence of AI, it is defined as ”the science
of making machines capable of performing tasks that would
require intelligence if done by humans” [8], while others refer
to AI as ”similar or the same kind as human intelligence
exhibited machines” [21]. The research on AI goes as far as
defining machine emotions [35] and human-robot interaction
[36]. Thus, one may envision that the AI-enabled controller
(Figure 3) may, just like humans, perceive experience, which
arguably is different compared to the humans (e.g. QoE). AI is
trained with data-driven approaches [8], and recent research in
Explainable AI (XAI) suggests that any decision by the AI is
traceable and explainable with objective data and mathematical
formulas [37]. Therefore, the perceived quality and experience
by the AI during run-time can be evaluated with data-driven
approaches, and defined as Quality of Machine Experience
(QoME) as: ”Objective metric that measures the quality and
performance of intelligent machines and their decisions.”

A precursor to full autonomy is knowledge creation and
reasoning capabilities on the collected information from the
environment [6]. Herein, the presence of the human entity
is important in providing labels to train the models. More
advanced AI techniques that enable full autonomy integrate
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self-learning techniques [38], that consist of advanced models
of the world, pattern recognition of novel events, and self-
reliant reaction in unexpected events. Self-optimization is
another logical process that enables full autonomy. It means
that the AI model uses benchmarking metrics while doing
a particular task to fine-tune its operations according to the
benchmarks [8]; avoiding the classical trial and error AI
concept [8]. In this direction, we introduce QoME as an
objective knowledge used by the AI for self-optimization.
Consider an AV overtaking a vehicle on the road. Such a
decision can depend on the settings defined by the end-user,
as well as on the input from a variety of internal and external
sources; for instance, camera, lidar, and CAMs/DENMs from
surrounding vehicles via V2X communication. The data is
then processed in real-time by various predictive models that
produce outputs which are inputs to the other models. For
instance, a predictive model for overtaking a vehicle reasons
on inputs from models such as detecting moving objects
and traffic signs, line-keeping, collision avoidance, and speed
control. Thus, the M2M interaction among those predictive
models is itself a machine experience that can be objectively
benchmarked.

The scope of QoME is supervision and benchmarking of
such predictive models in their contribution to the overall
system performance, productivity, and safety. To do so, su-
pervising AI models can be used to detect deviations from
normal workflow (e.g. condition monitoring [8]), find root
causes for such anomalies (e.g. diagnostics [39]), calculate
optimal parameters, and predict the future system behavior
(e.g. predictive maintenance, energy optimization [8]). In that
direction, the critical challenge remains in identifying the main
data-sources in a service (e.g. IoT hardware, network, logical
AI processes) and model them to produce and monitor QoME
metrics.

C. Summarizing the main challenges regarding QoE for IoT

The following list exposes the limitations of the current state
of the art methods for monitoring and evaluating QoE for IoT,
providing questions to which the current literature does not
have well-defined answers:

1) How can an end-user alter or affect the performance of a
complex SoS, that also includes autonomous processes?

2) How to evaluate the quality of autonomous processes
and troubleshoot their impact on the overall service
performance?

3) With what type of objective knowledge for quality eval-
uation and control to feed the self-optimizing methods
in an autonomous service?

4) How to perform a root-cause analysis in complex SoS,
containing intelligent machines and multi-user interac-
tions?

IV. QUALITY OF INTERNET OF THINGS-EXPERIENCE
(QOIOT)

In this section, we present the extension of the user-centric
QoE paradigm to cover emerging IoT services by defining
Quality of IoT-experience (QoIoT), addressing the challenges

Fig. 4: Defining QoIoT-experience [40].

from Section III. Essentially QoIoT is a combination of
metrics that are measured from two different perspectives:
(1) QoE, by extracting metrics from the legacy user-centric
management models [12, 14, 15]; and, (2) QoME, by un-
derstanding machine’s behavior and translating the overall
machine performance to business-oriented metrics. A high-
level overview of QoIoT is illustrated in Figure 4, and can be
represented as:

QoIoT ∈ {QoE,QoME} (1)

Correspondingly, the newly formed definition of QoIoT
states as follows: “Quality of IoT-experience (QoIoT) is a
metric that aggregates the delivered quality of an IoT service
from the perspective of humans and machines. The end-users’
experience is evaluated with subjective and objective human
factors, while Quality of Machine Experience (QoME) trans-
lates the overall machine performance to business-oriented
metrics through objective performance indicators.”

Figure 3 shows the high-level differences between QoE and
QoME. Within end-to-end QoIoT evaluation, we envision QoE
and QoME to leverage each other in improving the overall
service performance. For instance, an end-user in a typical
multimedia service watches a video stream via the internet,
downloading frames from a remote video server. Therein, the
main factors affecting the QoE are the network performance
(e.g. QoS), subjective (e.g. mood, enjoyment, emotions) and
objective human factors (e.g. Human visual system (HVS)).
Such metrics are still important for autonomous services, as
the end-user may remotely-control a machine via video live-
stream. However, in cases of full autonomy, a driver can
supervise the vehicle during self-driving, where the QoE is
now affected mainly by the performance of vehicle’s hardware
and AI-powered predictive models; thus creating a gap in QoE
evaluation as it is difficult to measure the reasons behind
poor performance. We envision QoME to bridge this gap
by benchmarking the autonomous processes to improve the
end-users’ understanding and perception of them. From a
human perspective, QoME essentially measures the impact of
machines (e.g. full autonomy) on end-user’s QoE. Showing
QoME metrics, such as the status of the safety, to the end-
user is especially important during self-driving, as it can
improve the driver’s situation awareness to promptly adjust
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Fig. 5: Differences and synergies among QoS, QoE, and
QoIoT.

the vehicle’s settings or completely takeover and stop the self-
driving.

Future AVs are intended to operate without a human being
in the vehicle [9], where machines alone can have a devastating
impact on their surroundings and also affect the business. In
the following, we further explore the way QoME, and thus
QoIoT, can leverage autonomous services through analysis of
business-machine and human-business relationships, part of
Figure 4.

A. Human-Business Relationship

QoIoT, by definition, extends the user-centric QoE ap-
proaches and therefore extracts metrics from the Human
Entity (Figure 4), composed of end-users, customers, and
stakeholders [12]. The business entity, driven by the customer
needs defines Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for ensuring
high quality of their services; based on which the business
operations and goals are optimized. Varela et al. [4] proposed
an enhanced version of SLAs, which includes evaluation of
QoS and QoE metrics to improve the business-to-customer
relationship. Figure 5 summarizes the synergies among QoIoT
with the current state of the art, classified based on the
target groups for each quality evaluation concept. The first
criterion in Figure 5 is QoS, which strictly describes the
network quality with objectively measured metrics [12]. Next,
the QoE management models [14, 5] combine QoS metrics
with subjective and objective human factors to evaluate the
end-user’s experience of using a particular application (e.g.
video, voice, web).

In the presence of intelligent machines, as discussed earlier,
QoME objectively evaluates their performance. In that direc-
tion, measuring conventional QoS/QoE metrics can leverage
the evaluation of QoME in: (1) Learning/training phase – an
AI system typically learns from human behavior and thus,
measuring subjective and objective human metrics is beneficial
for understanding the human impact on the QoME metrics;
(2) Run-time phase – measuring subjective and objective QoE
while, for instance, a driver overrides a self-driving AV can

leverage the AI self-learning techniques in labeling the edge
cases where the AI is not performing well.

B. Business-machine Relationship

Endsley [11] defines the term Situation Awareness (SA) in
dynamic systems; it means to observe the current state of the
system, detect patterns and create knowledge that improves
service control and performance. Therefore, in complex au-
tonomous services it is essential to create QoIoT knowledge
understandable for both entities, human and machine (Figure
4). On the one hand, the Business entity needs such knowledge
to: (1) Understand the impact of the machines on the business
and user-centric QoE, enabling the stakeholder to dynamically
adjust and prioritize certain QoIoT metrics; (2) Replace or
install new equipment, and upgrade software; (3) Semi-control
the machines; and (4) Adjust the settings of autonomous ma-
chines. On the other hand, measuring QoIoT is beneficial for
the Machine entity regarding [6]: (1) Understanding the impact
of individual data-sources and AI logical components on the
overall service performance; (2) Using the QoIoT metrics as
benchmarks for optimizing the autonomous operations, for
instance by utilizing RL.

QoIoT considers metrics depending on the business context
and the case study. Figure 5 gives an example of concep-
tual factors applicable to the AV. The way QoIoT metrics
are defined will depend on the business goals and service
requirements; thus, the stakeholder is the prime actor in their
formation. In addition, the QoIoT metrics will depend on
the level of machine intelligence, network usage, presence of
end-users, and their interactions within the service. The next
Section V provides an example of forming QoIoT metrics
around a case-study involving AVs. Then, in Section VI,
we identify the main data-sources in an AV service, based
on which we build a methodology for evaluating QoIoT,
for instance, measuring the progress of a particular business
objective, such as productivity, safety, and reliability. The book
by Samsonowa [41] describes several examples of other QoIoT
metrics in various ICT fields. They can be rather general,
such as Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) [41] or industry-
specific, such as revenue/hour.

V. INDUSTRIAL IOT CASE STUDY: AUTONOMOUS
VEHICLES IN MINING

Autonomous mining vehicles with the possibility of re-
mote control are considered as a case study to apply the
proposed QoIoT concept and define metrics for monitoring.
The motivation is to automate the operations in mine, such as
blasting and extracting ore, and remove the driver from the
hazardous underground environment. The aim is to utilize the
production hours of the mine, especially during lunch breaks,
shift changes, and blast hours - as the mine workers typically
wait few hours after a blast to access the mine due to polluted
air [42].

The mining IoT setup is illustrated in Figure 6, consisting
of a variety of sensors, actuators, and cameras, streaming
V2I data in uplink over the cellular network to a remote-
control station. An expert-driver can supervise and control
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Fig. 6: IoT setup in mining.

the machines from a distance, where data is being sent in
downlink as well, from joysticks, buttons, and pedals. The
variety of bi-directional V2I traffic sources impose complex
quality requirements for the network, as the traffic consists of
critical and non-critical information, substantially and lightly
weighted data. In addition, the communication in the mine
(e.g. during a remote-control, VoIP, internet, and data storage
in a database) must go via the nearest network core (Figure 6).
This is important because all the packets travel back and forth
from the mine to the core network, creating a large overhead
[10]. Then, the added security measures shown in Figure
6, such as firewalls, VPNs, encapsulation, and encryption
additionally complicates the network quality evaluation [14].

Each mining vehicle can also execute tasks autonomously
relying on an AI software, as shown in Figure 6. For in-
stance, the vehicles can independently drive in-and-out of the
mine, evacuate in case of emergency, automatically place and
perform the blasting, and assist in loading the ore. Being
autonomous means that specific hardware and software is
deployed on the vehicles capable of decision making and
controlling the vehicle. As the operations are orchestrated
purely by centralized software, the run-time of the system
must integrate complex processes such as self-learning, self-
optimization, and self-healing [2].

A. Defining objective QoME performance indicators around
a case-study

The mining industry has predefined metrics which are con-
tinuously measured, based on which the business operations
are optimized; Andersson [42] identified industrial revenue,
safety, and productivity as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
within mining. While other businesses involving AVs generate
revenue from reliable and efficient service, in the mining case-
study it is the productivity as the main factor determining
the revenue. The productivity as a metric is a function of
the productive capacity meeting its intended end-results, such
as planned production levels, availability, extracted tons/h,
operational and down-time hours [42]. Measuring the pro-
ductivity, in this case, requires behavioral monitoring of the
expert-driver and individual data-sources from the IoT setup
in Figure 6. Such role separation enables the possibility for

root-cause analysis when the productivity levels are not at the
desired level. A real-time productivity metric can enhance the
expert-driver’s SA during remote-control or supervision of the
AV, regarding enabling/overriding a self-drive or adjusting the
settings of the AI. Having the expert-driver intervene during
self-driving or adjusting the settings is beneficial for the AI
system itself, as the human behavior and the productivity
metric can be used to label edge cases. Moreover, it enables the
AI to adapt to changes by the stakeholder. At times, it may
be necessary to decrease the production levels and increase
safety, and the AI system must self-optimize its operations
according to the requirements.

The productivity in mining case can be defined with the
following QoME metrics:

Productivity ← Production level ∨ Reliaiblity

∨ Efficiency
(2)

The following list explores the ways to monitor the objective
QoME KPIs, relevant to the mining case study:

1) Production level: is defined as loading the maximum
possible scoop of ore in the least amount of time,
rendered as a tons/hour [42]. Herein, the essential data-
sources need to be identified, which leads to the desired
tons/hour levels. For instance, weight, vibrations, tra-
jectory, and pressure on the filling bucket can measure
scooped tons/hour. A real-time ML analysis on such
metrics, combined with CAN Bus messages, can com-
pute the most suitable vehicle’s acceleration while exca-
vating the ore [43]. In a similar way, the most optimal
technique to load as much ore as possible per scoop can
be computed, depending on the rock structure, directly
increasing the tons/hour metric. In cases when an expert-
driver is remotely-controlling the vehicle, a real-time
analysis on the network QoE, as well as video streaming
QoE [14], can boost the overall productivity. In our
previous work, we have studied the degradation of video
streaming quality during real-life drive tests in a mine
[44]. A video Mean Opinion Score (MOS) was predicted
using passive in-smartphone measurements that describe
the wireless LTE link, such as Signal Strength Indicator
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(RSSI), Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP), and
Signal-to-Interference-Noise-Ratio (SINR). A forecast
of poor video quality can suggest to shut-down one
of the live-streaming cameras on the vehicle to enable
seamless operations; but also to completely switch to
full self-driving when the network cannot support heavy
live-streaming.

2) Reliability: refers to the direct costs of repairing a
broken vehicle. However, it can also be associated with
replacing or updating parts of the remote-control setup,
hardware or software, anticipated from the subjective
human factors, such as easy-of-use and technology ac-
ceptance. Ghazizadeh et al. [45] measured the driver’s
perception of the technology, where poor acceptance has
a direct impact on the productivity. The maintenance
cost of the vehicles, autonomous software, and the
network infrastructure include production losses during
the downtime period, also directly impacting the overall
productivity. The reporting of issues regarding parts
of the IoT setup (Figure 6) can be both subjective
and objective. Besides a human directly experiencing
issues with the system, objective models can be used for
directly predicting issues before they occur. Herein, thor-
ough data analysis is necessary for anomaly detection
on the data-sources, involving self-supervised ML, such
as data clustering and Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) [6]. An outcome can predict when is the right
time to replace hardware or upgrade software, before
a failure occurs. Dadhich et al. [43] surveys predictive
AI models for common reliability threats in mining
vehicles, such as wheel slip and collision avoidance.
For instance, Nam et al. [46] use CAN Bus messages
to develop a traction control system in avoiding wheel
slips. Similar data analysis can also measure network re-
liability in anticipating failures during a remote-control.
In one of our previous studies [47], we have used LTE
link characteristics, such as RSSI, RSRP, and SINR, to
predict one-way latency. Therein, a root-cause analysis
on a predicted high latency anticipates network issues,
such as high load on the cell, handover, and high inter-
ference. Having a passive, non-intrusive, estimation of
the latency can also anticipate upcoming blind network
coverage spots, where the expert-driver would lose a
connection with the vehicle.

3) Efficiency: is associated with the success rate of cor-
rect operation, mean execution time, rate of operating
errors, and complexity of the currently executing task.
Fuel/battery efficiency is the most obvious metric in
vehicles. For instance, data-sources such as CAM Bus
(e.g. gear ratio, engine inertia), battery characteristics,
windward area, and air resistance are modeled in [48,
49] using RL for power management. Andersson [42]
conducted a large study that groups trajectory mappings,
positioning data, and V2V messages to compute the
most efficient driving path in mines. The same study also
identified data-sources for monitoring other efficiency
metrics for mining vehicles, such as bucket payload
(tons), speed (km/h), transport performance (ton*km/h),

and machine-utilization (%).

VI. MODEL, MEASURE, AND PREDICT QOIOT

The focus of this section is to describe an architecture
for data-driven evaluating QoIoT by following three pillars
– Model, Measure, and Predict, as suggested by Mitra et al.
[12]. The idea of having the three entities is eliciting clear
separation of the roles within the quality evaluation process.
That is, the proposed architecture attempts in addressing the
challenges from Section III by: (1) Identifying and model
the data-sources in an IoT service; (2) Identifying the way
end-users’ interact with the service; (3) Identifying QoIoT
metrics for monitoring the logical processes of intelligent
machines; and (4) Forecasting the service performance and
providing a root-cause analysis of poor KPIs. Leveraging each
other, the three entities utilize specific goals in quantifying
the human-business and business-machine relationships. The
idea is to identify KPIs for measuring QoIoT that would be
understandable for both humans and machines. Thus, the aim
of QoIoT is to serve as a transparent bridge between: (1) The
physical world, including the IoT objects and resources; (2)
Virtual world, such as cloud computing, data transmission,
and intelligent processing; and (3) Social world, translated as
end-users’ experience and business needs.

The architecture of QoIoT is illustrated in Figure 7. In the
following, each of the three entities is described in detail,
utilizing autonomous vehicles as a case study.

A. Model QoIoT

The performance of complex SoS depends on the interac-
tions between the control system (e.g. centralized software,
predictive models), physical (e.g. IoT hardware), and virtual
components (e.g. data transmission, cloud computing) [20].
Thus, the new ISO 26262 standard on functional safety in
road vehicles recommends such interactions to be considered
for evaluation during the run-time of the service [50]. Figure
7 shows the prerequisites of input parameters for the model.
Live access to raw data, bitstream, and network are dynamic
information that the model reasons on. It includes the data
produced by the IoT objects and logical components, as well
as their communication. A general information and service
requirements are static initial knowledge describing the case-
study. For instance, it consists of specifications regarding
the utilized hardware and software, network connectivity and
protocols, and virtual components for data storage and process-
ing. The model also needs to understand the service quality
requirement of what is expected from the utilized control sys-
tem, physical, and virtual components. However, addressing
the issues of extracting the initial knowledge from the static
inputs is out of scope for this study, and the assumption is
that such information is already available in a standardized
format ready for further analysis. In addition, QoIoT does not
consider other safety recommendations from the ISO26252
[50], such as formal methods and hardware/software code
checking, which we consider to be already conducted before
service deployment.
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Fig. 7: QoIoT model, measure, and predict.

The QoIoT model consists of four layers, each with a
predefined scope and set of methods to aggregate and process
the input parameters. Generally, the model is responsible for
the perception-action cycle, as the most primitive cognitive
method, targeting physical, network, application, and virtual
layers. The scope of the model is defined as: (1) Retrieve and
understand the specification of the service requirements; (2)
Detect the components of the service; (3) Monitor the state
of the components by gathering as much real-time data as
possible; (4) Control and re-configure the physical, network
and virtual components. In the following, the classification
of these functions is described in detail, covering each layer
separately.

1) Physical Layer: As the name suggests, this layer is
responsible for discovering the physical objects and moni-
toring their interactions within the system and environment.
For instance, it consists of data acquisition from the vast
number of physical objects in an AV, such as lidar, cam-
eras, radar, CAN Bus (e.g. engine control unit, transmission,
airbags, antilock braking, audio and battery systems). The
layer requires an initial knowledge of the type and number
of physical objects in the system, as well as their specification
and service requirements. The initial knowledge enables the
labeling of the created raw data, which is beneficial for the
antecedent layers, especially when looking for anomalies in the
produced data. Thus, the physical layer prepares a set of output
metrics for further analysis, describing each physical object.
For instance, type of objects, produced (labeled) data, raw
data, sampling frequency, energy consumption, cryptography,
multimedia/sensing features. One example may consist of the
following layout:

• Input options = { number of objects, hardware and
software specification of the objects, etc. }

• Output metrics = { number of detected devices, hardware
and software specification of the devices, type of produced
data (boolean, binary, charachter), labeled data (vehicle
speed, fuel level, lidar, camera image, etc), raw data,
sampling frequency, energy consumption, cryptography,
etc. }

2) Network Layer: Communication networks, especially
in AVs case, exhibit performance and reliability degradation
caused by the dynamic wireless environment (e.g. coverage,
doppler, interference) [10]. As a result, several deficiencies
may arise, such as delays in data transmission, jitter, packet
loss, and bandwidth congestions [12]. The scope of the Net-
work layer is to monitor the connectivity and data transmission
in the service and prepare metrics that will describe the state
of the network.

An AV integrates inter and intra communication, where
the former typically connects the physical objects with wires,
while the latter one refers to the previously mention wire-
less V2X communication. Intra communication is important
since it enables cooperation among the AVs to understand
the greater context and prepare the vehicle in advance to
avoid potential danger [10]. Kim et al. [51] demonstrate
the importance of V2X communications, where poor or no
connectivity leads to road accidents in AV. Multiple studies are
reviewing the potential candidates for enabling V2X, namely
802.11p and LTE/NR-V2X [10, 25, 20]. Chen et al. [10]
provided a detailed comparison based on use-cases for those
protocols, with LTE-V2X emerging as more efficient in terms
of packet delivery ratio, scalability, and mobility support.
The requirements for the communication protocols in V2X
range from high throughput in V2I case (infotainment and
remote-controlling), to high reliability, low latency and low
throughput for V2V case (CAMs and DENMs) [25]. The dy-
namic wireless environment requires modifications of the V2X
protocols compared to the conventional LTE [31]. For instance,
it is necessary to mitigate Inter-Cell Interference Coordination
(ICIC), doppler effect, and have more efficient maintenance
of routing tables to increase the cell capacity. In addition, the
emerging 5G/NR standard promises enhancements to enable
V2X, with massive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO),
direct device-to-device (D2D) communication, and advanced
OFDMA transmission schemes [31]. Thus, understanding and
measuring metrics that describe the new possibilities for V2X
communications are the essence of the network layer.

Real-time end-to-end evaluation of the network is typically
done by inspecting the packet-header and encoded bitstream
(e.g. sequence number, RTP marker bit usage), as suggested by
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ITU-T Y.1540 recommendation [52]. These measurements are
performed during a well-defined time periods, referred to as
observation window, which size is a trade-off between the ro-
bustness of measurement and responsiveness to changes [53].
Different types of probing messages are recommended by ITU-
T Y.1540 [52], such as sending a ping or unbiased message
sample to calculate delay and jitter. More complex network
evaluation systems utilize bulk transfer tools to calculate the
available throughput. For instance, SCReAM [54] and Coupled
CC [55] measure congestion in the network by streaming the
maximum amount of traffic during an observation window.
Having observation windows is, however, a limiting option
for AVs case due to the dynamic environment, requiring
constant measurements. More cost-effective techniques involve
monitoring passive, non-intrusive, metrics that can be used
with ML models for estimating network performance. We will
explore these options in the Quality of Network (QoN) layer,
discussed in Section VI-B2. Typical non-intrusive metrics
describe the wireless access link, such as RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ,
and SINR.

To be able to measure all of the above-discussed metrics,
the Network layer requires initial knowledge from the planning
and design of networks, as well as service requirements regard-
ing network quality expectations. Standard examples of such
knowledge are described in ITU-T G.107 [56] and G.1070
[57], for speech and videophone, respectively. An example of
an initial knowledge can describe the following characteristics:
(1) Path direction and type of messages sent in uplink and
downlink; (2) Bottleneck-link capacity, defining minimum
capacity of the end-to-end path; (3) Bottleneck queue type,
and bottleneck size in terms of queuing time when the queue is
full; (4) Maximum end-to-end jitter; (5) One-way propagation
delay; (6) Convergence time; (7) Path loss ratio, characterizing
the non-congested, additive, losses to be generated on the end-
to-end path; (8) Type of modulation; (9) Utilized frequencies
and bandwidth; (10) Maximum and minimum data-rates; and
(11) Utilized communication protocol with its characteristics
and use-case.

As a summary, the proposed input and output metrics from
the Networking layer are the following:

• Input options = { Access to live network, network
planning and design; observation window; type of mea-
surements; packet-header and bitstream information;
throughput, delay, jitter and packet loss ratio require-
ments; utilized frequencies and bandwidth; etc. }

• Output metrics = { Measured jitter, delay, and packet loss
percentage; network bottleneck bandwidth; queue length;
queuing delay; feedback message overhead; handshake
time; measured interference, RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ, and
SINR values; etc. }

3) Application Layer: The scope of the Application layer
is the end-user placement in the service and its experience
of interacting with the hardware and software in the AV.
Therefore, this layer requires initial knowledge of the end-
user’s role and interactions in the service. For instance, a
driver in the vehicle can interact with it through voice, touch
screens, buttons, pedals, and wheel. Whilst an end-user can

remotely control and supervise an AV via live video streaming.
Assessing live-video streaming has been surveyed in [14, 5].
ITU has addressed video QoE in multiple standards, where
the most recent P.1203 recommendation [58] targets real-time
video. P.1203 relies on information retrieved from the packet-
header and bitstream, such as encoding, resolution, bit-rate,
frame-rate, and frame number to calculate a QoE MOS. Even
though P.1203 uses objective metrics to evaluate the QoE, the
produced score is based on end-users subjective ratings.

Understanding of the subjective and objective human factors
is important as they are also used in evaluating HCI [23].
Möller et al. [5] discussed a wide range of human QoE factors,
including: (1) Subjective human factors - mood, enjoyment,
emotions; (2) Objective human factors - Human Visual System
(HVS); (3) Usability subjective parameters - easy-of-use and
technology acceptance; (4) Contextual subjective parameters
- end-users’ characteristics, social and cultural background.
Within the vehicle industry, the evaluation of human QoE
factors (Figure 5) so far has been limited to questionnaires
by large vehicle manufactures on specific systems, such as the
end-user experience of using ADAS [22]. Such quantitative
research has not been used to develop QoE evaluation models,
but instead used to improve the vehicle’s software directly.
Thus, as vehicles are becoming autonomous, the current state
of the art does not understand the implication of, for instance,
full self-driving on overall performance and end-users’ QoE
[6]. In addition, it is not clear why does a human alter or how it
can affect a self-driving AV. Conducting subjective QoE tests
for AV would be complicated and expensive approach, due
to the many uncertainties in, for example, vehicle structure,
road conditions, type of ride, driver’s behaviours, and multi-
user interactions. Thus, intelligent behavioral monitoring is
necessary to understand the human-robot interaction [21]; but
also to evaluate the knowledge created by the autonomous
software, which is the scope of the Quality of Context (QoC)
layer, discussed in the Section VI-B3.

As a summary, the proposed input and output metrics from
the Application layer are the following:

• Input options = { Application type (video, voice, IoT,
web); data type and format (e.g. multimedia content);
source-node and end-node; packet-header and bitstream
information; etc. }

• Output metrics = { Application metrics (e.g. bit-error
rate, encoding, bitrate, content genre); Subjective human
scores (e.g. MOS, mood, enjoyment, emotions, easy-of-
use, end-user’s characteristics and background), Objec-
tive human scores (e.g. HVS) }

4) Virtual Layer: In general, the virtual layer is a combina-
tion of entities that enable virtual data storage and processing.
AVs take full advantage of the virtual layer in getting periodic
software updates of the AI system. This is typically achieved
through the concept of federated learning, in order to preserve
customer’s data privacy, data security, and data access rights
[59]. Therein, each vehicle re-trains its AI model with its own
vehicle’s data and shares the model with a centralized virtual
server which synchronizes the models from the vehicles to
generate a unified version of it, which is again shared with the
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vehicles as a software update. However, the AVs manufactures
benefit from analyzing the data produced by the customer’s
vehicles, for example in learning and developing new services
[6], and this is becoming a burden for the virtual layer as a
single AV is forecasted to generate 4TB of data daily [3]. Thus,
the performance of the platforms for data storage, retrieval,
and processing are important in ensuring quality in AVs [60].
Caching is one technology explored in connected cars by
making the vehicles distributed caching nodes through V2V
links [60], while other studies deploy in-network caching to
support the data exchange [34]. Technologies such as cloud
and edge computing are also utilized to enable storing and
processing of data in virtual decentralized nodes [14].

The massive amount of generated data per vehicle [3]
would also lead to rapidly increasing wireless communication
demands to ensure reliable data transfer and avoid congestion
in the existing networks [10]. Novel technologies emerge in
fulfilling the multi-tenant and service-oriented requirements,
such as SDN, NFV, and Self-Organazing Network (SON).
Such technologies alleviate the burden of the base-stations
and cellular core networks by distributing network operations
across virtual instances. For example, a virtual network slice
is assigned to a specific service with dynamically allocated
network resources according to the service requirements [14].
However, enabling intelligent network operations also open up
the possibilities of failures, in terms of spectrum allocation,
interference, and data management, especially in a mobile
AVs environment with frequent topology changes [10]. Thus,
analytical techniques are necessary to monitor the performance
of the virtual instances, where the vehicle can benchmark the
network slice performance [60].

As a summary, the proposed input and output metrics from
the Virtual layer are the following:

• Input options = { Specification of available storage,
caching nodes and virtual instances; Available compu-
tational power and memory for data processing; etc. }

• Output metrics = { Estimated data storing, processing,
and retrieving time; estimated performance of network
slices; etc. }

B. Measure QoIoT

The data acquired from the layered model enables trans-
forming low-level metrics into context-aware analytics by
adding ML and knowledge-driven approaches. Measure QoIoT
essentially extracts the contextual data analysis process from
the object perception layers. As proposed with the QoIoT
definition in Section IV, this entity aims to evaluate the quality
of an AV from the human and machine perspective. The
main goal is to propose KPIs that are understandable for
both humans and machines, improving their SA and enhance
decision-making processes. To do that, Measure QoIoT pro-
poses three sub-layers that consist of context-aware pattern
recognition, novelty, and anomaly detection techniques to
evaluate the data generated by the model. Quality of Data
(QoD) mainly addresses the metrics generated by the Physical
layer, with the aim to test the accuracy of the hardware and
software, but also to find anomalies and discover novel states.

Quality of Network (QoN) facilitates SA projection of the
way networks impact the overall service performance through
enhanced network monitoring features, orchestration of vir-
tual functions, prediction algorithms, and pattern recognition
strategies. Quality of Context (QoC) processes the metrics
from the previous layers and groups them in greater context -
QoE and QoME. Finally, QoC discusses the formation of the
objective knowledge that evaluates QoIoT.

1) Quality of Data (QoD): This layer consists of real-time
processing of the generated data in the system, evaluating its
accuracy and integrity. To do that, QoD requires the metrics
from the Physical layer, but also high-level knowledge of
the case-study domain (e.g. the nature of generated data).
Each data instance can be described with one or multiple
variables, and instances can be related to each other. For
example, the nature of the data can be sequential (e.g., time-
series), spatial (related to its neighboring instance), spatio-
temporal (a combination of sequential and spatial), and graph
(interconnected vertices in a graph) [39]. Depending on the
data nature, QoD can classify the patterns within data sets
and infer proper techniques for conditional monitoring, fault
and anomaly detection. For instance, QoD can look for: (1)
Point anomalies, considering an individual data instance; (2)
Contextual anomalies, when a data instance is anomalous in a
specific context, but not otherwise; and (3) Collective anoma-
lies, if a collection of related data instances are anomalous
with respect to the entire data set [39]. As noticed from
the four-layered QoIoT model in Section IV-A, vehicular
data is unique due to the abundance of data sources and
the possibility of failures. Vehicular data can certainly be
spatio-temporal, where apart from the time-series nature, data
instances are related to their neighboring instances. This means
that besides point anomalies, the generated vehicular data
needs to be evaluated from contextual and collective point-of-
view. Evaluating the data-sets from different contexts is itself
a complicated process, and therefore will be covered in the
QoC layer.

a) Condition monitoring and anomaly detection: Con-
dition monitoring and anomaly detection in spatio-temporal
processes require approaches that are more than just detecting
the crossing of predefined thresholds. It requires unsupervised
ML techniques to autonomously find relationships in the data
[61]. For instance, clustering approaches have been commonly
used for conditional monitoring. Abbasi et al. [62] provided
a detailed review of the available clustering algorithms for
wireless sensor networks. However, as the data becomes high
dimensional, the relatively simple clustering approaches reach
their limit due to data density and slow response [61]. To cope
with this, researchers developed more advanced techniques
that perform dimensionality reduction, such as PCA [8]. PCA
assumes that features with a low variance provide a small
contribution to the final model and, therefore, can be neglected
by computing principal components. Clustering and dimen-
sionality reduction has been shown as an effective way to
improve the success rate of anomaly detection algorithms [39].
Depending on the availability of labeled data, the anomaly
detection algorithms are classified as supervised, unsupervised,
and semi-supervised. However, their basic scope is first to
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learn the normal behavior of the system and then detect
undesired situations [63]. Chandola et al. [39] conducted an
in-depth review of the anomaly detection algorithms, with
a type of techniques and their use in real-life applications.
Anomaly detection has been heavily used in AVs cases, most
commonly for solving the avoiding collisions problem [64].
For instance, Boukhari et al. [65] developed an anomaly detec-
tion method for automotive CAN bus sequential data by using
Support Vector Machine (SVM). Van et al. [66] used sensory
data describing the vehicle’s speed, GPS, and acceleration to
detect anomalous behaviors of AVs by using Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN). Deep learning and Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) are also used for anomaly detection in AV,
with Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) emerging as the most
common technique due to the time-series nature of the data
[33]. Multi-sensor anomaly detection on real-world vehicle
engine was proposed by Malhotra et al. [33], where LSTM
is used to detect anomalies from predictable, unpredictable,
periodic, aperiodic, and quasi-periodic time-series.

b) Moving objects recognition: Detection of moving
objects is commonly achieved through image recognition [67],
video annotation [68], and scanned 3D models [69, 70].
Identifying objects in the near vicinity creates the necessary
contextual knowledge for the vehicles to be able to move
safely. However, classifying an object is a difficult task due to
the high speeds of the vehicle, but also because of the various
range, shape, and velocity of objects that can appear on the
road, such as pedestrians, obstacles and other vehicles [70].
Potential errors in the classification, but also in the hardware
used for detection, may have devastating consequences [69].
Approaches suggest using multiple sources to avoid errors,
such as hardware redundancy, where data from multiple vision
sensors is used to create fusion algorithms in detecting the
same objects [71]. For instance, Gao et al. [71] deployed
five radar, three vision, and one position/attitude sensor to
detect and classify moving objects. The discussion of their
results suggests that monitoring the error rate over time when
predicting the same object may indicate faulty prediction.
Deep anomaly detection method for video, tested on MNIST
moving dataset, is proposed by Ben et al. [72] that uses
convolution LSTMs to reconstruct missing frames, where
the reconstruction error is used as an indicator for anomaly.
Unsupervised deep learning autoencoders are proven to be
effective method by first training a model to reconstruct normal
data and subsequently identify anomalies as samples with
high reconstruction errors [73]. Sabokrou et al. [74] used
fully convolutional neural networks to extract discriminative
features of video regions. They modeled a normal event as a
Gaussian distribution and labeled a test region that differed
from the normal reference model as anomaly. A complete
review of the approaches to detect anomalies in videos are
presented by Kiran et al. [75].

As a summary, the proposed input and output metrics from
the QoD layer are the following:

• Input options = { Raw and labeled data generated from
the devices; nature of the generated data; }

• Output metrics = { Results from statistical analysis
on the data; clusters in the data; generated principal

components; detected anomalies; detected malfunction-
ing devices; etc. }

2) Quality of Network (QoN): The scope of the QoN
layer is to facilitate SA projection of the overall network
performance through enhanced network monitoring features,
support the orchestration of virtual functions, prediction al-
gorithms, and pattern recognition strategies. The monitoring
performed in the 4-layered model from Section VI-A feeds
QoN with a wide range of low-level metrics and events. More
specifically, QoN process the feedback from the: (1) Network
hardware, if available, such as framing errors, lost signals, and
fault detection; (2) Detected delays, jitter and packet losses
from the individual service applications; (3) Detected wireless
access link characteristics, radio conditions, and environmental
noise; (4) In-network measurements, if present; and (5) Virtual
instances and their performance. Analysis of such metrics is
aimed at reasoning and knowledge acquisition in order to de-
duce conclusions and mitigation responses regarding potential
network failures, traffic flow predictions, channel estimations,
resource management, load balancing, and network congestion
prediction.

a) Playout buffer: The range of V2X communications,
illustrated in Figure 6, impose unique requirements for the
networks, such as low throughput and high reliability for V2V,
and high throughput for infotainment or remotely-controlling
for V2I [31]. Watching a high-resolution video in downlink,
or live-streaming from the vehicle’s cameras in uplink heavily
impacts the network, which can generate a domino effect on
the quality of other more critical communications, such as
V2V. Consider the remotely-controlled mining vehicle as an
example, where the live video has to be aligned with the
vehicle’s CAN bus (e.g., speed, engine control, transmission,
fuel) for the expert driver. Moreover, the steering movements
by the expert driver must be executed by the vehicle without
any perceivable delay [42]. QoN, in this case, is responsible for
monitoring the time-synchronization of the data-transmission
and playout buffer management. In cases certain thresholds
of delay, jitter, and packet-loss are crossed, QoN should act
accordingly in decreasing the video resolution or switching
off a camera. Multiple studies suggest models and algorithms
for managing the playout buffer of video-streaming while
experiencing mobile vehicle environment [76, 77].

b) Enhanced network monitoring: The data generated
by the 4-layered model enables QoN to integrate ML-based
techniques for enhanced real-time evaluation of the network.
Measuring congestion in the network is one example where
the standard approaches can be optimized to be applicable for
AVs cases. For instance, SCReAM [54] and Coupled CC [55]
send bulk data to measure the congestion, generating heavy
traffic that creates bottlenecks in the network. Such tools are
inefficient for AVs cases due to the dynamic mobile environ-
ment with constant changes in the topology and resources,
requiring constant congestion measurements. A ML model
can be trained to predict the results from the cited congestion
methods using non-intrusive features obtainable in real-time,
that will not flood the network. Studies have modeled wireless
access link characteristics, such as RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ, and
SINR, to estimate cell load [78] and channel quality [79]. For
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vehicular cases, Taherkhani et al. [80] reviewed other solutions
for estimating network congestions in crowded intersections.
Upon detected congestion, the QoN layer should propose mit-
igation responses in adjusting the communications parameters,
such as transmission power, transmission rates, and contention
window sizes [32]. Besides network congestion, the research
on network quality in vehicular cases has utilized various deep
RL, Markov models, and clustering methods to address other
network-related issues, such as (1) Location prediction based
scheduling and routing [81]; (2) Load balancing and vertical
handoff control [82]; and (3) Virtual resource allocation [83],
and (4) Estimating latency during drive tests [47].

c) Role of virtualization in AV: SDN enables a holistic
view of the network, especially suitable for the network
providers, as it can be used to dynamically manage the network
and provision QoE. AI-powered SDN solutions are emerging
to overcome the high complexities created by decentralizing
network infrastructures, operations, and storage. Duan et al.
[84] presented an adaptive vehicle clustering scheme, and also
a beam-formed transmission method, improving the bit-error
rate and throughput performance. Zheng et al. [83] developed
an SDN-enabled delay-optimal dynamic virtualization radio
scheduling scheme for a connected car. Cai et al. [85] explore
software defined V2V communication, developing an discrete
stochastic approximation algorithm for network resource shar-
ing among devices under imperfect network state information
(NSI). In terms of achieved throughput, their simulated results
show large benefits of utilizing virtualization, with their algo-
rithm reducing the gap between perfect and imperfect NSI.
SDN and NFV are shown to leverage mobile edge computing
and caching, utilizing RL to obtain the resource allocation
policy in applications for smart cities [86].

A comprehensive review of ML techniques applied to SDN
is provided by Xie et al. [87]. Supervised methods are used for
mobility management, leveraging handovers and interworking
among WLANs, LPWANs, LTE/NR, where the vehicle in
coordination with the SDN controller decides V2I and V2V
offloading [87]. The largest benefit of utilizing virtualization
within AVs, and the upcoming 5G/NR in general, is tied to
creating and orchestrating virtual slices [88]. Afolabi et al.
[88] explore the use cases of slicing within core networks and
applications. 3GPP has defined three high level virtual slices
and a connected vehicle is expected to utilize each of them
simultaneously: (1) Enhanced mobile broadband, for high-
throughput video streaming and V2I; (2) Ultra low latency, for
V2V critical messages; (3) Massive M2M communications, for
the abundance of connected vehicles and devices sharing data
[88].

d) Network anomaly detection and security: As men-
tioned before, degradation in network performance (e.g. im-
posed delays and packets drops) can lure the AV in taking
a wrong decision, due to the dependencies on V2V messages
[25]. Therefore, the estimation error in network-based anomaly
detection should be robust not only against modeling errors
and measurement noises but also against transmission delays
and data losses caused by the limited capacity of the com-
munication channel [89]. Network anomalies in AVs cases
can also be purposely created for intrusion and malicious

attacks on the in-vehicle network [90]. Security researchers
have proven the vulnerabilities of in-vehicle networks, as a
consequence of being exposed to many V2X connections [91],
with the vehicles’ CAN Bus as a typical target. Kang et al. [92]
implemented a deep learning intrusion detection system (IDS),
trained with in-network packets to detect malicious attacks on
the CAN Bus. While Wang et al. [91] developed a IDS using
hierarchical temporal memory to predict anomalous network
data flow. Besides attacks on CAN Bus, Loukas et al. [93]
implemented an LSTM framework using data from both cyber
and physical processes to detect Denial-of-Service, command
injection, and malware.

As a summary, the proposed input and output metrics from
the QoN layer are the following:

• Input options = { Access to live network; detected delays,
jitter, and packet losses; Detected radio conditions and
environmental noise; }

• Output metrics = { Detected network anomalies and
security threats; Mitigation responses on detected net-
work failures; Location based predictions on traffic-
flow, Playout buffer, Load balancing; Network resource
management and virtual resource orchestration; etc. }

3) Quality of Context (QoC): Measuring and reasoning on
individual metrics, produced by the previous layers, would not
describe the overall system quality and performance [65]; This
is due to the complex interconnections between each of the
layers and the uncertainties of how individual point anomalies
would degrade the QoIoT. The QoC layer aims to group the
individual metrics generated from the QoIoT model, QoD and
QoN layers, and evaluate them in a greater context (Fig 7). A
context would be any information which helps to determine the
situation of an entity [5]. Thus, the context in an autonomous
service needs to be evaluated from the perspective of the two
main identified entities: human and machine, following the
QoIoT definition in Section IV. A study by Fridman et al. [9]
describes the importance of making the human aware of the
decisions by the AI and its performance, as well as making
the AI aware of the human presence and HCI. Therefore,
QoC measures the objective KPIs from Section V, which are
envisioned to create the necessary context understandable for
both humans and machines, improving their SA by linking the
human-business and business-machine relationships. In that
direction, the objective KPIs, such as productivity, safety, and
efficiency, are context situations evaluated with the metrics
generated by QoIoT, as context attributes. In the following,
we provide a guideline for creating the KPIs, as a basis for
measuring the experiences of human and machine perspec-
tives.

a) Evaluating QoME: A study by Li et al. [21] provides
framework of creating intelligence tasks that will test different
parts of the overall AI system, with a conclusion that not
well-defined tasks are usually hard to test. Out study attempts
to extend the work by LI et al. [21] in the direction of
utilizing the intelligence tests, in combination with the service
requirements, to build a labeled data that can be used for
benchmarking the overall AI system. That is, we envision
the identified input and output data-sources from the previous
layers to be used in a data-driven approach to test each
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ML model against the objective QoME KPIs, described in
the Section V, that guarantees each part of the AI system
acts according to the requirements. Within the mining case-
study, measuring the QoME KPIs, such as production levels,
reliability, and efficiency, can be utilized for labeling the
generated vehicle’s data, which is essential for triggering the
self-optimization methods, that greatly use RL [2].

The complex SoS in AVs would consist of several in-
dependent AI problems, such as scene perception, vehicle
control, trajectory mappings, and localization [9]. Consider
the frames generated from the cameras as an example, which
may be relevant for few AI models, such as object detection,
collision avoidance, and line-keeping. Each of those models
may rely solely on the cameras’ input or utilize additional
data-sources from the layered-QoIoT model. The idea is to
benchmark each AI model, considering its data-sources, with
the objective QoME KPIs. We argue that the benchmarking
process should also consider evaluating QoD and QoN for
each AI model separately; This is due to the expectations
that an instances of a data-source, such as camera frames,
may be anomalous for one model, but not for the other
[39]. For instance, the same camera frame may successfully
identify the road lines, while simultaneously failing to identify
a pedestrian on the road. Those context anomalies are studied
in the literature as novelty detection methods, as they may
carry out new important information for the system [39].
For instance, if a novel state is measured to improve the
fuel/battery efficiency, then the AI models should be re-trained
to incorporate that state in their estimations. Thus, QoD and
QoN will identify anomalous behaviour of a data-source, while
QoC will study the novelty of the detected anomalies. Some
popular methods include Bayesian classifiers for estimating
continuous distributions [8] and the combination of Density
and Class Probability Estimation for one-class classification
[94]. Recently, within AV, methods have been developed for
novelty detection in 3D lidar data [95], and visual navigation
using deep learning with autoencoding [96]. Zhang et al. [97]
used state graphs as a behavior model for safe driving, deriving
and self-learning novel states or discarding context anomalies.

b) Evaluating end-user’s experience: Having the end-
users physically present in the vehicle complicates the overall
self-driving due to the many ways in which the autonomy can
be affected and altered [9]. The way end-users interact with the
vehicle is a result of their subjective perception and previous
experiences. Thus, QoC requires initial knowledge about the
high-level expected roles of the end-users in order to measure
the QoE. For instance, a driver may be physically present
in the vehicle or supervising via a live-stream from distance.
In the latter case, the QoC layer should prioritize the inputs
from the QoN evaluation in ensuring fulfilment of the live-
streaming QoE requirements. In addition, the extend of which
the end-users can intervene in a self-driving is also a valuable
initial knowledge. For instance, end-users in the vehicle can
affect and alter the self-driving by voice commands, touch
screens, buttons, wheel, pedals, consuming multimedia, or by
simply unexpectedly opening doors and windows. Today’s
self-driving commercial vehicles require full attention of the
human driver during a self-drive, to recognize, acknowledge,

and be prepared to take control and adapt when the systems
fails [9].

Multiple research studies and vehicle manufactures col-
lected driver’s qualitative input for analysis [98, 99]; however,
this is seen as an expensive way to get end-user’s feedback
on the subjective QoE, due to the amount of work required
and the large margin of error [6]. One part of the research
community on AVs suggests the use of sensors to detect,
interpret, and predict movements of the human body within
context, including hand, arm, head, face, and eye movements
that can reveal information about the ongoing activity, but
also evaluate the subjective QoE [2, 9, 100]. Fridman et al.
[9] collected and analyzed naturalistic data of drivers during
semi-autonomous driving. They use deep learning methods for
monitoring human behavior by using video cabin cameras and
vehicle’s data to extract insights on how AI can impact HCIs.
Sonntag et al. [100] developed an eye-tracking system for
automatic detection of human intentions to support driver’s
activity and subjective QoE prediction.

Endsley [11] argues that incomplete SA can lure the driver
in taking wrong decision by overriding the self-driving. Thus,
systems which help end-users in achieving higher SA will
certainly result with overall performance improvements [11].
In that direction, we foresee that displaying QoME KPIs to
the end-users, describing the overall performance of the self-
driving, will improve their SA. In the mining case-study,
the expert-driver in real-time can supervise metrics such
as production levels, reliability, and efficiency and override
the autonomy if the machine does not perform well. Such
scenarios are considered as edge cases, where the AI systems
fails. Herein, a combination of measured subjective QoE and
objective QoME metrics can be used to label the edge case,
further improving the performance of the machine.

As a summary, the proposed input and output metrics from
the QoC layer are the following:

• Input options = { Access to live network, and raw data;
Understanding of the service requirements }

• Output metrics = { Measuring objective KPIs from hu-
man and machine perspective; weighted links for mea-
suring each KPI; }

C. Predict QoIoT

A prediction on the overall QoIoT, as a combination of QoE
and QoME KPIs, such as productivity, efficiency, safety, MOS,
and technology acceptance, concludes the proposed concept.
Figure 7 depicts the role of the stakeholder in defining the
SLAs by requesting thresholds for each of the measured KPIs.
The stakeholder also defines the importance of each KPIs by
selecting weights of how much they contribute to the overall
QoIoT. This is a dynamic process that can change in real-
time, as the stakeholder can alter the quality levels of a certain
KPI(s), and thus, QoIoT must adjust to such a scenario. For
instance, at specific days, the stakeholder might expect higher
productivity, while at other times, the priority can be saving
more of the operational costs. Adjusting the weights is a
common research problem in Deep Learning [8], where Neural
Networks methods are flourishing by learning from trials and
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errors. A straightforward way to predict the overall QoIoT
value is to multiply each of the estimated KPIs from the
QoC layer with their corresponding weights, referred in the
literature as a dot product [8]:

m∑

i=0

wixi (3)

Where x ∈ [x1, x2, ..., xm] are the defined KPIs, while w ∈
[w1, w2, ..., wm] are the corresponding weights per link.

The purpose of this layer is to forecast in the near future
values of the objective KPIs by utilizing recorded time-series
metrics. The idea is to prepare the system and the self-
optimizing methods for the upcoming states and conditions.
The utilized time-series data can be recordings from the raw
data, and the labeled metrics from the antecedent layers. Sotelo
et al. [63] reviewed a selection of forecasting methods, which
entail techniques such as moving average, smoothing, and
RNN (e.g. LSTM). Once data is acquired, a time series of size
N, and the forecasting horizon T are taken as input parameters
for a preprocessing task. The last T elements are subtracted
from the original time series, and the remaining N - T elements
are used for training the model and forecasting [63]. Then,
the subtracted T elements are kept aside as a validation set.
Hyper-parameter calibration typically takes place for every
forecasting algorithm, where each individual hyper-parameter
can be tested with different values, thus allowing the algorithm
to be tested with different calibration coefficient until it reaches
satisfactory forecasts [63].

QoIoT, in its core, supports feedback a loop from the
perception and monitoring stages to the estimations and fore-
casting the calculated objective metrics. This is enabled by
the structured decoupled layered model, from where a point
or contextual anomaly can be traced and isolated back to its
origins. Popular approaches in autonomous systems include
self-healing techniques [101] that diagnose and recover from
detected faults in the system. In QoIoT, a top-down approach
would monitor the objective KPIs, such as productivity, effi-
ciency, and safety, and in case of poor indicators, a root cause
analysis crawls back through the antecedent layers. In our
previous work, we have estimated a few metrics part of QoIoT,
such as video QoE MOS and one-way latency, also with the
possibility of conducting root-cause analysis on detected poor
scores [47, 44]. In those studies, decision trees were adopted
as an estimation technique as they offer the possibility to plot
and analyze each decision of the trees. That is, understand
and mark the range of values for each feature that leads to an
estimate below a certain threshold.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Direct research on QoE for IoT has been conducted in recent
years [1, 17, 5]; however, in this study, we identify a clear
lack of definition for QoE in IoT with a broader scope. We
envision the future emerging IoT services to be orchestrated
purely from software, which defines new relationships with
the end-users. A human-machine interaction enables the end-
users to supervise, alter, or completely override an autonomous
process. A fully autonomous process can also operate without

the presence of a human, which disturbs the concept of QoE,
as the end-users are no longer perceiving the output of the
machines. Instead, an autonomous decision is taken via M2M
communication among the predictive models. The present QoE
management models are verified with subjective tests, which
neither captures or understands the implications of quality
degradation caused by intelligent machines. Thus, we assert
the need to define Quality of Machine Experience (QoME),
which defines a common ground for discussion on factors that
influence the quality and performance of autonomous services,
regardless of the presence of a human.

In this article, we define the concept of Quality of IoT-
experience (QoIoT), which combines QoE and QoME in
understanding the human-business and business-machine re-
lationships. Further, we examine a case-study of autonomous
mining vehicles in identifying the data-sources on which we
build a methodology to evaluate QoIoT. The present goal
is to utilize the data-sources in measuring the quality of
the produced data and evaluate the network; and then build
performance indicators based on the contextual input from the
mining stakeholder to merge the human-business and business-
machine relationships.

Finally, the future direction of this study is to transition
from its conceptual form by collecting large-scale data sets
from the mining case-study and feeding it to the QoIoT
architecture. We envision placing the architecture in each of
the mining vehicles to evaluate the QoIoT in real-time, with
the aim of improving the service performance. We hope that
the proposal of QoIoT will stimulate more interest in research
and development of novel ML approaches within QoD, QoN,
and QoC layers. Then, we would suggest QoIoT deployment
in various other interdisciplinary domains, such as in health-
care (e.g. remotely controlled surgery), smart manufacturing,
and mitigating natural disaster services.
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Abstract—Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is claimed to
be a global booster technology for economic development. IIoT
brings bulky use-cases with a simple goal of enabling automation,
autonomation or just plain digitalization of industrial processes.
The abundance of interconnected IoT and CPS generate ad-
ditional burden on the telecommunication networks, imposing
number of challenges to satisfy the key performance require-
ments. In particular, the QoS metrics related to real-time data
exchange for critical machine-to-machine type communication.
This paper analyzes a real-world example of IIoT from a QoS
perspective, such as remotely operated underground mining
vehicle. As part of the performance evaluation, a software tool is
developed for estimating the absolute, one-way delay in end-to-
end transmissions. The measured metric is passed to a machine
learning model for one-way delay prediction based on LTE
RAN measurements using a commercially available cutting-edge
software tool. The achieved results prove the possibility to predict
the delay figures using machine learning model with a coefficient
of determination up to 90%.

Keywords—IIoT, LTE, QoS, delay, jitter, real-time, critical IoT

I. INTRODUCTION

The fourth industrial revolution is predicted a priori and
manifested as Industry 4.0. Smart Factories, Industrial Internet
of Things (IIoT) and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are main
enabling components of Industry 4.0 which augment the in-
dustrial application scenarios and automation [1]. According to
the predictions, implementation of IIoT will have a tremendous
effect on the global economy [2]. PwCs 2016 Global Industry
4.0 survey respondents expect to see $421 billion in cost
reductions and $493 billion in increased annual revenues p.a.
[2].

The IIoT highly rely on the existing network infrastructure
which enables the creation of private-networks transforming
the entire manufacturing process into a smart environment [1].
Initially, conventional telecom networks could not cope with
industry-specific requirements for reliable, predictable and
efficient communication [3]. Industrial networks were mainly
based on diverse deterministic bus technologies to satisfy
strict requirements of hard real-time automation systems. IIoT
technology offers a vast number of use-cases in the domain of
healthcare, logistics, industrial production, supervisory con-
trol, robotics, etc. [4–6]. Several of such industrial services
are engaging closely to the human lifestyle and privacy, to the
extent that a life-threating situation might occur if the delivered
quality is not on the desired level. Thus, there is a growing
necessity in providing and assuring a real-time exchange of
information to guarantee safe operations.

On the other hand, recent advances in communication tech-
nologies, especially wireless solutions, and interconnection
of numerous embedded systems, creating CPS, result in a
convergence of the physical and virtual worlds [1]. It is evident
that mobile communications will be a key enabler for IIoT,
as a certain degree of QoS may be assured [7]. The study
done by Ericsson forecasts around 29 billion connected devices
by 2022, of which close to 18 billion will be related to IoT
[8]. As the conventional LTE cannot cope with this forecast,
one of the requirements for the upcoming 5G standard is
supporting massive IoT devices [9]. Besides, 5G technology
also addresses critical Machine Type Communication (MTC),
which is defined as critical IoT [10]. However, in the context
of this paper the definition of critical MTC is not limited to
the life-threatening situation, but also includes the risks of
interrupting industrial operation, causing significant losses for
the business. The typical examples of critical IIoT include tele-
remote vehicles, remote surgery, robotics, industrial automa-
tion, and control [10]. Such IIoT services pose strict quality
requirements on the QoS parameters, such as delay, jitter and
packet losses. Those QoS requirements are often addressed
in the literature as ultra-reliable low-latency communications
(URLLC) [7]. Nokia predicts that reliability and latency re-
quirements will play a vital role in critical IoT communication
[11]. For example, autonomous vehicles might require end-to-
end latency to be less than 10 ms with block error rate (BLER)
down to 10−6 [12]. As a result, evaluation and prediction
of end-to-end latency of the underlying mobile network is
a challenging task that becomes essential for both network
provider and industrial stakeholder.

This paper offers a real-world case study of mission-critical
IIoT that explores the potential of mine digitalization. For this
purpose, a software tool was developed to continuously stream
a typical sensor data over the LTE network. The absolute, one-
way delay is captured per transmission and further coupled and
analyzed with LTE RAN measurements. The idea is to explore
the possibility of predicting the end-to-end latency that might
occur in real-time transmission. The prediction, as a regression
problem, is based on a machine learning model, which builds
a knowledge base from the real-time radio measurements.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following order:
Section II presents an industrial case-study, identifies types
of traffic and the overall systems architecture; Section III
reviews related work and discusses the importance of real-time
sensor stream; Section IV proposes a tool for evaluation and
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Fig. 1: Systems architecture

prediction real-time performance of LTE; Section V discusses
results and application of the tool; Section VI concludes the
paper.

II. CASE STUDY

A. Tele-remote mining vehicles

The underground mine is a hazardous environment with a
risk of being injured. Moreover, work under these conditions
can cause immediate (acute) or long-term (latency) health
effects [13]. The motivation of this work is to examine the
implementation of tele-remote operation of mining vehicles
that will reduce the need for a human operator in the harsh
environment of the underground mine.

From the industrial point of view, by introducing the IIoT
mining industry may benefit from real-time monitoring, analyt-
ics, and control. Mining operations have a set of well-defined
metrics such as uptime, productivity, fuel efficiency, etc.
For instance, productivity is one important key performance
indicator (KPI), defined as an amount of loaded material per
hour. Real-time monitoring and data analytics can bring new
insights into the best operation strategy based on productivity
or fuel efficiency measurements [14].

B. Service components and types of traffic

Industrial use-case of remotely controlled vehicles offers
a variety of traffic types and patterns including critical real-
time data. Moreover, tele-remote operation and control have
attracted significant attention of researchers in recent years
[15–17]. The architecture of the system is shown in the Figure
1 and composes remote control station, remotely operated
mining vehicle, and communication network. A typical control
station for remotely operating vehicles includes:
• Displays showing the surrounding environment, typically

including video streams from multiple cameras providing
a certain field of view (FOV);

• Speakers providing audio feedback for better context
awareness;

• Sensor view displaying metrics regarding vehicle opera-
tion and the conditions in the mine;

• Control devices, such as joysticks, wheels, pedals, etc.,
generating a control stream.

• Health status of the vehicle and the output of monitoring
systems;

• Map that shows the machines position to provide situation
awareness and facilitate navigation [16];

As a result, the utilized traffic in the system includes:
• Video stream from multiple cameras in uplink (UL);
• Audio stream from multiple microphones in UL;
• Sensor stream in UL from the monitoring systems, mo-

tor’s controller, and various other externally deployed
sensors capturing vehicle’s operation and its health status;

• Control stream from the remote control station back to
the vehicle in downlink (DL);

The scope of this study is limited to investigating how LTE
RAN and radio metrics impact the QoS. The idea is first
to examine how the experienced radio and LTE conditions
at the end-user, in this case mining vehicles, affect the UL
delay. Therefore, an emphasis is given on examining the sensor
stream. The findings from this study might give insights in
dealing with the complexity of measuring audio and video
quality based on jitter, delays and packet losses. Thus, explor-
ing the audio and video streams are left for future work.

III. REAL-TIME SENSOR STREAM

Sensor stream can be further split into two types: critical
and non-critical stream. This is an important distinction in
the requirements on reliability and end-to-end latency. The
purpose of non-critical sensor stream is to periodically send
information regarding machine’s operation and surroundings.
Typically, this data stream does not carry critical information
for the machine operation or safety. Whilst, critical real-time
sensor stream is sensitive to delays and packet losses since it
might negatively affect the business and safety. In ideal case,
the delay and jitter for this type of streaming should be upper-
bounded following the principles of hard real-time system
[18]. Moreover, a real-time sensor stream does not require
significant throughput due to small sizes of data chunks [9].
Hence, it creates additional QoS requirements for the network.

Typical examples of critical real-time sensor data in re-
motely controlled mining vehicles include various vehicle
and operation specific parameters, such as: time-to-collision,
speed, positioning, motor’s metrics, pressure and load on the
fork-lift, etc. For instance, latency induced by the network
and radio conditions might produce faulty measurement from
the speed and proximity sensors, estimating time-to-collision.
In addition, delayed sensor stream combined with bad video
quality may delude the expert driver and compel a collision.
Maximum working speed of the underground mining vehicles
can vary up to 15-20 km/h. Simple calculations show that for
20 ms one-way delay and relatively low speed of 11 km/h
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equals to approximately 6 cm of the displacement which can
be critical for this industrial scenario. Thus, one may conclude
that QoS degradation on the sensor stream may impact the
overall QoE of the IIoT service.

Real-time sensor stream plays a significant role in industrial
applications:
• Defines real-time strictness of the scenario and fun-

damental limitations on the communication technology,
protocols, and network architecture;

• Defines the resolution and accuracy of the sensors, and
impacts the overall QoE;

• Expands the user-interaction models and enriches the
user experience by complementing the video and audio
streams. For instance, reduced FOV, degraded depth
perception, and image quality result in an inability to
estimate speed, time-to-collision, perception of objects,
locations and distance to obstacles, and the start of a
sharp curve [19]. In such cases, the expert driver will
heavily rely on the real-time sensor stream;

• Offers real-time monitoring of industrial processes, en-
abling to define novel KPIs regarding productivity, effi-
ciency, safety, and reliability;

Studies on remote manipulative control strategies started in
the 60s. Authors of [20] show how operators strategy changes
with the time delay. Normally, when communication latency
is about 1s, the drivers strategy changes to ’move and wait’,
instead of continuous control. In [21] is demonstrated that
movement times increased by 64% and error rates increased by
214% when latency was increased from 8.3 to 225ms. Other
studies [16], [17], [22], [23] show that varying delay largely
degrades the driving performance compared to constant delay
even with a higher magnitude. The unpredictability of time lag
can cause over-actuation, such as repeating control commands
and over-steering [16]. Performance of LTE network for re-
mote driving was evaluated in [17] by testing the possibility
of tele-remote operation of a vehicle under the state-of-the-art
commercial LTE network conditions. However, authors have
not discussed the evaluation of critical sensor communication.

IV. REAL-TIME PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
AND PREDICTION

A. Background and system’s architecture
Real-time performance of the underlying communication

infrastructure is an integral part of QoS in industrial sce-
narios, due to the critical nature of the services. Evaluation
of real-time sensor stream is a challenging task due to the
absence of standards and recommendations. The QoS classes
recommended by ITU-T in Y-1541 [24] does not address the
identified IoT challenges on the communication infrastructure.
Moreover, the ongoing work items within ITU addressing
data transmission quality techniques, such as G.OM HEVC,
P.NATS, and G.vidmos [25–27] are not intended to assess
critical real-time IIoT service. The cited recommendations are
targeting multimedia systems, which poses different quality
requirements in comparison to the IIoT. Also, utilizing round-
trip time (RTT) measurements might not be the most suitable

techniques for IIoT due to the abundance of installed sensors
and actuators.
To tackle this challenge, a Real-time Tool (RTOOL) was
designed and developed as part of this study. RTOOL may
periodically send a sensor stream from a source-node to a
server (end-node), with a purpose to compute the one-way
delay per transmission. Moreover, during the transmissions,
the source-node collects radio and RAN measurements in real-
time and further use these metrics to find the correlation with
the one-way delay in post-processing analysis. The primary
goal of RTOOL is to be able to predict the one-way delay
in real-time at the source-node based on the collected radio
and RAN logs. This prediction utilizes some of the most com-
monly used machine learning (ML) algorithms and evaluates
performance in terms of coefficient of determination and Mean
Absolute Error (MAE). Predicted figures for one-way delay
could be used to calculate latency budgets for critical IoT, raise
alarms, introduce possibilities to reduce latency and perform
root-cause analysis.

Figure 1 depicts a high-level view of the utilized commu-
nication network. The IIoT case-study consists of remotely
operated mining vehicle connected to the terminal (UE) in
LTE RAN. Evolved packet system (EPS), which is composed
of LTE RAN and EPC, forms the IIoT access network. The
packet data network gateway (P-GW) provides connectivity
to the public IP network, linking the mining vehicle with
the remote control station. The mine where the experiments
were carried on is located in the north of Sweden, with fully
deployed LTE coverage inside. Radio dots from Ericsson [28]
are used as small indoor cells, connected to the nearest outdoor
eNB. From the eNBs, the UL traffic goes to the local core,
located in Stockholm, from where enters the public Internet
to find the end-node also hosted in Sweden but on a different
network. The network infrastructure in the mine is designed to
have a couple of handovers from one eNB to another. Hence,
the Radio Dots are grouped and connected to different outdoor
eNBs, for splitting the load.

Each element of the communication system introduces a
varying delay due to the connectivity procedures, scheduling,
and network fluctuations. Authors of [29] provide a detailed

Fig. 2: RTOOL architecture
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overview of the latencies that can occur in LTE access domain.
Connection establishment on the control and user plane is the
most significant part of the latency in LTE access domain
and can take up to 106 ms. Moreover, additional delays
can be introduced because of scheduling, retransmission, and
processing on user plane (up to 28 ms). However, these figures
assume that the radio coverage is ideal and the quality of the
signal is not degraded. In this paper, the aim is to analyze
the delay which occurs due to the degraded radio conditions
in LTE RAN. Evaluation of the control plane requires access
to the core-network and analysis on metrics such as routing
diagnostics, queuing length, load, bandwidth utilization, etc.
Such quality metrics give insights to the performance of the
network, but licensed RANs are typically complex and hardly
accessible [30]. This means that performance evaluation of
the control plane requires post-processing, offline analysis
on the gathered core-network logs. Therefore, the latency
induced by the control plane is out of scope for this study
and the focus of the evaluation is on the user data plane.
The main reason is the real-time access to the radio measure-
ments at the source-node, such as Received-Signal-Strength-
Indicator (RSSI), throughput, Signal-to-Interference+Noise-
Ratio (SINR), etc. The hypothesis under test is a real-time
analysis of the radio metrics and RAN events for predicting
network performance parameters, such as the absolute delay,
jitter and packet losses.
Delay figures of the IP backbone will vary depending on the
region, network load and the number of hopes between P-GW
and application server. For instance, the delay can vary from
15 ms up to 150 ms in Europe [29]. In this work, we assume
that application server (e.g., remote control station) is placed
close to the P-GW and this delay is negligible.

B. Experiment setup

RTOOL is intended to mimic a sensor stream sent from
real tele-operated mining vehicle. Logical components of the
designed tool are illustrated in Figure 2. The software tool
consists of following components: RTOOL Core, Adaptive
NTP client for synchronization, logging system for post-
processing and simple User Interface (UI). RTOOL Core has
few configurable parameters for each logical element:
• Data Generator mimics a real sensor and generates sensor

data with specific size, type, and format;
• A sampler which specifies the sampling rate of the sensor

stream based on application requirements;
• Encoder which encrypts the sensor data and formats it

according to the requirements;
• Multiplexer combines the data from several sensors into

one stream;
• Socket is used to send sensor data from the phone to the

server using a specified protocol, UDP by default;
End-to-end or OTT latency measurements refer to the time

it takes to send a packet from the source-node until it is
received at the end-node. These measurements are done by
periodically sending UDP packets with a sensors payload from
RTOOL to the end-node. The experiment is performed using

Fig. 3: NTP synchronization setup

different time periods (sampling rate) to send the data. Each
UDP packet is time-stamped at RTOOL for seamless analysis
at the end-node. Time-stamps and network measurements from
TEMS Pocket are stored in log files for offline analysis.

RTOOL is envisioned to be part of a previously developed,
commercially available software - TEMS Pocket [31]. It is
described as a state-of-the-art phone-based test tool developed
for measuring the performance and quality parameters of
wireless networks. The main functionality of TEMS Pocket
is the following:
• A real-time radio measurements and event data collection;
• Event data collection from the RAN;
• Indoor and outdoor testing of wireless networks;
• Drive testing capabilities with positioning;
• Storing the radio and event logs for post-processing using

other TEMS-ecosystem tools such as TEMS Discovery
[32];

Using TEMS Pocket limits the scope of implementation op-
tions which means that RTOOL must be implemented on com-
mercial mobile phone or tablet under Android OS. Supported
devices by TEMS Pocket are: Sony, HTC, LG, and Sam-
sung. TEMS Pocket supports the following mobile technolo-
gies: LTE, WCDMA/HSDPA/HSUPA, GSM/GPRS/EDGE,
and CDMA/EV-DO, with a possibility to lock specific radio
access technology (RAT) and band. Moreover, TEMS Pocket
has several control functions to modify the devices behavior
in the LTE network. Control functions work in real-time and
allow to perform quick and non-intrusive tests.

In a real-life scenario, it is envisioned a mobile phone to
be physically placed on the mining vehicles and be remotely
accessible. The user may start recording the radio condi-
tions and RAN events, which will automatically calculate a
predicted value of the delay in real-time. In the performed
experiments to gather data for building the ML predictions, a
Samsung Galaxy S9 mobile phone was equipped with RTOOL
and TEMS Pocket. An overview of the experimental setup is
depicted in the Figure 3. TEMS Pocket was locked to LTE
network and was able to capture more than 1500 parameters
explaining the radio and LTE RAN conditions. TEMS Pocket
was configured to record those parameters every 5ms during
the sensor streaming. RTOOL was set to periodically stream
data on different intervals, every 20, 50, 100, and 200ms.
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(a) Mobile operator A

(b) Mobile operator B

Fig. 4: Synchronization error

C. Time synchronization

Evaluation of real-time performance requires precise esti-
mation of end-to-end delay between the control center and
tele-remote vehicle. This task can be achieved by having two
nodes perfectly synchronized with each other. Synchronization
of the devices in the network is a complex task that can be
done in two main ways:
• Synchronization over the network, using various proto-

cols and services;
• Synchronization using external clock references, using

signals from Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS),
atomic clocks, etc.;

Conventional approach is to synchronize two nodes by utiliz-
ing external references, such as GNSS signals from Global
Positioning System (GPS), GLONASS, GALILEO or COM-
PASS. It is possible to provide accurate time synchronization
typically better than 100 nanoseconds to UTC [33]. However,
due to the inability to receive GNSS signals in underground
environments, such a technique is not suitable for the mining
industry. Thus, synchronization for our case-study may be only
achieved using the existing LTE network. Main protocols that
were developed to keep nodes over the network synchronized
are Network Time Protocol (NTP) and Precision Time Proto-
col (PTP) known as IEEE Standard 1588-2008 [34].

NTP is de-facto time-keeping standard across the Internet
[35]. NTP organizes clocks in a layered hierarchal way in
terms of a stratum. The stratum level specifies the distance

between the reference clock and time server which is used for
synchronization. The accuracy of the synchronization which
might be achieved using NTP is less than 1ms in LAN and
10ms over WAN [35]. Compensation of the clock’s offset
is performed by measuring RTT to NTP server. The crucial
assumption that NTP makes at this step is that the link is
symmetrical and in ideal case UL and DL delays are equal.

For the purpose of the described case-study, a modified
version of NTP is developed. Slightly changed topology is
used since absolute synchronization to UTC time is not needed
as long as NTP server and RTOOL are synchronized to each
other. In conventional NTP topology, nodes synchronized to
the NTP servers will have different clock errors due to the
network fluctuations and clock offsets on the reference NTP
servers. The proposed solution implements stand-alone NTP
server and have its clock as a reference for the entire system.
In this case, the error is completely mitigated on one side
since synchronization error on the used server is equal to zero.
Figure 3 shows proposed topology for experiment using NTP-
based synchronization. RTOOL synchronizes phones hardware
clock to NTP server adaptively which means that synchroniza-
tion can be done only under excellent/good radio conditions
(Table I).

TABLE I: LTE signal quality

Signal quality Radio parameters
RSRP, dBm RSRQ, dB CQI

Excellent >-90 >-9 >10
Good -90 ... -105 -9 ... -12 9 ... 7
Fair -106 ... -120

<-13
6 ... 1

Poor <-120 0

It is important to outline that LTE wireless link is not symmet-
rical due to the differences in UL and DL radio technologies,
scheduling mechanisms and bandwidth. However, measure-
ments showed that clock error was acceptable for our scenario
and provides the best effort that can be achieved in this specific
use-case. Clock error was measured on the live network of two
mobile operators by connecting phone directly to the NTP
server using Android Debug Bridge (ADB). The results are
shown in Figure 4.

D. Latency prediction

In recent years, ML models were successfully used in
various applications from bioinformatics to speech and image
recognition [36]. ML tries to construct data-driven models
that can capture complex and sometimes hidden dependencies.
ML is becoming increasingly useful with the recent devel-
opments of hardware (GPU and TPU), software (TensorFlow
and Scikit-Learn) and distributed data-processing frameworks
(Hadoop and Spark) [37–39].

The task of real-time network performance prediction from
the radio measurements perfectly fits into the ML approach.
Authors of [40] provide a general workflow (Figure 5) that
can be used to build the ML model for predicting the one-
way delay.
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Fig. 5: The typical workflow of machine learning for networking [40]

D.1) Problem formulation and Data collection
The first step of the workflow is a problem formulation.

As was stated earlier the goal is to predict network delay
caused by the radio environment in LTE RAN. For the second
step, as explained in Section IV-B, RTOOL and TEMS Pocket
will be used to collect timestamps, radio measurements, RAN
events and also send an IP sensor stream. Hence, there are
two datasets, from RTOOL and TEMS Pocket.
D.2) Data processing and Feature extraction

As stated earlier, the latency is generated by several fac-
tors, but only a few of them (i.e., features) have the most
effect on the target metric. The goal of the third step is to
pre-process the data by cleaning, formatting and performing
feature engineering. Captured radio metrics and end-to-end
delay figures are presented as time-series data. End-to-end
delay measurements are presented as a series of timestamps
that were collected at the source-node and end-node. The time
difference between two consecutive timestamps is defined by
sampling period which can vary for different experiments.
Missing data handling is one of the first steps of the data
cleaning process. Commonly recommended ways for fixing
missing data are [41]:
• Discarding observations that have missing value;
• Filling the missing values based on other data points,

when appropriate;
In this work, both methods were utilized to pre-process
measurements from TEMS Pocket. Observations that had less
than two unique values were dropped from the dataset. The
next step is the datasets alignment, as the TEMS Pocket
measurements do not have the same timestamps and frequen-
cies as the delay measurements. The collection of radio and
RAN data happens every 5ms, while the delay measurements
depend on the chosen sampling frequency. Therefore, the result
RAN measurements were mapped to delay timestamps with
Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) [42]. This means
taking the median of the TEMS Pocket measurements for the
duration of each transmission period of the sensor stream.

Feature engineering is the major step of the entire process of
ML model creation. Better features utilization enables simpler
models and produce improved results. Raw measurements
should be transformed in certain ways to get better results.
Considering the nature of radio and RAN measurements, there
are several ways to create new features from time-series data:
• Lag features that represent measured values of the cap-

tured metrics at prior time samples.
• Window features that represent a value obtained from the

values over a fixed window of prior time. Similarly to lag

features, this type of features are obtained by taking the
mean value of measurements over the fixed window of
prior time;

In practice, lag features are obtained by shifting original
time series measurements. In general, the gathered data may
succumb to stochastic or deterministic time series patterns
of single or multiple seasonality, trends and cycles, which
typically generate biased predictions [43]. Regarding the min-
ing case-study, the presence of various trends and cycles are
obvious, such as lunch breaks and shift changes. Also, the
radio conditions inside the mine do not drastically change
over time, as it is an isolated and constant environment. Thus,
creating additional repetitive cycles. However, the monitored
parameters heavily depend on the workflow of RAN, EPC
and Public Internet. For instance, the recorded data may be
different during the same experienced cycles due to heavy
loaded or unloaded eNBs, EPC or Public Internet. This de-
mands additional seasonal analysis on the mentioned entities,
which is a complex topic that requires further research. For
this reason, the computed lagged features are essential for
capturing the relation between latency and RAN conditions
that were before transmission.

Collected data have various features with values in different
ranges. Most of the ML algorithms are sensitive to features
scaling. All features and label (i.e. delay) were scaled using
Standard scaler [44]. The scaled feature x′ of original feature
is given by:

x′ =
x− x
σ(x)

where x is the mean value for x, and σ(x) is the deviation.
As a result of feature engineering, a whole dataset consists

of timestamps, delay measurements from RTOOL, original
radio and RAN measurements from TEMS pocket, lag and
window features that were obtained from the raw measure-
ments. TEMS Pocket may collect more than 1500 parameters
(i.e., features), but for latency prediction basic L1 radio mea-
surements were utilized. These measurements are extensively
described in following 3GPP standards [45–47] and detailed
description of LTE L1 measurements is beyond the scope of
this paper. Parameters such as RSRP, RSRQ, RSSI, SINR
and physical throughput were considered as a features for
the model construction. Main motivation for such feature
selection is to enable less intrusive prediction and examine the
possibility of predicting latency from L1 measurements from
UE. Finally, a Pearson correlation coefficient was computed
among all the recorded features [48]. From the results, the one-
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way delay correlates the most with the physical throughput,
and RSSI.
D.3) Model construction

The goal of the model construction step is to select an
appropriate ML algorithm to get a reliable model with the best
prediction. In this paper, we evaluated different ML-regressors
from scikit library [49], with the most consistent validation
results achieved from:
• Artificial Neural Networks (MLP);
• Decision Tree Regressor [50];
• Model ensembling: Bagging technique with a Decision

Tree Regressor as a base for bagging ensembling.
Bootstrap aggregation, or bagging, is a technique that can be
utilized with many classification and regression algorithms
to reduce the variance associated with prediction, and as a
result provide higher accuracy. Original dataset is divided into
many bootstrap samples, after that base method is applied to
each bootstrap sample and then the predictions are combined,
by averaging for regression, to obtain the overall result, with
smaller variance [51].
D.4) Model validation

The next step after model construction is its validation
which is considered to be an important phase that verifies
the model’s accuracy and ensures that it does not overfit.
Separate experiments on two live commercial LTE networks
were performed to obtain datasets for training and validation.
After all the measurements, all regressors were trained using
the training set (80%) and evaluated against the testing set
(20%).

Models were assessed by evaluating the accuracy of the
delay prediction. Results for each sampling period are shown
in Table II. More detailed discussion of the results follows in
the next section. However, from the Table II it is obvious a
linear decrease in the prediction accuracy as the sampling rate
increases. Performance varies with a sampling rate due to the
number of radio measurements and events collected within a
time series. Lower sampling periods allow to monitor network
with higher resolution and capture all fluctuations of the radio
environment.

TABLE II: Prediction performance

R2

(coefficient of determination)
Mean Absolute Error

(MAE)

Sampling
period

NN
(MLP)

Decision
Tree

Bagging
Decision

Tree

NN
(MLP)

Decision
Tree

Bagging
Decision

Tree
20 ms 82 % 82.2 % 90.7 % 0.23 0.11 0.091
50 ms 75.5 % 77.7 % 85.1 % 0.28 0.16 0.15

100 ms 73.7 % 67.3 % 81.8 % 0.29 0.19 0.13
200 ms 60 % 50 % 66.8 % 0.35 0.31 0.22

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Splitting the data-set into 80/20 for training and validation
would mean predicting the one-way delay on 20% of the
data-set. As it is difficult to find blind spots and lousy radio
environment on a live commercial LTE network, the ”silent”

(a) RF shield (b) Drive test in the mine

Fig. 6: Experiments

box from the Figure 6(a) was used for generating training data.
This radio frequency (RF) shield degrades signal quality or
completely blocks it. Thus, it can produce a full range of radio
conditions. A mobile phone will experience massive radio
signal fluctuations when it is placed inside, while constantly
opening and closing the box. Therefore, the TEMS Pocket data
was recorded in this manner. The Figures 7(a) and 7(b) depicts
massive fluctuations with the delay when the mobile phone
streams sensor data while experiencing lousy radio conditions.
At some point, the delay jumps all the way to 2000ms. The
blue line on the Figure 7 is the true recorded delay, while the
orange line is the predicted delay.

Real-Life underground drive tests as on Figure 6(b) were
also performed to validate the prediction accuracies. Figure
7(c) illustrates the experienced delay while streaming from
the mine. The values are relatively low and constant, with
one recorded peak of 200ms during a handover. However,
the prediction model was able to capture the handover and
successfully predict the occurring delay. Again, the blue line
is the true recorded delay, while the orange line is the predicted
value. The benefit from such software implementation, predic-
tion model and results is the ability to compute in real-time
the one-way delay. A mobile phone with TEMS Pocket can be
physically placed on the mining vehicle that will measure radio
conditions and RAN events in real-time. These measurements
are fed to the ML model which computes a prediction of the
one-way delay. The predicted values may be plotted on one of
the displays in the remote control room as a real-time gauge
chart, to give better context awareness for the expert driver.

VI. CONCLUSION

The research community and the industry acceptance of
IoT suggest rapid digitalization of industrial processes. Being
applied in various domains, each IIoT service requires pri-
oritization of different KPIs and service requirements. Thus,
the network performance evaluation becomes linearly more
complex as each IIoT requires different QoS assurances. In this
work, a real-world industrial scenario was analyzed to evaluate
the importance of critical real-time sensor streaming. For this
purpose, a software tool was developed to capture the absolute,
one-way delay for each transmission. The latency metrics
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(a) RF shield, sampling period 20 ms (b) RF shield, sampling period 50 ms (c) Drive test in the mine

Fig. 7: Comparison of true delay and predicted delay figures

and further analyzed with various LTE RAN measurements.
A machine learning technique is used to grasp the relation
between the latency metrics and the captured radio measure-
ments. The contribution of this study is a delay prediction for
each transmission in real-time based on the correlation and
learning processes. The initial results prove the possibility to
estimate delay figures caused by the LTE RAN events and
radio disturbances from the environment. The highest accuracy
of the prediction is estimated at 90%.

The approach taken in this study is the first step in assessing
the performance of an IIoT service. The achieved results
enable further calculation of latency budgets for a given critical
IoT service, as well as opens the possibilities to reduce latency
and perform root-cause analysis.
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Abstract—The use of video streaming services are increasing
in the cellular networks, inferring a need to monitor video
quality to meet users’ Quality of Experience (QoE). The so-
called no-reference (NR) models for estimating video quality
metrics mainly rely on packet-header and bitstream information.
However, there are situations where the availability of such
information is limited due to tighten security and encryption,
which necessitates exploration of alternative parameters for
conducting video QoE assessment. In this study we collect real-
live in-smartphone measurements describing the radio link of the
LTE connection while streaming reference videos in uplink. The
radio measurements include metrics such as RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ,
and CINR. We then use these radio metrics to train a Random
Forrest machine learning model against calculated video quality
metrics from the reference videos. The aim is to estimate the
Mean Opinion Score (MOS), PSNR, Frame delay, Frame skips,
and Blurriness. Our result show 94% classification accuracy, and
85% model accuracy (R2 value) when predicting the MOS using
regression. Correspondingly, we achieve 89%, 84%, 85%, and
82% classification accuracy when predicting PSNR, Frame delay,
Frame Skips, and Blurriness respectively. Further, we achieve
81%, 77%, 79%, and 75% model accuracy (R2 value) regarding
the same parameters using regression.

Keywords—QoE, QoS, Video, MOS, PSNR, LTE
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I. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of video streaming services goes hand-in-
hand with the users’ trend of communicating through video
messages, causing large spikes in the projections of video-
traffic. Cisco forecasts 396 exabytes (EB) IP traffic per month
by 2022 (122 EB in 2017), out of which 82% will be video
traffic [1]. Moreover, forecasting 77.5 EB of mobile data traffic
per month by 2022, out of which 78% will be video [1].

The research community has been focused on video quality
assessment (VQA) of video-streaming services, breaking down
the metrics impacting the Quality of Service (QoS) and end-
user experiences [2–4]. Therein, a great portion of the prior
work is adopting the ITU definition of Quality of Experience
(QoE) [5]. Guidelines and standards were proposed which
describe the steps of conducting evaluation of the quality
perceived by the end-user [6]. However, the complexity of
commercial VQA rises, as service-level agreements (SLAs)
are signed among service provides, operators, and customers,
to promise certain quality levels. Depending on the service
requirements, the VQA models are classified as [2]: full ref-
erence (FR), reduced reference (RR), and no-reference (NR).
Our focus are the NR models, as unlike the others they do
not require post-processing video analysis and are closest to
a real-time VQA.

A review of the most prominent NR models suggest relying
on metrics retrieved from the video bit-stream and packet-
header, such as bitrate, packet loss rate (PLR), video encoding,
etc. [7]. Therein, there are growing concerns on the translation
from the mentioned metrics into end-user QoE, captured
through Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) [8]. Moreover, the
most popular video streaming services are starting to largely
encrypt the header and payload information, giving even less
chance for the NR models to measure the traditional QoS/QoE
metrics. Thus, standards developed by ITU Study Group 12,
such as P.NAMS and P.NBAMS [9] fall short due to encryption
and various real-time video services, such as Video over LTE
(ViLTE) and Over-the-top (OTT). This becomes even more
evident in a dynamic and mobile environment, where packets
are dropped due to poor coverage, interference, cell edges, and
handovers, in cases of real-time streaming.

In this study we argue for scope extension of the NR based
methods, by utilizing collection of objective log data describ-
ing the radio conditions of an LTE link (e.g. poor coverage,
interference, cell edge, etc.). For this purpose, experiments
were conducted on commercial live LTE network, in a city
and underground mine environment, with both stationary and
drive tests. A total of 200 video files were streamed via Real-
time Transport Protocol (RTP) in uplink, from a mobile phone
to a video server. During the real-time streaming process the
mobile phone measures metrics that describe the radio LTE
link, such as RSSI, RSRP, RSRQ, CINR, etc.

Our contribution is an in-depth analysis on the dependencies
and relationships among the radio and video quality metrics.
Further, the aim is to find the root-causes for a quality degra-
dation of a real-time streaming video content by analyzing the
radio metrics at the source-node.

A machine learning (ML) model is developed to predict
conventional video quality metrics solely by using the mea-
sured radio metrics. Herein, metrics such as MOS, PSNR,
frame delay, frame skips, and blurriness were computed on the
streamed video files in post-processing by using ITU-T J.247
(PEVQ) [10]. The idea is to use PEVQ’s metrics as a reference
point to train towards a ML model with the recorded radio
logs. The results on average show 87% and 79% of model
accuracy (R2) with classification and regression respectively
when predicting the video quality metrics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
present the related work; Section III describes the case-study
and the experimental setup; Section IV shows the achieved
results; Section V concludes the study and discusses future
work.978-1-5386-8212-8/19/$31.00 c©2019 IEEE



Fig. 1: The general infrastructure of the experiments.

II. RELATED WORK

Multiple survey studies on VQA classify the existing models
as FR, RR, and NR [2], [7]. In this respect, ITU estab-
lished standardization bodies to produce recommendations and
guidelines for VQA, among which is ITU Study Group 12.
The models referred as FR require post-processing analysis
on the original with the degraded video reference file. Studies
which explore FR models typically compare the corresponding
frames of the two video files and produce objective quality
metrics such as Bluriness, Frame Freezes, Frame Skips, PSNR,
etc. For instance, PEVQ [10] computes such metrics and
models the behavior of the human visual tract to calculate a
MOS from 1 to 5. NR based models have gained attention for
their ability to perform quality monitoring in real-time. Their
classification is further explained in [7] as: pixel-based (NR-
P), bitstream (NP-B), and hybrid models combining the first
two. The NR-P use a decoded representation of the transmitted
signal and analyze the quality based on the pixel information.
Thus, NR-P models require high computational complexity
which makes them unfit for real-time VQA [11], especially
in mobile streaming services. NR-B based models have their
own classification explained in [7]. One of the first works
in the parametric VQA models [12], [13] explore the impact
of bitrate, framerate, and PLR on the video quality, without
taking the video content into account. More advanced NR-B
ML-based models emerged [14–17], where additional param-
eters are considered from the bitstream and codec settings to
estimate MOS.

In [14] the work describe extracting metrics from the packet-
header and uses encoder/decoder information to build a model
for predicting video quality of IPTV service. However, as
pointed out by [18], [19], the existing solutions relying on
packet inspection are for the most part no longer viable,
mainly due to encryption. Going over the encryption issues,
ITU-T with the P.1203 recommendation [20] defined modes
depending on the encryption levels. In [16] the work describe
the use of ITU-T P.1203 to build various ML models for
MOS prediction on Youtube videos. The study uses in-network
features mainly based on calculating mathematical statistics on
lists that store the amount of data downloaded by the client
in 1 or 5 second periods. ITU-T P.1203 and thus [16] are
tailored for HTTP adaptive streaming, targeting issues such
as re-constructing missing frames, or buffering of downlink
traffic. However, we consider real-time video services, such
as ViLTE, IPTV, Skype, surveillance cameras, or other OTT
services, where the uplink stream suffers from different issues,

Feature Description Mode

RSSI Carrier Received Signal Strength Indicator: comprises
the linear average of the total received power (in W)
observed only in OFDM reference symbols [21]

Idle

RSRP Reference Signal Received Power: the linear average
over the power contributions (in W) of the resource
elements that carry cell-specific reference signals [21]

Idle

RSRQ Reference Signal Received Quality: the ratio
N*RSRP/(Carrier RSSI), where N is the number
of resource blocks of the carrier RSSI measurement
bandwidth [21]

Idle

SSS
Cell
Power

Secondary Synchronization Signal power for detected
cells (in dB) [22]

Idle

Total RS
Power

Total Reference Signal power calculated from serving
cell RSRP and channel bandwidth [22]

Idle

CQI Channel Quality Indicator for code word 0 [22] Conn.
PUSCH
MSC

Modulation Coding Scheme index for the uplink trans-
port block [21]

Conn.

RS
CINR

Carrier to Interference plus Noise Ratio of the signal
carrier best servings for the intervention seemed at all
other sites/sectors, plus all the noise

Conn.

TABLE I: Collected parameters at the source-node

mainly frame/packet dropping.
In [15] the work describe the use of in-smartphone measure-

ments to predict a subjective QoE of different applications,
including Youtube, Facebook, and Google Maps. Even though
the scope of this study is also on downlink traffic, the authors
use RSSI as part of their features in predicting a MOS. Based
on their results, RSSI is strongly correlated to the Youtube
MOS predictions, and therefore serves us as motivation to
conduct more in-depth VQA solely on radio metrics. In [23]
the authors point out that besides poor coverage major QoS
deficiencies may cause various other uncontrollable radio and
cellular network phenomena, such as interference, handovers,
cell edges, and congested cells. The authors of [24] analyze
the effect of RSSI, RSRP, SINR, and RSRQ on events such as
throughput, link adaptation, packet scheduling, and handover.
In [25], the fluctuations in the experienced radio conditions
were modeled to predict one-way latency. However, limited
number of studies discuss mapping the radio metrics to QoE,
especially in multimedia context. We identify the study [17]
as a comprehensive work to examine in-smartphone radio
measurements to predict QoE metrics, however, targeting web-
browsing and voice applications.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. High-level cellular experimental setup
The general infrastructure used to conduct the experiments

is depicted on the Figure 1, with LTE as an underlying cellular
network. A mobile phone resides as a source-node, streaming
the videos to a server. The experiments were performed in:
1) city environment, with under 50,000 inhabitants; 2) Un-
derground mining environment, with completely isolated LTE
network; The reason for choosing two different environments
are two-fold. First, the proposed ML model should understand
the different interference factors and radio conditions in such
two disparate environments; Secondly, an option to access the
cell logs from the mobile operator in the mine; Having isolated
LTE network in the mine, with no interferences, enables the
ML model to understand the way congested cells impact the
video quality. Heavy loaded cell will create packet drops and



Fig. 2: Statistics from the combined data-set.

force HARQ and RLC re-transmissions [22]. Hence, progres-
sive load was generated during the video streaming in the mine
and the cell logs were used to confirm the load. To generate
the load, 15 phones were equipped with a modified TWAMP
application [26], with each phone streaming continuous bursts
of synchronized 1500 bytes UDP packet trains in UL and DL,
in a coordinated manner to avoid sending data simultaneously.
Each of the 15 phones on average streamed data with 70
Mbps. After analyzing the mining cell logs, the videos were
streamed with cell load in ranges of: <5%, 10-20%, 35-50%,
50-65%, 75-95%. Finally, the described cell loading technique
was used also in the city experiments, due to the relatively
small population size and making sure that there is active load
on the serving cells. All the experiments were performed with
SIM cards from one Swedish cellular operator, without any
speed or data limitations.

The source-node had pre-installed commercially available
application - TEMS Pocket [27], with capability to measure
radio metrics on a millisecond level basis. The measured met-
rics (Table I) are retrieved by scanning the radio and analyzing
the signals from the surrounding cells, part of the LTE standard
[21]. Therein, ”Idle” metrics suggest a state when the phone
is passively scanning the radio, while ”RRC Connected” (or
”Conn”) is when the source-node attempts to send user-data
over the cell. Due to almost perfect LTE environment in
the city, a shield box was used (Figure 1) with the source-
node inside in order to capture heterogeneous Table I metrics.
Opening and closing the box during the experiments would
damper the signal and yield poor radio signal, simulating
poor LTE coverage. The statistics from the behaviour of the
LTE signal during the experiments can be seen on Table 2.
It may be observed that the collected radio conditions range
from the worst to the best possible, according to the 3GPP
specification [22], suggesting the diversity and reproducibility
of the experiments. Generally, the experiments were further
divided into: 1) Stationary and 2) Drive tests - where the
source-node is naturally communicating with the serving cell;
3) Stationary and 4) Drive tests with shield box - where
the LTE signal is dampered; The experiments were equally
performed separately on each of the four setups, in both city
and underground mine environment. During the drive tests the
speed limit inside the mine was 10 km/h, while in the city
average speed was around 40 km/h.

B. Video sequence setup
The work conducted for this study was part of the PIMM-

DMA project [28], aiming to digitize underground mines with
capabilities to control the mining vehicles from distance. The
vehicles were equipped with 720p HD cameras to live-stream
video in uplink, to a remote-control room, while driving in
the mine. Therefore, the service requirements defined the video

Parameter Value

GOP length 30 frames
Frame rate 30 fps
Bitrate (avg) 3 Mbps
Resolution HD 720x480p
Color mode YUV (4:2:0)
Codec H.264
Protocol RTP

TABLE II: Video encoding and transmission parameters.

encoding and transmission parameters used in the experiments,
shown on the Table II.

To perform the experiments, Samsung Galaxy S9 was used
as a source-node to stream the video files via RTP, utilizing
the open-source ffmpeg library [29]. Thus, an ffmpeg script
was running on the mobile phone and the video server, for
streaming and receiving the video files respectively. The choice
of using ffmpeg is due to the robustness of the library, with
abilities to change various video transmission and encoding
parameters on-the-fly, but also to monitor sending and receiv-
ing logs in real-time during streaming. In practice, ten video
files were used as samples for the streaming process, each
with duration of 8 seconds, as recommended by OPTICOM
- the creator of PEVQ. Five video files were recordings from
the mine, while the other five were retrieved from the Video
Quality Experts Group (VQEG) public database. At the end
of the experiments a total of 200 videos were streamed and
stored on the video server for further analysis.

IV. THE IMPACT OF RADIO PARAMETERS ON THE VIDEO
QUALITY METRICS

The goal of this section is to explore the dependencies and
relationships among the cellular radio metrics and the objective
video quality metrics. Further, the aim is to find the root-
causes for a quality degradation of a real-time streaming video
content.

A. Data gathering process and methodology
During the real-time streaming process of each video a log

file was recorded at the source-node using TEMS Pocket,
capturing the radio parameters described in the Table I, later
referred as features. As TEMS Pocket measures most of the
features on a millisecond level basis, an arithmetical mean
had to be computed on each of the features for the duration of
each video (8 seconds). Further in post-processing, the original
video files were compared to the corresponding streamed
videos by using PEVQ [10]. As an output, PEVQ computes
various video quality metrics, among which MOS, PSNR,
frame delay, frame skips and blurriness. Herein, the PEVQ
metrics are the labels, to which the features may be trained
against. Few statistics on the gathered data-set can be seen on



Fig. 3: Pearson’s correlation on the features against PEVQ
metrics.

the Figure 2. The data-set combines the measurements from
all experimental setups described in Section III-A.

Before conducting any ML predictions, a correlation anal-
ysis on the gathered data-set may be computed. Pearson’s
correlation was used to calculate the correlation between each
of the features with the corresponding labels (see Figure
3). From the results one may conclude that constantly most
correlated parameters are RSRP, RSRQ, and RSSI. This is not
surprising as it was already shown that those are the main
features in describing the radio link under drive tests [30].

The next step is utilizing the most suitable ML techniques to
build a model with training and validation. Our study follows
the data-driven QoE analysis approach, proposed in [3], where
the use of decision trees for QoE prediction come after a
correlation analysis, followed by a QoE causality analysis
as a final step. Decision trees were also previously used for
similar context in [15], [16] to predict video MOS. Further,
as pointed out in [3], decision trees are humanly readable and
interpretable, which perfectly matches the scope of our work -
understand the trees for enabling a root-cause analysis. Thus,
techniques such as Neural Networks, Deep Learning, Support
Vector Machine, and Bayesian Networks were not considered
as it is challenging to extract and describe their decisions that
lead to a estimation [31].

B. Video quality prediction with a classifier
According to the ITIL [32], among other matters, an SLA

defines service-level targets which may be measured through
key performance indicators. Regarding video streaming ap-
plications, these service-level targets are clearly stated in
[33], where the most acceptable threshold for MOS score
is arguably 3.5. Thus, a classification ML problem may be
defined for the described case-study, where all the recorded
MOS values below the 3.5 threshold are assigned with 0, and
above that with 1. Graphical representation of the recorded
data-set with the MOS threshold split is shown on the Figure 4.

MOS PSNR Frame
Delay

Frame
Skips

Blurriness

R2 0.94 0.89 0.84 0.85 0.82
RMSE 0.192 0.236 0.317 0.298 0.359

Feature Importance
RSRP 0.197 0.187 0.278 0.210 0.144
Cell Power 0.043 0.063 0.054 0.073 0,087
RSRQ 0.293 0.193 0.369 0.283 0.271
CQI 0.123 0.083 0.064 0.013 0.034
MSC 0.012 0.051 0.012 0.108 0.066
CINR 0.178 0.128 0.109 0.149 0.173
RS Power 0.021 0.092 0.030 0.016 0.127
RSSI 0.133 0.176 0.174 0.148 0.098

TABLE III: Random Forest classifier results.

Fig. 4: Data-set split based on MOS, greater or below 3.5.

Therein, one may observe the patterns of the MOS distribution,
such as majority of high MOS values tend to appear under high
RSRP, RSRQ, CINR, and RSSI values.

Similarly to the MOS threshold of 3.5, by observing the
Figure 2, one may define threshold values for the other metrics,
such as PSNR of 35 dB, Frame Delay of −84 ms, Frame Skips
of 1.5%, and Blurriness of 1.5%. The reasons for choosing
such objective video quality metrics are two-folded. First,
a model with estimated objective metrics may be applied
to various video services, regardless of the end-users and
their subjective opinions. Second, commercial video-streaming
companies are already looking at objective metrics such as
PSNR, delays and packet losses to improve the delivered
quality of their service [34], [35].

Random Forest (RF) Classifier was utilized first to train
and validate the recorded features against the labels [36]. RF
brings more robustness to the predictions due to the random
selection of the features for the splits at each node. Other
ensemble ML algorithms such as Bootstrapped Aggregation
use all the features for each split and hence, in our case-
study, produce decision trees with structural similarities. The
classifier was tested with various parameters for regularization,
known as pruning, and most stable results on average achieved
10 trees with minimum sample split of 10, which limits the
depth of each tree in order to avoid over-fitting [37]. The whole
data-set of 200 samples were divided with 80/20 split, where
160 samples were used for training, against 40 sample for
validation. In practice, 5 RF models were tested, for training
and validation the features against MOS, PSNR, Frame Delay,
Frame Skips, and Blurriness respectively. Table III shows
the results from the classifier, calculating R2 and RMSE
values for the estimation, and also presenting the RF features
importance. It is important to note that the results from Table
III were achieved after 5-fold cross-validation, which is further
discussed in Section IV-E.

C. Conducting a root-cause analysis
The possibility to visualize the RF’s trees enables interpre-

tation of the achieved results. This is suitable for conducting
a root-cause analysis upon estimation of a poor video quality.
LIME is a open-source framework [38] which enables inter-
pretation of complex ML models, in this case by analyzing



Fig. 5: Results from the Random Forest regressor.

the 10 decision trees. LIME scans each decision of the trees
and marks the range of values for each feature that lead to an
estimate below or above the threshold. The actual trees are not
shown due to lack of space, but an average of their decisions
is shown on Table IV. Such table may be generated for any
of the labels, and in this case MOS > 3.5 is presented.

Table IV may be seen precisely as a root-cause analysis,
from where few conclusions emerge. For instance, measured
RSSI value below −70 dB would advocate bad coverage
areas or blind spots, while CINR value below 13 suggests
interference and therefore produces poor video quality. More-
over, similar RSRQ values of the serving and neighboring cell
indicates cell edge and therefore a handover may be expected,
which might cut the video streaming for a short time.

As mentioned before, load from 15 other phones was
generated on the same cell while conveying the video traffic.
Since the cell logs from the underground mine were available,
the precise cell load was observed and correlated to the
features and the labels. It has been already shown that RSRP,
RSRQ, and CINR may suggest congested cells, resulting with
network packet drops [39]. Our results prove this hypothesis,
as the MOS scores on average fell from 4.6 to 2.1 as the cell
load increased from 30% to 95% in the mine environment.
Moreover, the high accuracy percentage from Table III shows
that it is possible to capture the way cell load impacts the
video quality.

Even through the city and mine seem such disparate en-
vironments, the results show they complement each other.
That is because the ML model is trained to understand some
unique phenomena, which pattern will be captured solely in
such isolated environment like the mine. Examples are signal
reflections and the way multipath is handled in LTE. Since
there is no interference in the mine from end-users and inter-
cells, the pattern of the RSRP, RSRQ and CINR are different

Metrics MOS > 3.5

RSRP -98.3 < RSRP > -93.9
SSS Cell Power 17.1 < SSS Cell Power > 18.4
RSRQ -9.3 < RSRQ > -8.4
CQI 12.2 < CQI > 13.5
MSC 18.4 < MSC > 20.2
CINR 13.3 < CINR > 14.5
RS Power -76.3 < RS Power > -64.7
RSSI -70.2 < RSSI > -63.9

TABLE IV: Minimal range of values to achieve MOS > 3.5.

(a) Classifier (b) Regressor

Fig. 6: Learning curves.

compared to the city case. Thus, the pattern of the mining
radio metrics describe the reflections from the rocks and how
it affects the video quality during streaming. A conclusion is
that training the model on more unique cases will even further
improve the performance.

D. Regression method against video quality metrics
After high accuracy with RF classifier, we also attempt to

construct a regression problem and directly predict the PEVQ
metrics using the same features. RF regressor with the same
regularization as the classifier was initialized, due to the same
reasons as stated before. Figure 5 plots the true computed
MOS (red) and estimated MOS (cyan). The model achieved
accuracy of 85% (R2), with RMSE of 0.361. The achieved
results for the other metrics are as follows: PSNR R2 score
of 81%, Frame Delay 77%, Frame Skips 79%, and Blurriness
75%, with RMSE values of 0.364, 0.382, 0.379 respectively.

E. Dealing with the over-fitting problem
One common technique to test a ML model from being over

or under fitted is a Learning Curve [40]. The idea is to observe
the changes of the errors, both in the training and validation,
as the training set size increases. Figure 6 plots learning curves
for RF (a) classifier and (b) regressor. The size of the training
set was set to {1, 20 35, 75, 110, and 140}. On top of that,
a 5-fold cross-validation was performed when selecting the
samples, which takes random samples for each of the training
size and averages the results. Examining the Figure 6(b), the
learning curve first attempts to use 1 sample for the training set
and test it against the validation set. In such case, the model fits
perfectly the training data, thus training error of 0. However,
a model with only one training set will perform poorly on the
un-seen validation set, as illustrated. This indicates over-fitting.
Further, as the training set size increases, the validation error
gradually decreases, reaching an arguably acceptable MSE
value of 0.15. Thus, figure 6 also shows the rate of change in
both variance and bias. Low training error is associated with
low bias, which indicates that the model is also not under-
fitted. However, the trend of the validation error in Figure
6(b) indicates that increasing the training set size will yield
lower MSE, which is indication to do more experiments.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The current models for conducting real-time VQA are
challenged with tighten security and encryption of the video
services. Further, the real-time nature of services such as
ViLTE, Skype, and OTT, does not fit into the concept of



adaptive streaming, since frames are dropped instead of re-
transmitted or buffered. Hence, this study looks for alternative
ways to enrich the performance of the current models for
VQA. The important finding is that there is a correlation
between the measured quality of the radio LTE link and the
video quality metrics. Thus, our approach utilizes Random
Forrest to estimate MOS, PSNR, frame delay, frame skips
and blurriness, based on radio metrics such as RSSI, RSRP,
RSRQ, and CINR. Moreover, we conduct a root-cause analysis
by inspecting and describing the decision of the estimations.
In real scenario, the Random Forrest classifier and regressor
reside at the end-user, where radio metrics are used to estimate
video quality metrics. A future work is understanding how the
service providers can utilize such estimations to improve their
service quality.

Regarding the machine learning model, there are few poten-
tial improvements as a future work: 1) Include static parame-
ters such as video resolution, frame-rate, codec, etc as features
to generalize the model; 2) Exploring and testing additional
radio/network metrics is one aspect, while extracting the
existing feature is another. For instance, breaking down a
single feature, or grouping multiple features into a set of sub-
features may capture unique real-life cases and hence improve
the performance; 3) Training the model on more unique cases,
such as subway/train ride, large crowd stadiums, rural areas,
etc; 4) One may create sub-ML problems within the model to
estimate MOS, such as estimating load on the serving cell or
predicting a handover; and 5) One may also attempt to first
predict objective metrics, such as PSNR and Frame Delay, and
use them as additional features to estimate MOS.
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